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Abstract
A cycle basis of a graph is a basis of its cycle space, the vector space which is spanned
by the cycles of the graph. Practical applications for cycle bases are for example the
optimization of periodic timetables, electrical engineering, and chemistry. Often, cycle
bases belong to the input of algorithms concerning these ﬁelds. In these cases, the running
time of the algorithm can depend on the size of the given cycle basis. In this thesis, we
study the complexity of ﬁnding minimum cycle bases of several types on diﬀerent graph
classes. As a main result, we show that the problem of minimizing strictly fundamental
cycle bases on planar graphs is NP-complete. We also give a similarly structured proof
for problem of ﬁnding a maximum leaf spanning tree on the very restricted class of cubic
planar graphs. Additionally, we show that this problem is APX -complete on k-regular
graphs for odd k greater than 3. Furthermore, we classify types of robust cycle bases and
study their relationship to fundamental cycle bases.
Zusammenfassung
Eine Kreisbasis eines Graphen ist eine Basis des Zyklenraumes des Graphen, also des
Vektorraumes, der von den Kreisen des Graphen aufgespannt wird. Praktische Anwen-
dungsgebiete von Kreisbasen ﬁnden sich zum Beispiel bei der Optimierung von Taktfahrplä-
nen, in der Elektrotechnik und der Chemie. Oft gehören Kreisbasen zur Eingabe von Algo-
rithmen aus diesen Gebieten. In diesen Fällen kann die Laufzeit der Algorithmen von der
Größe der eingegebenen Kreisbasis abhängen. In dieser Arbeit untersuchen wir die Kom-
plexität, minimale Kreisbasen unterschiedlicher Typen auf verschiedenen Graphenklassen
zu ﬁnden. Als ein Hauptergebnis zeigen wir, dass das Problem minimale streng funda-
mentale Kreisbasen von planaren Graphen zu ﬁnden NP-vollständig ist. Wir geben einen
ähnlich strukturierten Beweis für das Problem, auf der sehr eingeschränkten Graphenklasse
der kubischen planaren Graphen einen spannenden Baum mit der maximalen Anzahl an
Blättern zu ﬁnden. Zusätzlich zeigen wir, dass dieses Problem auf k-regulären Graphen
für ungerade k größer als 3 APX -vollständig ist. Ein weiteres Thema der Arbeit ist
die Klassiﬁzierung von Typen robuster Kreisbasen und ihre Beziehung zu fundamentalen
Kreisbasen.
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Introduction
Graph drawing. Chemistry. Electrical engineering. Category theory. Periodic timetabling.
What do these areas have in common? How does category theory matches up with this
list? Beyond others, these ﬁelds are applications for diﬀerent classes of cycle bases, the
main topic of this thesis.
From an etymological point of view, the word cycle is derived from the Late Latin
cyclus respectively from the Greek word κύκλος ([96]) and means “any complete round or
series of occurrences that repeats or is repeated” ([35]). Besides cycles, there are three
further terms used in this thesis to describe mathematical objects which are round in a
sense. In our meanings, circulation is essentially the same as a cycle, while a circuit comes
along with a simpler structure. Finally, by a circle we mean what each elementary-school
pupil ought to know, namely the set of all points in a plane that have the same distance
to a given point.
Anyway, circles will not play a major role. Rather, we will deal with circuits and cycles
in graphs. The set of all cycles in a graph forms a vector space. And this vector space,
which is called the cycle space in this case, has a basis—the cycle basis.
The investigation of cycle bases has addressed many researchers, especially in the last 15
years. This is also reﬂected by numerous publications on cycle bases of graphs. The authors
of these papers considered cycle bases not only from a practical point. Additionally, they
investigated structural properties of diﬀerent classes of cycle bases. Further lines of research
reached from exact and approximation algorithms for the computation of minimum cycle
bases restricted to speciﬁed graph classes, over the classiﬁcation of diﬀerent types of cycle
bases, to statements on the complexity of computing a minimum cycle basis of a special
class, just to name a few. Intelligibly, this led to many continuing questions and further
open problems. One of the main pretensions of this thesis is to localize some of these
unresolved problems and to solve them admittedly in parts.
During the research on cycle bases, we had been confronted with another area in addi-
tion to cycle bases. Since it deals with trees, which do not contain cycles, it seems to have
not much in common with cycle bases, at a ﬁrst view. However, this view changes when
we are concerned with strictly fundamental cycle bases. But what we are actually talking
about is the problem of ﬁnding a spanning tree of a graph that maximizes the number of
leaves. Also this problem attracted the attention of many researchers, who specialized for
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instance in approximation algorithms for general and for cubic graphs, in particular. We
came across this problem due to the similarity between the completeness proofs for this
problem restricted to planar and cubic graphs on one hand, and for the problem of ﬁnding
a minimum strictly fundamental cycle basis of a planar graph on the other hand.
In the next paragraphs, we outline the thesis and motivate the sense of reading the
thesis from cover to cover. Moreover, one of the references, a survey on cycle bases, stands
out from the others, thus, it is mentioned in an extra paragraph.
Outline of the Thesis. Chapter 1 is used to summarize basic deﬁnitions and to ﬁx our
notation which is used in this thesis. The chapter is divided into three sections, where the
ﬁrst one deals with elementary graph theoretical concepts. The second section contains
the deﬁnitions on cycles and cycle bases for directed and undirected graphs. Additionally,
we discuss advantages and disadvantages of diﬀerent viewpoints of cycles. In the third
section, notions on complexity and approximation are given. In particular, we specify the
terms decision and optimization problem, the Landau notation, computational complex-
ity, approximation algorithms and schemes, complexity classes, as well as reductions and
completeness.
Chapter 2 treats the Maximum Leaf Spanning Tree Problem. One main result in
this chapter is the proof of NP-completeness of this problem when we restrict to planar
and cubic graphs. The proof is done via a reduction from the Exact Cover by 3-Sets
Problem for planar graphs. After some notes on the embedding of instances of this problem
which is essential for the proof, we proceed with an exhaustive description of the reduction.
After this, the proof is further adapted to graphs which are additionally biconnected. The
second main result is the APX -completeness of the problem for 5-regular graphs. This
proof is extended to graphs with an arbitrary odd regularity greater than 5. As a positive
result, we deduce some exact and one approximation algorithm for selected graph classes.
Strictly fundamental cycle bases are the topic of Chapter 3. It begins with stringent def-
initions and some technical notes, after what follows a detailed view of strictly fundamental
cycle bases on planar graphs. We carry on with the Minimum Strictly Fundamental
Cycle Basis Problem and illustrate its relationship to the Optimum Communication
Spanning Tree Problem. Thereafter, strictly fundamental cycle bases on planar graphs
with non-metric weighting functions are considered. After this, we proceed with the main
result of this chapter, namely the NP-completeness of the Strictly Fundamental Cy-
cle Basis Problem for planar graphs. Further considerations of this chapter are strictly
fundamental cycle bases on weighted outerplanar graphs and on weighted cycle root graphs,
i.e. graphs closely related to the duals of outerplanar graphs.
The research on robust cycle bases is carried on in Chapter 4. We ﬁgure out the
four established types of robust cycle bases, i.e. cyclically robust, strictly robust, quasi-
robust, and strictly quasi-robust cycle bases. We draw a map which respects trivially
outcoming inclusions. It is shown with suitable examples that no two of these classes
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coincide on general graphs. Each of these examples provides a cycle basis which is minimum
on its graph. A second issue of this chapter is the comparison of robust cycle bases and
fundamental cycle bases, what had been initiated in [67]. Except one, also these examples
constitute minimum cycle bases on their graphs.
Chapter 5 collects results on further classes of cycle bases. As a new class, we introduce
p-bases as a generalization of 2-bases. We investigate for which p such bases exist or not.
In the section about totally unimodular cycle bases diﬀerent deﬁnitions are related to each
other. Moreover, totally unimodular cycle bases are compared with weakly fundamental
cycle bases, where we discover a weak kind of a hierarchical structure. The last section is
about integral cycle bases, a class of practical interest. After a description of the Pesp for
cyclic timetabling, we turn our focus on integral cycle bases without simple cycles and on
the coeﬃcients of linear combinations for circuits.
How to Read this Thesis? We suggest to read the chapter in the order of their ap-
pearance in this thesis. Clearly, Chapter 1 on the preliminaries should be read at ﬁrst.
Chapter 5 summarizes several results on further classes of cycle bases. It uses some is-
sues of Chapter 3 on strictly fundamental cycle bases and thus ought to be read after it.
Moreover, Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 contain two similarly structured proofs. Since the
former proof is less challenging it should be read prior. This is also the chronological order
of the development of the proofs. Finally, Chapter 4 on robust cycle bases can be read
independently of the other ones.
From Chapter 2 on, each chapter starts with an outline and a summary of our con-
tribution. All of these chapters end with some conclusions and quotations of questions
which remained open. Chapter 2 to 4 contain introductions with some historical notes and
descriptions of practical applications. In the last chapter, these parts are partially shifted
into the sections.
As usually, the end of a proof is marked by the symbol . In addition, the thesis is
loaded with examples, especially in Chapter 4 on robust cycle bases. To mark the end of
an example, we use the symbol ♦.
The Survey. A great help and inspiration for the preparation of this thesis had been the
survey [64], written by Kavitha, Liebchen, Mehlhorn, Michail, Rizzi, Ueckerdt, and Zweig.
Therein, the authors “surveyed structural, algorithmic, and complexity-theoretical results
and compiled a list of open problems.”. From this list of 15 open problems, we were able
to solve three of them partially (Open Problems 3, 4 and 6) and one completely (Open
Problem 14). Since this survey is mentioned very frequently, we sometimes pass a correct
citing up and simply speak about the Survey.
Chapter 1
Preliminaries
This ﬁrst chapter is dedicated to prepare the elementary concepts which are used in this
thesis. The basic graph theoretic deﬁnitions are collected in Section 1.1. If any further
graph theoretical terms are used in this thesis but not declared in this section, we refer to
standard textbooks such as [17,18,36,123]. On the other hand, terms which are deﬁned in
this section but do not appear anywhere else, can be ignored. Clearly, a cycle is a basic
graph theoretical concept. In spite of this, the stringent deﬁnition of a cycle is moved to
Section 1.2. In this section, we also discuss diﬀerent viewpoints of cycles and give precise
deﬁnitions of the cycle spaces for undirected and directed graphs. The section is closed with
a very short illustration of the cycle matrix and its determinant. Section 1.3 provides a brief
summary of the used concepts associated with complexity and approximability. It contains
some standard material from the ﬁeld of theoretical computer science, collected from several
textbooks—for concrete references look on site. Beyond the overview of problem types, the
Landau notation, some words to computational complexity, and approximation algorithms,
we emphasized the types of reductions and completeness which occur in this thesis.
1.1 Graph Theory
An undirected graph G = (V,E) is a pair consisting of a ﬁnite set V of vertices or nodes and
a set of edges E ⊆ {{u, v} | u, v ∈ V, u 6= v}. Throughout this thesis we ﬁx n = |V | and
m = |E|. When we keep busy with more than one graph, we may write V (G) and E(G)
to denote the vertex and edge set of the graph G. Per deﬁnition, an edge is a 2-element
subset of V . Nevertheless, we usually write e = uv instead of e = {u, v} to denote an edge.
Two nodes u and v are adjacent if there is an edge e = uv ∈ E. The vertices u and v are
called the end nodes of e in this case. If all vertices are pairwise adjacent, the graph is
called complete. The neighborhood N(v) is the set of all vertices adjacent to v, the closed
neighborhood is denoted by N [v] := N(v) ∪ {v}. A vertex v and an edge e are incident if
v ∈ e.
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In a multigraph, the edge set E ⊆ {{u, v} | u, v ∈ V } is allowed to be a multiset.
Additionally, also the edges themselves can be multisets, i.e. edges {u, u} are possible.
They are called loops. Two or more edges are termed parallel if they are incident to the
same (multi-)set of nodes. The term simple graph is used when the graphs deﬁned in the
ﬁrst paragraph shall be set apart from multigraphs.
The degree deg(v) of a node v is the number of its incident edges. A graph is k-regular
if deg(v) = k for all v ∈ V ; a graph is cubic if it is 3-regular. For a graph G = (V,E)
and vertices u, v ∈ V , deﬁne G + uv := (V,E ∪ {uv}), G \ uv := (V,E \ {uv}), and
G \ v := (V \ {v}, E \ {e ∈ E | v ∈ e}). If e = uv ∈ E, then G/e is the graph which
arises by contracting e to a new vertex ve. More precisely, G/e := (V \ {u, v}∪{ve}, {xy ∈
E | {x, y} ∩ {u, v} = ∅} ∪ {vex | x ∈ N(u) ∪N(v) \ {u, v}}).
A weighted graph G = (V,E) additionally provides a weighting function w : E → K,
where K is mostly Q≥0, R≥0, or N ∪ 0. Two graphs G = (V,E) and G′ = (V ′, E ′) with
weighting functions w and w′ are isomorphic if there exists a bijection ϕ : V → V ′ with
uv ∈ E ⇔ ϕ(u)ϕ(v) ∈ E ′ and with w(uv) = w′(ϕ(u)ϕ(v)). Sometimes, the weighting
function is included into the graph itself. A weighted graph is then denoted by G =
(V,E, w).
A walk with length ℓ is a sequence (v0, e1, v1, . . . , eℓ, vℓ) of vertices and edges with ei
being incident with vi−1 and vi for 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ. If all vertices of a walk are pairwise disjoint,
this walk is referred to as v0-vℓ-path or simply as path. The vertices v0 and vℓ are called
the end nodes of the path. A path can also be regarded as a sequence of vertices or as a
sequence of edges. Since each vertex and each edge appears only once, it can also be seen as
a set of edges instead of a sequence. For u, v ∈ V denote Pu,v the set of all u-v-paths. With
Pm we denote the path with m edges. The length of a path P is deﬁned as length(P ) :=∑
e∈P w(e). The distance distG(u, v) is the minimum length of a path from u to v in
G. The eccentricity of a node v is the maximum distance of another node to v, formally
ex(v) := maxu∈V dist(u, v). Now, the diameter of a graph G = (V,E) can be deﬁned as the
maximum eccentricity over all nodes, hence as diam(G) := maxv∈V ex(v). The distance of
a node v to a vertex set U ⊆ V is deﬁned by distG(v, U) := minu∈U distG(u, v). An edge
e = uv of a weighted graph is metric if w(e) = distG(u, v); a graph itself is called metric if
all its edges are metric. Often, we also skip the index G.
Let V ′ ⊆ V and E ′ ⊆ E for a graph G = (V,E), then G′ = (V ′, E ′) is called a subgraph
of G if E ′ ⊆ {uv ∈ E | u, v ∈ V ′}. If E ′ = {uv ∈ E | u, v ∈ V ′}, then the subgraph is
induced by V ′. Denote G[V ′] the subgraph itself. Similarly, if V ′ =
⋃
E ′, then G′ = G[E ′]
is induced by E ′. For a subset E ′ ⊆ E we write G \E ′ := (V,E \E ′). A spanning subgraph
is a subgraph with V ′ = V . An induced subgraph is a clique if it is complete. The size of a
largest clique in a graph G is the clique number ω(G). If G′ is a subgraph of G, then G is a
supergraph of G′. For a graph G = (V,E), its complement graph is deﬁned as G = (V,E),
where E = V 2 \ E.
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A directed graph or digraph D = (V,A) consists of a ﬁnite node set V and the set
of arcs A ⊆ {(u, v) | u, v ∈ V, u 6= v}. Again, we often denote a = uv instead of
a = (u, v). It is reasonable to customize the notion of neighborhood to directed graphs,
thus, N−(v) := {u | uv ∈ A} and N+(v) := {w | vw ∈ A}. Further, the in- and
the outdegree of a vertex v are deﬁned as deg−(v) := |N−(v)| and deg+(v) := |N+(v)|,
respectively. Additionally, we set α(a) = u as the tail and ω(a) = v as the head of an
arc a = uv. Although many other deﬁnitions usually also diﬀer slightly for the directed
case, this distinction is not necessary in this thesis. Thus, all other deﬁnitions above apply
directly to digraphs. For example, an arc in a path of a directed graph can also be passed
in opposite direction, i.e. from head to tail. The reason for this deviation is that the same
shall hold for cycles in the cycle space. For a digraph D = (V,A) deﬁne the underlying
graph G(D) := (V, {{u, v} | (u, v) ∈ A}). On the other hand, each undirected graph G
can be considered as a digraph D by orienting the edges arbitrarily. D is then called an
orientation of G.
A graph is connected if there is a u-v-path for each pair u, v ∈ V , and disconnected
otherwise. An induced subgraph which is connected and which has a maximal number
of nodes is called a connected component or just component . Denote c(G) the number of
connected components of G. More generally, a graph G = (V,E) is called k-connected for
a k ∈ N if k < |V | and if for each subset V ′ ⊂ V with |V ′| < k the graph G[V \ V ′] is
connected. For k = 2 and k = 3 the terms bi- and triconnected are also in use. For a real
number t, a graph G is t-tough if for each k > 1, the graph G cannot be decomposed into
k components by removing less than tk vertices, i.e. t · c(G[V \S]) ≤ |S| does hold for each
subset S ⊆ V . We call a digraph D connected if the underlying graph G(D) is connected.
All other deﬁnitions in this paragraph apply to digraphs if they do for their underlying
graphs, as well.
A tree is a connected graph with m = n − 1 arcs respectively edges. Note that this
deﬁnition diﬀers from the usual one in most textbooks about graph theory, where trees are
deﬁned as connected graphs without cycles. The reason for our diﬀerent deﬁnition is that
we decided to deﬁne cycles later. Moreover, the orientation of the arcs of a tree does not
play a role in our context. Vertices v of a tree T with degT (v) = 1 are called leaves. For
a graph G = (V,E), a spanning subgraph G′ = (V,E ′) which is a tree is called a spanning
tree of G. With ℓ(G, T ) we denote the number of leaves of a spanning tree T of a graph
G. The edges in E \ E(T ) are referred to as chords of the spanning tree.
The incidence matrix I(D) = (ijk)n×m of a directed graph D resp. I(G) = (ijk)n×m of
an undirected graph G is deﬁned as
ijk =


1, if α(ak) = vj
−1, if ω(ak) = vj
0, otherwise,
resp. ijk =
{
1, if vj ∈ ek
0, otherwise.
(1.1)
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For the sake of completeness we also deﬁne the adjacency matrix A(D) = (ajk)n×n
(A(G) = (ajk)n×n) of a directed graph D = (V,A) or an undirected graph G = (V,E) as
ajk =
{
1, if (vj , vk) ∈ A resp. {vj , vk} ∈ E
0, otherwise.
(1.2)
1.2 Cycles and Cycle Spaces
The main subject of this thesis is the concept of cycle bases. Thus, when investigating
this topic, one should exactly know what a cycle is. During the history of cycle bases—
or more generally, of graph theory—diﬀerent perceptions have been developed of what a
cycle in a graph ought to be. It turned out that the usage of diﬀerent notions of cycle
bases and hence of cycles in undirected and directed graphs is advantageous. One reason
for this is the possibility of backward arcs in a cycle of a digraph. Since we will also use
several diﬀerent notations for cycles, we illustrate them below. Additionally, we discuss
their advantages and disadvantages. Nevertheless, we decided to omit a clear deﬁnition
of cycles at this place and catch this up below. We do this in favor to look at cycles and
other substructures from an abstract and set-theoretic point of view.
Cycles as Subgraphs. Since a cycle can be viewed as a graph on its own, this notion is
maybe the most intuitive one. Given a graph G = (V,E), a cycle in G is just a subgraph
C = (V (C), E(C)) with V (C) ⊆ V , E(C) ⊆ E and a constraint for being a cycle such as
deg(v) ≡ 0 mod 2 for all v ∈ V . The advantage of this model is its simplicity. However,
this cannot reﬂect all the features of cycle bases, especially in the directed case.
Cycles as Sets of Edges. Here, a cycle is simply a set C = {e1, e2, . . . , eℓ} with ℓ ≤ m.
The cyclic structure of this set of edges in the graph G = (V,E) is given if |{e ∈ C | v ∈
e}| ≡ 0 mod 2 holds for all v ∈ V . With this model, it is easier to denote a cut or the
sum of cycles. When dealing with spanning trees, it is usually more convenient to interpret
them as sets of edges. Concerning cycles, this model has similar problems as the ﬁrst one.
Cycles as Sequences of Edges or Vertices. From this perspective, a cycle is similarly
deﬁned as a walk in Section 1.1, i.e. C = (v0, e1, . . . , eℓ, vℓ = v0). Here, the cyclic structure
can be expressed in the same way as for the perception of cycles as edge sets. It is also
possible to use sequences consisting exclusively of vertices or edges, respectively. This
model of cycles as sequences has mainly two advantages. On one hand, if the considered
graph is directed, every integral cycle1 is representable. And on the other hand, the ordering
of the edges and vertices is explicitly given. Problems occur when we try to operate with
cycles in this representation, e.g. to add them.
1See Definition 1.2.
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Cycles as Vectors. Since the cycle space is a vector space, this should be our preferred
model for cycles. For a ﬁxed order of the arcs, indicated by their indices, a cycle is a column
vector C = (Ca1 , Ca2 , . . . , Cam)
T. For the constraints of being a cycle see Deﬁnition 1.1.
A signiﬁcant advantage over the other models is the possibility that Cai can take diﬀerent
values. Moreover, this is the only model where actually every element of the cycle space
of a directed graph is representable. Sometimes, we also write C(ai) instead of Cai. When
regarding cycles as vectors, the inner product of two cycles C and C ′ is deﬁned as usual,
i.e.
〈C,C ′〉 :=
m∑
i=1
CaiC
′
ai
. (1.3)
Clearly, all four perspectives above can directly be carried over to arbitrary subgraphs
such as trees, cuts, or paths. Furthermore, it is straightforward to switch between the
ﬁrst two notions. To see this, let CG be a cycle given as a subgraph of a graph G and
let CS be a cycle represented as a set of edges. Then we can simply set CS = E(CG)
and CG = G[CS]. Moreover, assume that CF is a cycle given as a sequence of edges.
The access to elements of this sequence is accomplished in regarding the sequence as a
discrete function CF : {1, . . . , ℓ} → E. Now, the cycle as set of edges can be expressed as
CS = {e ∈ E | ∃i ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ} : CF (i) = e}. However, the order of the edges is lost in this
case. In addition, if CF is a cycle in a directed graph and several edges appear more than
once in CF then CS as deﬁned above does not constitute a cycle anymore. The relationship
to cycles as vectors is accomplished by the support, which is deﬁned below.
Which of the perspectives is used, depends on the context. Note that we will not
explicitly state each time which characteristic is currently in use. We proceed with formal
deﬁnitions of cycles and cycle spaces, where the same names are used, although there are
diﬀerences between the directed and the undirected case.
Definition 1.1 (cycle, cycle space, edge space, support). A cycle in an undirected
graph G = (V,E) is a vector C ∈ GF(2)|E| with∑
u∈N(v)
Cuv = 0 for all v ∈ V. (1.4)
In a digraph D = (V,A), a cycle is a vector C ∈ K|A| for which∑
u∈N−(v)
Cuv =
∑
w∈N+(v)
Cvw (1.5)
holds for all v ∈ V and K is a field, usually Q or R.
The sets C(G) = {C | C is cycle in G} and C(D) = {C | C is cycle in D} form vector
subspaces of GF(2)|E| resp. of K|A|, the cycle spaces of G and D. The spaces GF(2)|E| and
K|A| themselves are referred to as the edge space and the arc space. The support supp(C)
of a cycle or any other vector C is the set of edges e with Ce 6= 0, respectively the set of
arcs a with Ca 6= 0.
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We should distinguish between several special cycle types in a digraph.
Definition 1.2 (integral cycle, simple cycle, circuit, projection). Let C be a cycle
in a directed graph D = (V,A). Then C is called
• integral cycle, if Ca ∈ N holds for all a ∈ A,
• simple cycle, if Ca ∈ {−1, 0,+1} holds for all a ∈ A,
• circuit, if D[supp(C)] \ (A \ supp(C)) is connected and 2-regular.
We usually denote an integral cycle by I, a simple cycle by S, and a circuit by C. A
cycle in an undirected graph is a circuit if G[supp(C)] \ (E \ supp(C)) is connected and
2-regular. For a simple cycle S = (Sa1 , . . . , Sam)
T in a digraph D define the projection
π(S) := (|Sa1 |, . . . , |Sam |)T of S onto the underlying undirected graph G(D).
Definition 1.3 (Hamiltonian circuit). A circuit C is a Hamiltonian circuit in a graph
G if G[supp(C)] = G, i.e. if C contains all vertices of G.
Definition 1.4 (cycle basis, cyclomatic number, basic circuit/cycle). A basis of
the cycle space is a cycle basis. An element of the cycle space is called basic circuit or
basic cycle. The cyclomatic number or the nullity is the dimension of the cycle space, its
value is ν(G) = m− n+ c(G). If there are no confusions concerning the considered graph,
we often simply denote the cyclomatic number by ν.
A cycle basis B = {C1, . . . , Cν} of the cycle space C(D) of a directed graph D is
called directed cycle basis if there are no further restrictions on B. If also the projection
π(B) := {π(C1), . . . , π(Cν)} is a cycle basis of the cycle space of the underlying graph
G(D), the basis B is referred to as undirected cycle basis. For a separating example which
show that both notions are diﬀerent, see Figure 1.1 which is the same as Figure 5 in [64].
More precisely, it shows a graph and a directed cycle basis where each arc is contained in
exactly two basic circuits. Clearly, their projections are linearly dependent.
Figure 1.1: A graph and a directed cycle basis (black arcs) which is not undirected.
Sometimes, we also speak about the cycle basis of a graph for short. For the sake of
completeness, for a directed graph D the co-cycle space or the cut space is the orthogonal
vector subspace of the cycle space with respect to the inner product. Its dimension or
rank is ρ = ρ(D) = n − 1 − c(D). The elements of the cut space are the cuts of D.
More descriptively expressed, a cut in a digraph can be seen as a (electric) tension, i.e.
as potential diﬀerence of some potential function on the vertex set. Formally speaking, a
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vector S is a directed cut, if there is a function π : V → R such that Suv = π(v) − π(u).
The support of a cut is a set of arcs whose removal disconnects the graph.
From an algebraic point of view, the cycle and the edge space of a graph D can easily
be described in terms of the incidence matrix I(D). More precisely, the cycle space is the
kernel of I(D), while the cut space is the image of I(D)T. This also motivates the terms
nullity and rank for their dimensions.
Note that here cycles are deﬁned very generally. For a cycle C in an undirected graph
G, the graph G[supp(C)] may be disconnected. It is only required that each of its vertices
has an even degree. In particular, degrees of four or more are possible. In the directed case,
a cycle can be viewed as a circulation. That’s why C(D) sometimes is called circulation
space ([18]) or flow space ([55]).
Definition 1.5 (weight, size, and length of a cycle (basis), girth). The weight of
a cycle C in a weighted digraph D = (V,A) is defined as
w(C) =
∑
a∈A
|Ca|w(a). (1.6)
If the graph is unweighted, w(C) is also called the size or the length of C and denoted by
|C|. The minimum size of a circuit in an unweighted (di-)graph G is called the girth of G.
The weight Φ(B) of a cycle basis B is defined as
Φ(B) :=
∑
C∈B
w(C). (1.7)
Remember that a cycle C is a vector in GF(2)|E| for the case of an undirected graph.
The deﬁnitions above apply to undirected graphs, when the entries Ce of a cycle C and
∑
are regarded as elements and as the sum in Q or R instead of GF(2).
Minimization of the size respectively the weight Φ(B) of a cycle basis B is a main topic
in this thesis. Thus, for a graph G denote by Φ(G) the minimum value of Φ(B) over all
cycle bases B of C(G). For a digraph D, the invariant Φ(D) is deﬁned as the minimum
value over all cycle bases which contain only integral cycles. Sometimes, when we do not
want to specify a particular graph, we also write simply Φ.
For a given cycle basis B = {C1, . . . , Cν}, the corresponding cycle matrix Γ = (γjk)m×ν
is deﬁned by setting γjk = Ck(aj). The determinant of a cycle basis B can be deﬁned as
det(B) = | det(Γ′)|, where the reduced cycle matrix Γ′ arises from Γ by deleting the rows
that correspond to the arcs of a spanning tree. Clearly, the reduced cycle matrix is not
unique. In contrast, the determinant of a cycle basis is always uniquely determined and
does not depend on the choice of the spanning tree. Several classes of cycle bases can be
characterized by looking at their determinants, see e.g. the Survey. Note that although the
cycle matrix suggests an ordering of the cycles in a basis, we prefer to denote a cycle basis
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1.3 Complexity and Approximation
The task of this section is to give an introduction to the ﬁelds of complexity and approx-
imation. Since these are very broad areas, we can only give an overview. Actually, the
function of this section is to ﬁx our notations. The description of the concepts presented
here are borrowed from diﬀerent theoretical computer science textbooks, accomplished to
a unique notation. If not explicitly stated diﬀerently, we refer for instance to [53, 59, 71].
Decision and Optimization Problems. In this thesis we consider mainly two types of
problems. In a decision problem we are given a problem instance as input and a decision
that corresponds to this input. The answer may either be “YES” or “NO”. An optimization
problem asks for a feasible solution with an optimal value. Below, both notions are deﬁned
in a more formal way.
Definition 1.6 (decision problem). A decision problem P is a pair (I, S), where I is
the set of instances of P and S : I → {“YES”, “NO”} is a function. Solving P on an
instance I ∈ I means to decide whether S(I) = “YES” or S(I) = “NO” holds.
Definition 1.7 (optimization problem, objective function). An optimization prob-
lem P is a 4-tuple (I, S, c, opt), where I is the set of instances of P and S(I) is the set
of feasible solutions of an instance I ∈ I. The function c : I × S → N is called the
objective function, and opt ∈ {max,min}. Solving P on an instance I ∈ I means to find
a solution s ∈ S(I) which maximizes respectively minimizes c(I, s). We may abbreviate
opt(I) = opt{c(I, s) | s ∈ S(I)}.
Remark 1.8. It is easy to transform an optimization problem into a decision problem. For
that, an additional parameter k is appended to the instance I ∈ I of the optimization prob-
lem P . The question to the corresponding decision problem is whether there is a solution
s ∈ S(I) with c(I, s) ≥ k (≤ k) if P is a maximization (minimization) problem.
The Landau Notation. When analyzing algorithms, it is rather hard to imagine to
do this without the Landau notation, which is used to describe the asymptotic behaviour
of functions and classes of functions. Actually, it is a family of ﬁve symbols. They are
mentioned at this place, because the deﬁnitions diﬀer from each other in the references.
Moreover, we want to give some statements about confusing habits when using this nota-
tion.
Definition 1.9 (Landau notation). Let g : N → R≥0 be a function. Then Landau’s
symbols are defined as
• O(g) = {f : N→ R≥0 | ∃c ∈ R>0, n0 ∈ N ∀n ≥ n0 : f(n) ≤ c · g(n)},
• Ω(g) = {f : N→ R≥0 | ∃c ∈ R>0, n0 ∈ N ∀n ≥ n0 : f(n) ≥ c · g(n)},
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• Θ(g) = O(g) ∩ Ω(g),
• o(g) = {f : N→ R≥0 | ∀c > 0 ∃n0 ∈ N ∀n ≥ n0 : f(n) < c · g(n)},
• ω(g) = {f : N→ R≥0 | ∀c > 0 ∃n0 ∈ N ∀n ≥ n0 : f(n) > c · g(n)}.
A function g is called superpolynomial if g ∈ ω(f) for all polynomials f . If g is su-
perpolynomial then the notation O∗(g) = O(pg) for some polynomial p is also in use;
furthermore, it is O˜(g) = O(gh) with h(n) ∈ O(logk(n)) for some k ≥ 1. Although classes
respectively sets of functions are deﬁned, often one sees confusing notations like “f = O(g)”.
Anyway, we abide by the more convenient notation “f ∈ O(g)”. Another notational quality
of Landau’s symbols is to use the mapping rule instead of the function’s name. Exemplary,
we write O(n logn) instead of O(f) for the function f : N→ R≥0 with n 7→ n logn. Since
we deal with graphs which have n vertices and m edges, we usually extend the deﬁnitions
of Landau’s symbols for two variables by replacing the domains of the functions f and g
with N× N. In addition, the term “∀n ≥ n0” is substituted by “∀n,m ≥ n0” in each case.
Beside the indication of running times of algorithms—see the next paragraph—Landau’s
symbols are also used to state a priori sizes of solutions, e.g. of minimum cycle bases. For
instance, if Φ(B) ≤ f(n,m) holds for each minimum cycle bases B (of a speciﬁed type) on
all graphs (in a speciﬁed class) with n vertices and m edges for a function f : N×N→ R≥0,
we denote Φ(B) ∈ O(f) or write that “the size of a minimum basis is in O(f)”. Moreover,
Landau’s symbols may also be a part of a term. For instance, if f(n) = g(n) + h(n) where
h ∈ o(n) is a function which is not speciﬁed in more detail, we also write f(n) = g(n)+o(n).
Computational Complexity. Considering the complexity of an algorithm, the usual
measurements are time and space. However, we are mainly concerned with time complexity.
To determine the running time of an algorithm, all elementary operations such as
additions, comparisons, or assignments, are counted. Clearly, this running time of an
algorithm depends on the input respectively the instance. Thus, the running time can be
regarded as a function of the input. The instance is given to the algorithm in a binary
encoding. The size |I| of an instance I is the length of this encoding. Now we are able
to deﬁne the time complexity function of an algorithm as the function which maps an
input size to the maximum running time of this algorithm on an input of this size. A
polynomial time algorithm is an algorithm whose time complexity function is in O(p) for
some polynomial p.
Approximation Algorithms and Schemes. In this paragraph we sketch the deﬁni-
tion of approximation algorithms. Furthermore, we deﬁne polynomial time approximation
schemes, although they appear rather rarely in this thesis. Since we only deal with rela-
tive approximation we skip the declarations of algorithms with an absolute performance
guarantee, as well as of fully polynomial-time approximation schemes. For the correlation
of algorithms with relative performance guarantee with these notions see e.g. [7].
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Definition 1.10 (approximation algorithm, performance guarantee/ratio). Let
P = (I, S, c, opt) be an optimization problem as in Definition 1.7 and k ∈ (1,∞). An
approximation algorithm with performance guarantee k is a polynomial time algorithm
that computes for each instance I ∈ I a solution s ∈ S(I) with
RP (I, s) := max
{
c(I, s)
opt(I)
,
opt(I)
c(I, s)
}
≤ k. (1.8)
The value RP (I, s) is also called the performance ratio of the solution s with respect to a
given instance I of a problem P .
Note that there are also algorithms with a non-constant performance guarantee. If
we do not explicitly declare something else, we refer to an algorithm with constant per-
formance guarantee when we use the term approximation algorithm. On the other hand,
there are problems for which for each k ∈ (1,∞) there is an approximation algorithm
with performance guarantee k. In a manner of speaking, the problem is arbitrarily well
approximable. This leads us to polynomial time approximation schemes.
Definition 1.11 (polynomial time approximation scheme). Let P = (I, S, c, opt) be
an optimization problem. An algorithm is called a polynomial time approximation scheme
(PTAS for short) if for each instance I ∈ I and each k > 1 it computes a solution s ∈ S(I)
with performance ratio RP (I, s) ≤ k in polynomial time.
A disadvantage of a PTAS can be the increase of the running time when we want to
achieve better and better approximations. To be more precise, if the performance ratio is
k, the running time might not be polynomial in 1/(k − 1).
Complexity Classes. Problems are assigned to complexity classes, depending on the
asymptotic behaviour of the time complexity function of the algorithms for these problems.
Literally, there is a proper zoo of complexity classes, cf. [27], where about 500 complexity
classes are listed. At this point, we deﬁne only the classes which are used in this thesis.
P : The class of all decision problems P which are solvable in polynomial time, i.e.
for which there exists a polynomial f and an algorithm that solves P correctly
and whose time complexity function is in O(f).
PO : The same as P for optimization problems.
NP : The class of all decision problems for which for each instance whose answer is
“YES”, there is a proof for the correctness of this anwer, and this proof can be
veriﬁed in polynomial time.
NPO : The class of all optimization problems for which the corresponding decision prob-
lem, as described in Remark 1.8, is in NP.
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APX : The class of all problems in NPO for which there is an approximation algorithm.
PT AS : The class of all problems in NPO for which there is a PTAS.
We omit a stringent deﬁnition of a subclass ofAPX , namely the class max SNP , at this
point because we will only mention it in one paragraph but not investigate it more closely.
In addition, the class max SNP is deﬁned in a syntactical way. In our context, this seems
rather unhandy in contrast to the classes above, which are deﬁned from a computational
perspective.
Reductions and Completeness. In this thesis, we prove several problems as complete.
Therefore, we reduce problems to each other. In this paragraph, we deﬁne three diﬀerent
types of reductions, specify what completeness is and how it can be derived by reducing
problems, and explain why the concept of completeness is useful for the development
of algorithms. The notions of NP-completeness and polynomial time reduction can be
found in every text book on theoretical computer science. The deﬁnitions for AP- and
L-reduction are borrowed from [30] and adapted to our notations. This reference gives also
a nice overview of several other types of reductions.
Definition 1.12 (polynomial time reduction, NP-hard, NP-complete). A poly-
nomial time reduction from a decision problem P = (IP , SP ) ∈ NP to a decision problem
Q = (IQ, SQ) ∈ NP is a function f : IP → IQ with
• SP (IP ) = “YES” ⇐⇒ SQ(f(IP )) = “YES”, and
• f ∈ O(p) for some polynomial p.
Computable functions with the second property are said to be polynomial time computable.
If there is such a reduction from P to Q, then this is denoted by P ≤ Q.
A problem Q is NP-hard if P ≤ Q holds for all P ∈ NP. It is NP-complete if
additionally Q ∈ NP.
Polynomial time reductions as deﬁned above are also called many-one reductions be-
cause the function f is not required to be injective. The importance of NP-completeness
is the possibility to derive a polynomial time algorithm for every problem in NP from a
hypothetical polynomial time algorithm for one NP-complete problem. In this sense, an
NP-complete problem can be seen as a hardest one in the class NP. It is well-known that
there is no polynomial time algorithm for an NP-complete problem, unless P = NP.
The other notions of reducibility concern optimization problems. At ﬁrst, we describe
AP-reductions, a type of reduction which preserves membership in APX . An L-reduction
even preserves membership in PT AS, thus it is a more speciﬁc reduction. However, if
the problem which shall be reduced is a minimization problem, then L-reducibility implies
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AP-reducibility. That is the statement of Lemma 1.15. Since an L-reduction is often easier
to construct, one usually prefers this kind of reduction in this case.
To get a rough idea of both types of reduction, consider the diagram below.
IP
f //
PTAS for P

IQ
PTAS for Q

SP (IP ) ∋ g(IP , sQ) = sP sQ ∈ SQ(f(IP ))goo
The function f transforms an instance IP of the problem P to an instance IQ = f(IP )
of problem Q. Now assume that there was a polynomial time approximation scheme which
computes a solution sQ ∈ SQ(f(IP )) for Q. Then the function g could be used to compute
a solution sP ∈ SP (IP ) for IP from this transformed instance and its solution. As apparent
in the diagram, a PTAS for problem P could be composed by concatenating the function
f , the PTAS for Q, and the function g. We remark that it is suﬃcient to deﬁne g only for
instances on Q which actually arise as transformation of f . This is why we chose IP as
the ﬁrst part of the domain of g instead of IQ.
The preservation of approximability is treated diﬀerently for both types of reduction.
For an AP-reduction, the existence of a PTAS for problem Q would enable us to construct a
PTAS for problem P . In the case of L-reductions, the approximability of the concatenated
operation is demanded explicitly. Moreover, also the function f is required to preserve
approximability. We proceed with the formal deﬁnitions of both reductions.
Definition 1.13 (AP-reduction, APX -hard, APX -complete). An AP-reduction from
an optimization problem P = (IP , SP , cP , optP ) to another optimization problem Q =
(IQ, SQ, cQ, optQ) is a triple (f, g, αAP ), where f : IP×Q>1 → IQ and g : IP×SQ×Q>1 →
SP are polynomial time computable functions, αAP a positive constant, and the following
properties hold for all IP ∈ IP , r ∈ Q>1, and for all sQ ∈ SQ(IQ) with IQ = f(IP , r) ∈ IQ:
• SP (IP ) 6= ∅ ⇒ SQ(IQ) 6= ∅,
• g(IP , sQ, r) ∈ SP (IP ),
• RQ(IQ, sQ) ≤ r ⇒ RP (IP , g(IP , sQ, r)) ≤ 1 + αAP (r − 1).
This reduction is denoted by ≤AP . Similarly as above, a problem Q is APX -hard if P ≤AP
Q holds for all P ∈ APX , and APX -complete if in addition Q is in APX .
If an optimization problem is APX -complete then there is no PTAS for it unless P =
NP. The letters “AP” stand for “approximation preserving”.
Definition 1.14 (L-reduction). An L-reduction from an optimization problem P =
(IP , SP , cP , optP ) to an optimization problem Q = (IQ, SQ, cQ, optQ) is a 4-tuple (f, g, α, β),
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where f : IP → IQ and g : IP × SQ → SP are polynomial time computable functions, α
and β are positive constants, and the following properties hold for all IP ∈ IP and for all
sQ ∈ SQ(IQ) with IQ = f(IP ) ∈ IQ:
• SP (IP ) 6= ∅ ⇒ SQ(IQ) 6= ∅,
• g(IP , sQ) ∈ SP (IP ),
• optQ(IQ) ≤ α · optP (IP ),
• |optP (IP )− cP (IP , g(IP , sQ))| ≤ β · |optQ(IQ)− cQ(IQ, sQ)|.
Similarly to the notation above, we denote P ≤L Q if there is an L-reduction from P to Q.
Here, “L” usually stands for “linear” but there are also references which use it for
“logical-ﬁrst order” ([8]). We remark that also the terms PT AS-completeness and max
SNP-completeness can be deﬁned, which are related to L-reductions. Getting back to
problems in APX , it is known that every max SNP-complete problem is also APX -
complete ([4]).
In Chapter 2 we will prove a maximization problem as APX -complete by reducing an
APX -complete minimization problem to it. The lemma below states that this can be done
via an L-reduction. We remark that a similar proof, though of another statement, can be
found in [29].
Lemma 1.15 (Special case of Lemma 8.2 in [7]). Let P be a minimization problem,
Q a maximization problem, and P ≤L Q. Then P also reduces to Q via an AP-reduction,
i.e. P ≤AP Q.
Proof. Because P is a minimization and Q a maximization problem, the last item in
Deﬁnition 1.14 reads as cP (IP , g(IP , sQ))−min(IP ) ≤ β(max(IQ)− cQ(IQ, sQ)). Dividing
this by the inequality in the third item one gets
cP (IP , g(IP , sQ))−min(IP )
min(IP )
≤ αβmax(IQ)− cQ(IQ, sQ)
max(IQ)
. (1.9)
On the other hand, from 0 ≤ (max(IQ)− cQ(IQ, sQ))2 we derive
max(IQ)− cQ(IQ, sQ)
max(IQ)
≤ max(IQ)
cQ(IQ, sQ)
− 1. (1.10)
Plugging (1.10) into (1.9) we obtain
cP (IP , g(IP , sQ))
min(IP )
− 1 ≤ αβ
(
max(IQ)
cQ(IQ, sQ)
− 1
)
. (1.11)
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Setting αAP = αβ, the third item in Deﬁnition 1.13 can directly be derived from (1.11),
namely that max(IQ)/cQ(IQ, sQ) ≤ r implies cP (IP , g(IP , sQ))/min(IP ) ≤ 1 + αAP (r − 1).
The functions g in both deﬁnitions can be identiﬁed, where the variable r, which appears in
function g in Deﬁnition 1.13, may be ignored. The same can be done with function f .
Chapter 2
Spanning Trees with Many Leaves
This chapter is dedicated to the problem of ﬁnding a spanning tree of a graph with as
many leaves as possible. We start with a short historical outline, followed by an overview
of results concerning the complexity, the (non-)approximability, and of exact algorithms.
In Section 2.2, we give three areas of applications where it is crucial to search for trees with
many leaves. Section 2.3 contains the proof of NP-completeness of the Mlst for cubic
planar graphs and the further restriction to graphs which are additionally biconnected. For
regular graphs, the APX -completeness of the problem is the matter of Section 2.4. We also
discovered—admittedly very restrictive—classes of graphs for which there are polynomial
time algorithms for the computation of spanning trees with the maximum number of leaves.
This is given in Section 2.5. Parts of this chapter are submitted, see [107].
Contribution. Garey and Johnson ([53]) established the NP-completeness of the Max-
imum Leaf Spanning Tree Problem for general graphs. Lemke ([73]) went one step
further and showed that the problem is NP-complete even for cubic graphs. In Sec-
tion 2.3, Lemke’s proof is modiﬁed such that the result does also hold for cubic graphs
which are in addition planar and 2-connected.
In [20] and [28] the authors conjectured max SNP-hardness of the Mlst for cubic
graphs. The APX -completeness for cubic graphs then was shown in [19]. We provide
APX -completeness proofs for k-regular graphs for each odd k ≥ 5.
After a little observation we list up several classes of graphs, for which the Maximum
Leaf Spanning Tree Problem is solvable in polynomial time, or admits a PTAS at least.
2.1 Introduction
A basic task in graph theory is to ﬁnd a spanning tree for a given graph that satisﬁes certain
conditions. The ﬁeld of such tree spanner problems is a very broad one—thus, we omit
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an overview at this point. The issue of this chapter is the problem to ﬁnd a spanning tree
that maximizes the number of leaves over all spanning trees, i.e. a maximum leaf spanning
tree, or MLST for short. The maximum leaf number is the number of leaves of an MLST.
The problem itself is the Maximum Leaf Spanning Tree Problem (Mlst).
From a historical point of view, the Mlst seems not to be considered much earlier than
1979, what primarily is due to its relationship to the Minimum Connected Dominating
Set Problem (Mcds). The objective of this problem is to ﬁnd a minimum connected
dominating set (MCD) in a graph G = (V,E), i.e. a minimum subset S ⊆ V for which
G[S] is connected and every vertex in V \ S is adjacent to a vertex in S (cf. GT2 in [53]).
Computing now an arbitrary spanning tree on G[S] and join each vertex in V \ S to this
tree results in a maximum leaf spanning tree for G. In this way, the Mcds and the Mlst
are equivalent. The more general problem of looking for a dominating set which is not
necessarily connected can ﬁrstly be found in a 1962 book from Ore ([97]). Connected
dominating sets were initially investigated in 1979, after “Hedetniemi suggested a new
parameter in domination theory”, see [111]. In the same year, the famous book of Garey
and Johnson ([53]) was published, in which the Mlst appears as Problem ND2.
As stated there, the problem is NP-complete for general graphs. This is also true for
a range of special classes of graphs. Among these classes are planar graphs with maximum
degree 4, 4-regular graphs (both [53]), as well as cubic graphs ([73]). We extend this list by
showing the NP-completeness of the problem restricted to graphs which are planar and
cubic.
Considering the approximability of the Mlst, it turns out to be max SNP-hard on gen-
eral graphs (Galbiati et al. [51]). Hence, the approximability has been studied exhaustively
in recent years. Particularly, Lu and Ravi gave a 3-approximation for general graphs in [85]
and Solis-Oba provided a 2-approximation for general graphs in [118]. Loryś and Zwoźniak
studied the problem restricted to cubic graphs and presented a 7/4-approximation in [84].
This factor was improved to 5/3 by Correa et al. in [28] and to 3/2 by Bonsma and Zickfeld
in [20]. When taking a closer look at the max SNP-hardness proof in [51], it becomes
clear that it can be adapted to graphs with bounded degree. We go a step further and
show that Mlst is APX -complete even on 5-regular graphs. A slightly diﬀerent result—
the max SNP-completeness for cubic graphs—had been conjectured in [20] and in [28].
With our result, it could have been possible to show the max SNP-completeness or the
APX -completeness of the Mlst for cubic graphs. However, this was recently shown by
Bonsma in [19] by using a diﬀerent approach.
In another line of research exact exponential algorithms for the Mlst were investigated.
The ﬁrst one seems to be released in [50] where the author also reported on computational
results on random and on grid graphs. However, he did not specify the running time of
his algorithm. A further exact algorithm with running time O(1.9407n) was presented
in [46]. In [44], this running time could be improved to O(1.8966n). Very recently, exact
algorithms for the directed case were studied. In doing so, running times of O∗(1.9044n)
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and O∗(1.8139n), respectively, could be achieved, where the latter one required exponential
space, see [15].
There are several results concerning lower bounds on the maximum leaf number for
cubic and other regular graphs, as well as for graphs with diﬀerent minimum degrees greater
than 2. All values range in Θ(n). For more detailed overviews see e.g. the introductions
in [19, 28, 84]. Exact values for special grid graphs were provided in [75].
2.2 Applications
The Maximum Leaf Spanning Tree Problem is not only interesting from an theoretical
point of view. In this section, we describe three practical applications where trees with
many leaves turn out to be useful. All three descriptions are based on the cited references,
therein.
Rendering of Triangulated Meshes. An important topic in computer graphics is
rendering . More detailed, a three-dimensional object can be described by just its surface,
which can be a triangulated mesh, embedded into the three-dimensional Euclidean space.
During the rendering process, one triangle after the other is projected onto the view plane,
e.g. the screen.
The access to the triangles is realized by their coordinates, which have to be trans-
ferred from the memory to the arithmetic logic unit. This, in turn, is done by using fast
cache memories. But these cache memories work eﬃciently only if data from the cache is
repeatedly accessed, so one tries to keep vertices in the cache.
Now reconsider the triangulated mesh. A triangle strip is a sequence of triangles of
this mesh, where consecutive triangles have one shared edge in common, and in which no
triangle appears twice. The access to the triangles is carried out faster if the triangles are
treated in the order of such a strip since two of the three vertices are already in the cache
due to the preceding triangle.
Finding such a strip which contains all triangles is equivalent to ﬁnd a Hamiltonian
path in the dual graph, and hence is NP-complete. Alternatively, one can use more than
one strip, or one adds a small number of triangles to the graph in order to be able to ﬁnd
a single strip.
Now consider those edges which are not shared edges. These edges form a spanning
tree if the graph has a positive genus. It emerged that cache reuse is higher for vertices
that are leaves of this spanning tree, since each of these leaf vertices is accessed several
times successively. Thus, one is interested in the Mlst.
For a more elaborate description of this application we refer to [34]. To compute a
spanning tree with many leaves, the authors avoided to implement known algorithms like
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the 3-approximation of Lu and Ravi, which is however mentioned there. Instead, they
report that “A breath ﬁrst spanning tree with low depth and large fan-out would maximize
the number of leaf vertices ...”.
Design of Wireless Ad-hoc Networks. A wireless ad-hoc network can be seen as a
set of devices which communicate to each other. As of now, the devices are referred to
as nodes. All of these nodes are uniform, hence, there is no node which serves as a basis
station or something similar. Two nodes can communicate directly to each other using
a single hop or by using multihops via other nodes in the network. The nodes can be
able to move and thus get out of range of each other. Hence, such a network is organized
dynamically.
Originally, wireless ad-hoc networks seem to have appeared in military applications
for the ﬁrst time ([11]). Of course, there are also many non-military applications, which
include for example communication between mobile devices like notebooks or cell phones.
To describe how the Mlst can be applied to wireless ad-hoc networks, it is more
convenient to switch to the equivalent Minimum Connected Dominating Set Problem.
Since it is more involved to communicate with multihops, one seeks for a small set of nodes
which serve as transmitting nodes. This set is demanded to be connected in order that
the transmitting nodes are able to communicate to each other. And ﬁnally, it must be
dominating so that also all other nodes can be reached.
For an overview of the research on the Mcds in the context of wireless networks we
refer again to [11], which also provides the application of coloring and clique problems to
the area of communication networks.
Regenerator Location in Optical Networks. In an optical network, pulses of light
are sent through optical ﬁbers to transmit information. It is possible to use many diﬀerent
frequencies which increases the capacities of the ﬁbers. Optical signals fall oﬀ in intensity
and in quality in the course of the transmitting process. Thus, they are required to be
regenerated periodically after a maximum distance.
More precisely, the signals can be reampliﬁed, reshaped, and retimed. For the math-
ematical model it is more convenient to use only regenerators which perform all three
forms of regeneration. Moreover, “the associated equipment is usually expensive and it
[the placement of the regenerators] tends to be done at nodes of a telecommunication net-
work.”, see [26]. Furthermore, the signal’s intensity does not decrease continuously in the
model, rather it is simply lost after it had been covered the maximum distance. As one
might expect, one is interested in a possibly small set of regenerators in an optical network,
such that signals can be transmitted between all pairs of nodes.
This leads to the Regenerator Location Problem (Rl), which is investigated more
detailed for example in [26]. The authors of this paper also provide heuristic algorithms
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for this problem and give computational results for their heuristics. Formally deﬁned, the
decision version of this problem reads as follows.
Regenerator Location
Instance: Graph G = (V,E),
distance function d : E → R≥0,
maximum distance dmax,
integer k.
Question: Is there a subset R ⊆ V , |R| ≤ k
such that ∀u, v ∈ V ∃P ∈ Pu,v
with distG(u, v) > dmax =⇒ ∃x ∈ P ∪ R?
We deﬁne the communication graph M = (V,E(M)) with E(M) := {{u, v} | distG(u, v) ≤
dmax} and d(uv) := distG(u, v) for all uv ∈ E(M) for a graph G = (V,E) and a maximum
distance dmax, in which we follow [26]. Then it turns out that a solution of the Rl Problem
on the communication graph is also a solution of the Rl Problem on the original graph.
Now, Lemma 2 in [26] states that “Any minimal solution for the Rl Problem on M can be
represented as a spanning tree with regenerators at all internal nodes of the tree.”, thus, it
is nothing else than the Maximum Leaf Spanning Tree Problem on M . This however
is only true if the communication graph is not complete. In this case, R = ∅, but the star
tree has one internal node.
2.3 NP-completeness of the MLST on Planar Cubic
Graphs
In this section, we establish the NP-completeness of the Maximum Leaf Spanning
Tree Problem on graphs that are both, planar and cubic. The proof will be by reduction
of a planar version of the Exact Cover by 3-Sets Problem (SP2 in [53]), where we
will beneﬁt from the embedding of the corresponding bipartite graph and from a special
way to connect the 3-sets. This construction is described in Subsection 2.3.1 in a general
manner. In Subsection 2.3.2, the problems used in this section are deﬁned. Subsection 2.3.3
is ﬁrstly dedicated to specify the general construction of connecting the 3-sets described
in Subsection 2.3.1 to our reduction. Afterwards, we describe the design of the required
gadgets for the reduction. The section is closed with the NP-completeness result of the
Mlst Problem on planar cubic graphs. We remark that stringent deﬁnitions for planar
graphs and related notions like face and boundary are given in Subsection 3.4.1. In this
context, we will also deﬁne the dual of a planar graph and describe a relationship between
strictly fundamental cycle bases and the Optimum Communication Spanning Tree
Problem on planar graphs.
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2.3.1 Connection of the 3-Sets
Consider a problem whose instances contain amongst others two or more disjoint sets.
Besides Exact Cover by 3-Sets (X3C), such problems are for example 3-Dimensional
Matching or several variants of Satisfiability (Sat). When reducing instances of these
problems to prove the completeness of decision or optimization problems, we observe a
general technique, in particular, when the decision respectively the optimization problem
is a spanning tree problem.
X3C and Sat are designed in a fashion that an element of one of the disjoint sets
contains (in some way) elements of the other set in the instance, e.g. a 3-set contains
elements of the other set (X3C), and a clause contains literals (Sat). The elements of
the sets are modeled as vertices, and if an element of one set contains an element of the
other set, the corresponding vertices are joined to each other. We refer to nodes which
correspond to sets as set nodes and to the other ones as element nodes in this section and
in Section 3.5. Observe that graphs derived in this way are bipartite. Now, this bipartite
graph is equipped with some further structure which connects the set nodes to each other.
Examples for this kind of reduction can be found in [62] (X3C ≤ Shortest Total Path
Length Spanning Tree, ND3 in [53]) and [73] (X3C ≤ Maximum Leaf Spanning
Tree on cubic graphs) or, more recently, in [91] (3DM ≤ Minimum Vertex Ranking
Spanning Tree) and in [52] (Max-3Sat-Nae-Un-q ≤L Msfcb). For the deﬁnitions of
these problems we refer to the quoted references.
The problems 3Sat, X3C and 3DM remain NP-complete when the bipartite graph
described in the paragraph above is planar, see [41,76]. But in general, the supplementary
structure for the connection of the 3-sets destroys planarity. Thus, it is not possible to
transfer a completeness result for a problem on general graphs to the problem on planar
graphs in a straightforward manner.
Our approach is to connect the set nodes with edges and nodes passing through the
faces of the embedded graph. This is done in a way that for each pair of set nodes, there
is exactly one path between them which uses only these new edges. Restricted to the set
nodes, the new edges thus form a spanning tree, which we call the spinal tree. Given that
the bipartite graph is simple—which might be realized by an additional pre-processing
step—the boundary of each face contains at least two set nodes. Thus, such a construction
can always be realized while preserving planarity. Moreover, the transformation can be
constructed in polynomial time if the size of the supplementary structure added into the
faces is polynomially bounded.
We will apply these ideas both in this section to prove the NP-completeness of the
Mlst on planar cubic graphs and in Chapter 3 which deals with strictly fundamental
cycle bases and an NP-completeness result for their minimization restricted to planar
graphs.
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2.3.2 The Problems
This subsection is devoted to ﬁx the notations of the discussed problems. Firstly, we deﬁne
the Maximum Leaf Spanning Tree Problem restricted to planar cubic graphs.
3-P-Mlst
Instance: Planar cubic graph G = (V,E), positive integer k ≤ |V |.
Question: Does G have a spanning tree with at least k leaves?
Similarly to [73], we prove the NP-completeness of the more speciﬁc question about
the existence of a spanning tree T on a given planar and cubic graph GO without a vertex
v with degT (v) = 2. We call this the Planar Odd Degree Spanning Tree Problem,
3-P-Odst for short, when the problem is restricted to cubic graphs. ODST denotes the
odd degree spanning tree itself. Actually, the 3-P-Odst is the special case of the 3-P-Mlst
with k = n
2
+1, since if there is an odd degree spanning tree in a cubic graph, it has n
2
− 1
vertices of degree 3 and n
2
+ 1 leaves. This is also true for cubic graphs which are not
necessarily planar. Our proof will use reduction from the planar version of Exact Cover
By 3-Sets, whose NP-completeness had been established in [41]. It is deﬁned as follows.
P-X3C
Instance: Integers n,m with 3|n, set X = {1, 2, . . . , n}, subset S ⊂ P(X)
with |S | = m and |S| = 3 for all S ∈ S , where GX = (VX , EX)
with VX = X ∪S and EX =
⋃
S∈S {{S, x} | x ∈ S} is planar.
Question: Is there a subset S ′ ⊆ S
such that for all x ∈ X there is exactly one S ∈ S ′ with x ∈ S?
2.3.3 The Transformation
Initially, consider a P-X3C instance with the associated graph GX and ﬁx a plane embed-
ding of GX . Note that in general this embedding is not unique. However, this does not
aﬀect the proof. This embedding will be transformed into a planar and cubic graph GO
for the 3-P-Odst instance. We will show that the graph GO has a spanning tree with no
vertices of degree 2 iﬀ there is a subset S ′ ⊆ S as posed in the description of P-X3C in
Subsection 2.3.2.
We start the transformation with the construction of the spinal tree. In detail, for each
set node S ∈ S put a facial node between each of the three pairs of element nodes adjacent
to S and connect these facial nodes with join edges to S, see Figure 2.1 for this setting.
Now merge some of the facial nodes together in such a way that for each pair in S there is
a unique path which consists only of join edges. Note that merged nodes have to be located
in the same face. Figures 2.1 and 2.2 illustrate this construction with an example with
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X = {1, 2, . . . , 6} and S = {{2, 3, 5}, {1, 2, 6}, {1, 4, 6}, {1, 5, 6}}. The element nodes are
depicted as numbered circles, while the rectangles represent the set nodes.
1
2
3
45
6
2,3,5 1,2,6
1,5,6
1,4,6
Figure 2.1: GX with additional facial
nodes (filled bullets) and join edges (fat
lines).
1
2
3
45
6
2,3,5 1,2,6
1,5,6
1,4,6
Figure 2.2: GX after merging
several facial nodes.
Since the boundary of every face contains at least two nodes from S , this construction
can always be done while preserving planarity. For the further transformation to GO we
replace the nodes and edges with components which we describe below.
Plugs. This component is required to substitute element nodes and facial nodes with
degree 1. In both cases, the incident edge is identiﬁed with edge e in Figure 2.3, which
shows the only two possible ODSTs restricted to a plug. In these cases, the spanning tree
is called regular 1 restricted to the plug, otherwise irregular on the plug. Note that the
edge e has to be in every spanning tree since it is a bridge.
ee
Figure 2.3: Two possibil-
ities of a regular spanning
tree on a plug.
e1e1
e2e2
Figure 2.4: Two possibilities of a regular span-
ning tree on a connector.
Connectors. A connector replaces the element nodes and facial nodes with degree 2.
Furthermore, connectors are required for the construction of a gear, which is deﬁned later.
1This should not be confused with the 3-regularity of the graph GO itself.
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The two incident edges are identiﬁed with e1 and e2 in Figure 2.4. Again, there are only
two possible ODSTs restricted to a connector, and both contain e1 and e2. Also when
considering the whole graph, e1 and e2 are connected in the tree only via edges of the
connector, otherwise, the spanning tree would have nodes of degree 2 in this connector. In
this case, it is referred to as irregular on this connector. The two depicted trees are thus
regular on the connector.
Lanes. With a lane we replace element nodes and facial nodes with degree 3 or more.
For such a node with degree j we construct a row of j−2 houses as displayed in Figure 2.5.
The lane subgraph has also been constructed by Lemke in [73]. Note that it has j outgoing
edges.
e1
e2 e3 e4 ej−1
ej
. . .
Figure 2.5: A lane with a possible ODST.
Figure 2.5 shows one of the 2j−2 possible odd degree spanning trees restricted to this
subgraph (the top of every house is connected to the bottom either on the left or on the
right hand side). Observe that all edges e1, . . . , ej are in every ODST and that they are
pairwise reachable to each other on tree edges only in the lane. Again, if all degrees of a
spanning tree on a lane are odd, the tree is regular on the lane and irregular otherwise.
Switchers. Switchers will be pieces of the gears introduced in the next paragraph. See
Figure 2.6 for a switcher. The grey edges will be outgoing edges of the components deﬁned
above. Hence, they are forced into any odd degree spanning tree by these components.
Figure 2.6 displays the only two possibilities of assigning the remaining edges to an ODST.
Once again, if all degrees of a spanning tree restricted to a switcher are odd, it is called
regular on the switcher and irregular otherwise. However, in the case of a switcher, the
two possibilities of a regular spanning tree essentially diﬀer from each other.
Figure 2.6: Spanning tree which is inactive (left) and active (right) on a switcher.
In every ODST the grey edge on the ride hand side is reachable from the left one by
using only tree edges contained in the switcher. As the illustration shows, either the upper
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grey edge or the two lower grey edges are connected to the switcher via tree edges. The
ﬁrst possibility we call inactive, the second one we refer to as active.
Gears. Now we are able to construct the component for the set nodes, which we call a
gear. This subgraph consists of three inner connectors, three outer connectors, and three
switchers. All pieces are assembled as depicted in Figure 2.7. The edges f1, f2 and f3
belong to components that replaced facial nodes, the edges x1, x2 and x3 are parts of
components that replaced the nodes in X. With the assumption that the grey edges are
forced into the tree by other components, the fat edges constitute one of the 26 possibilities
for an odd degree spanning tree restricted to the gear without considering the switchers.
x1
x2
x3
f1
f2f3
Figure 2.7: A gear with a partial spanning tree.
Provided that the grey edges are in the tree and that the six connectors as well as the
three switchers are regular, we observe that all three switchers in a gear have to be either
active or inactive to preserve connectivity and to avoid circuits in the spanning tree. Thus,
the terms regular, irregular, active, and inactive can be passed on to gears. Active gears
correspond to 3-sets S ∈ S ′, inactive ones to sets S ∈ S \S ′.
Observation 2.1. The transformation can be performed in polynomial time. Moreover,
the constructed graph is planar and cubic.
Lemma 2.2. Let S and X belong to an instance of P-X3C and GO be a graph transformed
in the way described above. Then GO has an ODST T if and only if there exists a subset
S ′ ⊆ S such that for all x ∈ X there is exactly one S ∈ S ′ with x ∈ S.
Proof. Observe at ﬁrst that a tree T on GO can only be an ODST if
• all plugs, connectors, lanes, and gears are regular,
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• all gears are connected to each other in T via join edges and the replacements of
facial nodes, and
• every element in x ∈ X is connected directly to all the gears which represent sets
S ∈ S with x ∈ S, where directly means not by using other nodes in X or nodes of
other gears.
Assume that the given instance of P-X3C has a solution S ′ ⊆ S . Then, construct for
every set in S ′ an active gear, and for the sets in S \S ′ an inactive gear.
It remains to show that the chosen edges form a spanning tree. This is fulﬁlled since
every x ∈ X is connected to exactly one active gear and thus, disconnectivity and cycles
are avoided.
The other way around, suppose now that there is no solution of the P-X3C instance.
Then for every choice S ′ ⊆ S there is an x ∈ X with
|{S ∈ S ′ | x ∈ S}| = 0 or with (2.1)
|{S ∈ S ′ | x ∈ S}| ≥ 2. (2.2)
With the observations at the begin of this proof in mind, we can construct a cubic subgraph
on GO. But this subgraph cannot be a tree since there is an x which is not connected to
the rest of the subgraph (2.1) or it induces a circuit since it is connected to at least two
gears (2.2), which are also connected via the spinal tree.
As one can easily see, the problems 3-P-Odst and 3-P-Mlst are in NP. Thus,
Lemma 2.2 together with Observation 2.1 leads to
Theorem 2.3. Odst is NP-complete on planar cubic graphs.
Since the 3-P-Odst is a special case of the 3-P-Mlst we conclude like in [73]
Theorem 2.4. The Maximum Leaf Spanning Tree Problem is NP-complete on pla-
nar cubic graphs.
2.3.4 Restriction to Biconnected Graphs
The statement of Theorem 2.4 does also hold if the planar and cubic graph is additionally
required to be 2-connected. In this subsection, we show how the reduction must be modiﬁed
to obtain this result.
Our aim is to avoid the vertices of degree 1 after the merging process of the facial nodes,
see again Figure 2.2. There are two types of degree 1 vertices, element nodes and facial
nodes, and both types are treated diﬀerently. Anyway, the usage of the plugs becomes
obsolete.
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Facial Nodes. Firstly consider the facial nodes which are not merged. For the desired
connection of the set nodes they are useless, and thus, we simply remove them. But then,
the switcher from which the corresponding plug was removed, also has to be adapted. See
Figure 2.8 for the modiﬁcation.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.8: An inactive switcher (a). The switcher after the modification (b).
The only two possibilities of an odd degree spanning tree which contains the grey edges
can directly be carried over from the original switcher.
Element Nodes. For the element nodes which are contained in exactly one set in S ,
we perform a preprocessing step on the embedded instance of the P-X3C. Contrary to
facial nodes, element nodes cannot simply be removed. Recall that the graph is simple and
bipartite and hence, each face boundary contains at least two element nodes, especially
these faces which contain an element node of degree 1. Therefore, a further gadget can be
attached into the face between a degree 1 element node and one of the at least two element
nodes without destroying the planarity. See Figure 2.9 for the gadget and its insertion.
v wSv
S1w
S2w
Sjw
...
∂(f)
x1 x2
x3S1
S2
S3
Figure 2.9: Gadget to avoid element nodes with degree 1. The original partial instance
is drawn in grey, the inserted gadget in black.
In Figure 2.9, there is an element node v with degree 1 in the original instance. This
node lies in a face f whose boundary ∂(f) contains an element node w. Let this node w
be an element in j subsets S1w, . . . , S
j
w. Assume at ﬁrst that the original instance has a
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solution. Then, v must be covered by Sv and w by one of the j subsets. Figure 2.9 indicates
the only possibility how the new element nodes x1, x2 and x3 can be covered. Now suppose
that there is no solution for the original instance. Then, also the adapted instance with
the inserted gadget does not provide an exact cover. To be more precise, look at the vertex
v. Instead of Sv it could also be covered by S1. But then, either S2 or S3 has to cover x2
and thus, x1 or x3 would be covered by two subsets. Therefore, S1 cannot cover v. Due to
symmetry, S3 cannot cover w as well. Other nodes than v and w are not aﬀected by the
new gadget. Altogether, we conclude
Theorem 2.5. The Maximum Leaf Spanning Tree Problem is NP-complete on
graphs that are planar, cubic, and biconnected.
Remark 2.6. The preprocessing which was done to avoid element nodes of degree 1 can also
be performed prior to the reduction of P-X3C to the Minimum Strictly Fundamental
Cycle Basis Problem, which is presented in Section 3.5. This problem is more interesting
on biconnected graphs since the size of a strictly fundamental cycle basis is the sum of the
sizes on the biconnected components.
2.4 APX -Completeness of the MLST on Regular Graphs
This section contains a proof for the APX -completeness of the Mlst on 5-regular graphs.
For this, the Minimum Dominating Set Problem, restricted to cubic graphs, is L-reduced
to the Mlst Problem, restricted to 5-regular graphs. The approach of this reduction is
based on [51]. The treated problems are deﬁned in Subsection 2.4.1. In Subsection 2.4.2,
we ﬁrstly present three necessary graph components and describe their properties. Af-
terwards, we construct functions f and g and derive constants α and β as introduced in
Deﬁnition 1.14.
2.4.1 The Problems
We start with the denotation of the optimization version of the Mlst Problem on 5-regular
graphs. Remember that in Deﬁnition 1.14, we used the problem’s name as index for the
entries in the 4-tuple which constitutes the optimization problem. For these indices, we
abbreviate 5-Mlst with L.
5-Mlst
Instance: 5-regular graph GL = (VL, EL).
Feasible solution: Spanning tree T of GL.
Objective function: Number of leaves of T , i.e. ℓ(GL, T ).
opt: max.
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The problem from which we reduce 5-Mlst to prove it to be APX -hard is the Min-
imum Dominating Set Problem restricted to cubic graphs. Therein, it is suitable to
deﬁne d(GD, U) as the size of a dominating set U in a graph GD, where the index D is
short for 3-Mds.
3-Mds
Instance: Cubic graph GD = (VD, ED).
Feasible solution: A set U ⊆ VD,
such that for all v ∈ VD \ U there is a node u ∈ U with uv ∈ ED.
Objective function: d(GD, U).
opt: min.
The 3-Mds is APX -complete, see [4]. As there, we will use an L-reduction from 3-Mds
to 5-Mlst instead of an AP-reduction in order to prove that 5-Mlst is APX -hard. In
this case, this is possible due to Lemma 1.15.
2.4.2 The Transformation
In this subsection, the transformation from 3-Mds to 5-Mlst is presented, which is mo-
tivated by the transformation given in [51]. We start with the description of the gadgets,
followed by functions f and g, constants α and β, as well as the necessary corresponding
statements and their proofs.
The P -Components. Figure 2.10 shows the three required P -components. The maxi-
mum number of leaves at nodes with degree 5 is 8 − i for P i, as one can see by taking a
closer look at Figure 2.10. On the other hand, each component provides at least one leaf.
From these components, we construct the instance for 5-Mlst which is computed by the
function f . Denote by V (P i) the set of nodes of component P i, where the squared nodes
are excluded, by E(P i) the set of edges of P i which are incident to at most one squared
node, and by r(P i) the grey node in P i.
P 1 P 2 P 3
Figure 2.10: The three required components and highlighted spanning trees with the
maximum number of leaves restricted to degree 5 nodes.
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f : ID → IL. The function f maps an instance of 3-Mds to an instance of 5-Mlst.
For the rest of this section let n = |VD| and denote VD = {v1, . . . , vn}. Then deﬁne
VL =
n⋃
i=1
(
V (P 1i ) ∪ {xi, yi, zi}
) ∪ V (P 21 ) ∪ n−1⋃
i=2
V (P 3i ) ∪ V (P 2n) ,
EL =
n⋃
i=1
(
E(P 1i ) ∪ {xiyi, yizi}
) ∪ n−1⋃
i=1
{zizi+1} ∪ E(P 21 ) ∪
n−1⋃
i=2
E(P 3i ) ∪ E(P 2n)
∪
⋃
vivj∈ED
{xiyj} , (2.3)
and identify xi with r(P 1i ) for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, zi with r(P 2i ) for i ∈ {1, n}, as well as zi
with r(P 3i ) for i ∈ {2, . . . , n − 1}. The set in Line (2.3) expresses that there is an edge
between xi and xj if and only if there is one between vi and vj in the original graph. See
Figure 2.11 for this setting, in which the P -components and the edges in
⋃
vivj∈ED
{xiyj}
are only indicated. The graph GL is 5-regular, where the regularity at the x- and y-nodes
is due to the 3-regularity of GD. Further, this transformation can be done in polynomial
time.
P 11 P
1
2 P
1
n−1 P
1
n
x1 x2 xn−1 xn
y1 y2 yn−1 yn
z1 z2 zn−1 zn
P 21 P
3
2 P
3
n−1 P
2
n. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
Figure 2.11: Indicated example of an instance computed by the function f .
g : ID × SL → SD. Now we describe the function g which computes a feasible solution
for 3-Mds from a feasible solution of 5-Mlst on an instance transformed by f . For this, let
T be an arbitrary spanning tree on such an instance. Remark that none of the x- or z-nodes
can be leaves, since they are articulation points. Now, add the edges of
⋃n−1
i=1 {zizi+1} \ T
one after the other to T and call the resulting circuit C. For each C, delete the edge in⋃
vivj∈ED
{xiyj} ∩ C with the minimum index j at the y-node. Observe that some of the
y-nodes can become new leaves. Call the generated tree T ′. Next, successively join the
edges in
⋃n
i=1 yizi \T ′ to the tree, eliminate each time the unique edge xjyi in the resulting
circuit, and denote the constructed tree by T ′′. Note that T ′′ has the same set of leaves as
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T ′, because the degrees of the y-nodes remain unchanged while all x- and all z-nodes are
articulation points and hence cannot be leaves.
Deﬁne g(GD, T ) = {vi ∈ VD | degT ′′(yi) ≥ 2} =: N , i.e. the set of the nodes in VD
corresponding to the y-nodes that are non-leaves in the tree T ′′. Again, this procedure can
be done in polynomial time. Additionally, N is a dominating set in the original graph,
since each P 1-component must be reachable from the P 2- and P 3-components via a y-node
which is not a leaf. Thus, N is a feasible solution for the underlying 3-Mds instance.
The Constants. It remains to show that there are two constants α and β as demanded
in Deﬁnition 1.14. For this, let GL = f(GD).
Proposition 2.7. With n being the number of nodes in GD, it holds that n ≤ 4 ·min(GD).
Proof. This is true since in a cubic graph, each vertex can dominate at most three other
nodes.
Lemma 2.8. The maximum number of leaves of a spanning tree on GL is max(GL) =
13n+ 2−min(GD).
Proof. We start to construct a spanning tree T of GL with 13n+2−min(GD) leaves and
show that a tree on GL cannot contain more leaves. Observe that there are n components
P 1, two components P 2 and n − 2 components P 3, which together contribute at most
n · 7 + 2 · 6 + (n− 2) · 5 = 12n+ 2 leaves. Further leaves can only be among the y-nodes,
because neither x- nor z-nodes can be leaves. To achieve a preferable large number of
leaves, append the edges
⋃n−1
i=1 {zizi+1}∪
⋃n
i=1{yizi} and
⋃n
j=1{xjyi | vj is dominated by vi}
to the tree. Note that a vertex in a dominating set of GD also dominates itself. The other
n−min(GD) y-nodes remain leaves, thus, T has 13n+2−min(GD) leaves, at all. Conversely,
assume that there was a tree with more leaves. Since there cannot be more leaves in the P -
components and the x- and z-nodes are articulation points, only the y-nodes could provide
more leaves. But then, consider again the set N = {vi ∈ VD | degT ′′(yi) ≥ 2}. If there
were more leaves at the y-nodes, there was a dominating set N for GD of size less than
min(GD), a contradiction.
Lemma 2.9. For all instances GD it holds that max(GL) ≤ 53 ·min(GD).
Proof. The proof is straightforward:
max(GL)
Lem. 2.8
= 13n+ 2−min(GD)
Prop. 2.7≤ 13 · 4min(GD) + 2−min(GD)
≤ 53 ·min(GD).
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Lemma 2.10. For all spanning trees T of GL it holds that |min(GD)−d(GD, g(GD, T ))| ≤
|max(GL)− ℓ(GL, T )|.
Proof. Observe at ﬁrst that
d(GD, g(GD, T )) = |N | ≥ min(GD) and (2.4)
max(GL) ≥ ℓ(GL, T ). (2.5)
Furthermore, it is
ℓ(GL, T ) ≤ 13n+ 2− |N |, (2.6)
since at most 12n+ 2 leaves are provided by the 2n P -components and there are n− |N |
leaves among the y-nodes. Thus, we derive
|N |+ ℓ(GL, T ) ≤ |N |+ ℓ(GL, T )
(2.6)
=⇒ |N |+ ℓ(GL, T ) ≤ |N |+ 13n+ 2− |N |
⇐⇒ |N | −min(GD) ≤ 13n+ 2−min(GD)− ℓ(GL, T )
Lem. 2.8⇐⇒ |N | −min(GD) ≤ max(GL)− ℓ(GL, T )
(2.4) and (2.5)⇐⇒ |min(GD)− d(GD, g(GD, T ))| ≤ |max(GL)− ℓ(GL, T )|, (2.7)
where Line (2.7) is exactly the fourth item in Deﬁnition 1.14 for β = 1.
After describing the polynomial time computable functions f and g and deriving α = 53
in Lemma 2.9 and β = 1 in Lemma 2.10, we obtain an L-reduction from GD to GL. Hence,
the 5-Mlst is APX -hard. Keeping in mind that there exists a 2-approximation for Mlst
on arbitrary graphs ([118]), we conclude
Theorem 2.11. The Maximum Leaf Spanning Tree Problem is APX -complete on
5-regular graphs.
2.4.3 Extension to Graphs with Arbitrary Odd Regularity
Now we show how the transformation in the last subsection can be extended to k-regular
graphs for odd k > 5. This proves the APX -completeness for the k-Mlst Problem, i.e.
the Mlst restricted to k-regular graphs with odd regularity. We use k instead of L as the
index for the instance. Note that k itself does not belong to the instance. At next, we
introduce a further component, the hammock Hk, see Figure 2.12 for k = 7.
The general hammock Hk is constructed as follows. At ﬁrst, create a path (r(Hk), r2(Hk),
r1(H
k)). The node r(Hk) is called the root of the hammock. Then, for i ∈ {1, 2}, connect
the nodes ri(Hk) to disjoint sets Ri of k − i independent vertices. Now, link each node
of R1 to each one of R2 such that the induced graph Hk[R1 ∪ R2] is the bipartite graph
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r(H7) r(H7)
r1(H
7)r1(H
7) r2(H
7) r2(H
7)
Figure 2.12: The hammock H7 and highlighted spanning trees with 2k − 3 = 11
leaves resp. with 1 leaf.
Kk−1,k−2, at this point. The cardinality of R1 is even, and thus, we can connect nodes
pairwise in this set. After this step, each vertex besides r(Hk) in the hammock has degree
k. A spanning tree restricted to a hammock has at least 1 and at most 2k− 3 leaves, since
|V (Hk)| = 2k − 2 and r(Hk) is an articulation point. We proceed with the description of
the functions f and g and the constants α and β.
f : ID → Ik. For k > 5, only this component is assembled into the instance computed
by the function f , instead of the three diﬀerent components in the case k = 5. Take again a
look back at Figure 2.11 and consider the graph induced by the vertex set
⋃n
i=1{xi, yi, zi},
i.e. the instance without the P -components.
For the node degrees in this truncated graph it holds that deg(xi) = 4, deg(yi) = 5
for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, deg(zi) = 3 for i ∈ {2, . . . , n − 1}, and deg(z1) = deg(zn) = 2. These
degrees can be increased by appending a suitable number of hammocks. This cannot be
done at the y-nodes, because some of them have to remain leaves. Therefore, the instance
is modiﬁed in the following way.
For i = 1, . . . , n add k− 5 vertices u1i , . . . , uk−5i and edges xiu1i , yiu1i , . . . , xiuk−5i , yiuk−5i .
Now, the y-nodes have degree k. At the x- and the z-nodes, the appropriated number
of hammocks is attached by identifying these nodes with the hammock’s root. In detail,
glue one hammock at each x-node, k − 2 hammocks at the u-nodes and at z1 and zn, as
well as k − 3 hammocks at z2, . . . , zn−1. See Figure 2.13 which illustrates the described
construction.
Observe that all nodes have degree k. Since all u-, x-, and z-nodes are articulation
points, only y-nodes and nodes in hammocks can be leaves. As in the proof for k = 5,
exactly these y-nodes which correspond not to nodes of the dominating set can be chosen
as leaves.
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Figure 2.13: Construction of the k-regular instance for odd k > 5. The hammocks
are depicted as grey triangles.
g : ID × Sk → SD. The description of this function can be directly carried over from
the case k = 5.
The Constants. At a ﬁrst glance, it seems to be confusing that the constants are de-
pendable on k. But remember that k does not belong to the instance. Thus, after ﬁxing
k, they are constants as required. Now, we adapt Proposition 2.7 and Lemmas 2.8, 2.9,
and 2.10. Again, let Gk = f(GD).
Proposition 2.12. With n = |V (GD)|, it holds n ≤ (k + 1)min(GD).
Lemma 2.13. The maximum number of leaves of a spanning tree on Gk is max(Gk) =
(4k4 − 36k3 + 113k2 − 150k + 73)n+ 8k2 − 24k + 18−min(GD).
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as the proof for Lemma 2.8. Anyway, we should
break down the number of hammocks in Gk. There are n hammocks at the x-nodes,
(n−2)(k−3) at z2, . . . , zn−1, 2(k−2) at z1 and zn, as well as n(k−5)(k−2) hammocks at
the u-nodes. All in all, there are (2k3− 15k2 +34k− 24)n+4k− 6 hammocks. Since each
hammock contributes at most 2k − 3 leaves, the maximum number of leaves restricted to
the hammocks is (2k − 3)((2k3 − 15k2 + 34k − 24)n + 4k − 6) = (4k4 − 36k3 + 113k2 −
150k+72)n+8k2− 24k+18. Adding n−min(GD), i.e. the maximum possible number of
leaves restricted to the y-nodes, leads to the statement.
Lemma 2.14. For all instances GD it holds max(Gk) ≤ (4k5−32k4+77k3−29k2−101k+
90)min(GD).
Proof. Use Lemma 2.13 and Proposition 2.7 as in the proof of Lemma 2.9.
Lemma 2.10 and its proof can directly be transferred to deduce β = 1. Together with
α = 4k5− 32k4 +77k3− 29k2− 101k+90 we get completely analogously to Theorem 2.11
Theorem 2.15. The k-Mlst is APX -complete for odd k ≥ 5.
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2.5 Algorithms for Selected Graph Classes
In this section, we provide several restricted classes of graphs, on which the Maximum
Leaf Spanning Tree Problem is solvable in polynomial time, or admits a PTAS, at
least. Therein, we proﬁt from the relationship of the Mlst to the Degree Preserving
Spanning Tree Problem (Dpst) on cubic graphs. We start with the deﬁnition of this
problem, which we formulate as an optimization problem. This is followed by the descrip-
tion of its relationship to the Mlst and to the deﬁnitions of several graph classes. The
section is closed with a small table which summarizes the results.
Dpst
Instance: Graph G = (V,E).
Feasible solution: Spanning tree T of G.
Objective function: Number of vertices with full degree in T ,
i.e. p(G, T ) := |{v ∈ V | degT (v) = degG(v)}|.
opt: max.
A practical application of the Degree Preserving Spanning Tree Problem is to
measure ﬂow in a water-distribution network. The ﬂow in the network can be determined
by examining only the chords of a spanning tree on the network. For such a chord, the
pressure is measured at its incident vertices. Thus, one is interested in a spanning tree,
whose chords are incident to a minimum number of vertices. On the other hand, such a
tree has the maximum number of vertices with full degree. We refer to [21] for a more
detailed description of this application and to [103] for the technical background.
When we restrict ourselves to cubic graphs, we observe the following relationship.
Observation 2.16. The Dpst and the Mlst are equivalent on cubic graphs.
To see this, denote diT = |{v ∈ V | degT (v) = i}| for an arbitrary spanning tree T .
Counting the vertices yields n = d1T + d
2
T + d
3
T , while counting the tree edges leads to
2(n − 1) = d1T + 2d2T + 3d3T . From these equalities we derive that d1T = d3T + 2 holds for
cubic graphs. The statement on the equivalence of the problems restricted to cubic graphs
is obtained by keeping in mind that T has exactly d1T leaves and exactly d
3
T nodes of full
degree, and that their diﬀerence is always 2.
Note that this approach is not transferable to k-regular graphs for k > 3. For an
illustration take a look below at Example 2.17.
Example 2.17.
Consider the 4-regular octahedron graph GO in Figure 2.14 and the spanning trees T1 and
T2. On the one hand, we have d1T1 = d
1
T2
= 4, and on the other hand, p(GO, T1) = 1 6= 0 =
p(GO, T2). This shows that the maximum number of leaves of a tree does not depend by a
constant on the number of vertices with full degree in the tree. ♦
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T1 T2
Figure 2.14: Octahedron graph GO with highlighted spanning trees T1 and T2.
In [21], the authors provide several results concerning the Degree Preserving Span-
ning Tree Problem for some classes of graphs. Due to Observation 2.16, these results can
directly be transferred to the Mlst if the particular graph class is additionally required
to be cubic. We shortly deﬁne the discussed graph parameters and classes of graphs and
summarize the appropriated results below.
Asteroidal Number (AN). A set {v0, v1, v2} ⊂ V of three independent vertices in a
graph G = (V,E) forms an asteroidal triple if there is a vi-vi+1-path in G[V \ N [vi+2]],
where the indices are modulo 3. A set A ⊆ V is an asteroidal set if each triple of vertices in
A is asteroidal. The asteroidal number an(G) is the maximum cardinality of an asteroidal
set in the graph G. Asteroidal sets as a generalization of asteroidal triples were introduced
in [121] for the characterization of subclasses of chordal graphs, i.e. graphs without induced
Ck for each k ≥ 4.
Treewidth. We decided to omit the usual deﬁnition of treewidth in terms of a tree-decom-
position. For our purpose, it is suﬃcient to state that a graph G has treewidth tw(G) ≤ k
if and only if it is a subgraph of a chordal graph with clique number ω(G) ≤ k + 1. For
the relationship with tree-decomposition see e.g. [16].
Interval Graphs. A graph is an interval graph if it is isomorphic to a graph G = (V,E)
with V ⊂ {[a, b] ⊆ R | a ≤ b} and E = {{u, v} ∈ V 2 | u ∩ v 6= ∅}.
Cocomparability Graphs. An undirected graph G is a comparability graph if there is
an orientation D = (V,A) of G with {(x, y), (y, z)} ⊆ A ⇒ (x, z) ∈ A. A graph is a
cocomparability graph if it is the complement of a comparability graph.
2.6 Conclusions and Outlooks
This chapter was involved with the Maximum Leaf Spanning Tree Problem. We
were able to show the NP-completeness of this problem on cubic planar graphs which are
additionally biconnected—all in all a very speciﬁc graph class. An obvious enhancement of
this work would be to show the NP-completeness of this problem for planar graphs that
are regular of degree 4 or 5. Let us shortly consider 4-regular graphs, at ﬁrst. Having in
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graph class running time remarks
cubic graphs with bounded AN O(2k3nk+3 log n) k = an(G)
cubic graphs with bounded treewidth O(n) preceding computation
of tw(G)
cubic interval graphs O(n)
cubic cocomparability graphs O(n4)
cubic planar graphs - PTAS ([14])
Table 2.1: Summary of the derived running times of the Mlst for several selected
graph classes.
mind that the switcher (Figure 2.6) has 5 outgoing edges, we observe that we won’t get
a 4-regular version of this subgraph. Also the gear might be designed slightly diﬀerent.
Nevertheless, we conjecture that the problem is also NP-complete on 4- and 5-regular
planar graphs, but the design of the components could be more sophisticated. We note
that our result can be helpful to prove the NP-completeness of other interesting and
applicable problems, especially on planar or cubic graphs.
A further result was the APX -completeness of the Mlst on 5-regular graphs. The
proof could be extended to k-regular graphs for all odd k > 6. This result is only slightly
diﬀerent to what the authors of [20] and [28] had desired: the max SNP-completeness
of the Mlst for cubic graphs. Additionally, the search for approximation algorithms for
Mlst on k-regular graphs with k > 3 would be interesting.
After observing the equivalence of the Maximum Leaf Spanning Tree Problem and
the Degree Preserving Spanning Tree Problem on cubic graphs, several polynomial
time algorithms for the latter problem can also be used for the ﬁrst one on 3-regular
graphs. In particular, the maximum leaf number can be computed in polynomial time on
cubic graphs with bounded asteroidal number or with bounded treewidth, on cubic interval
graphs and on cubic cocomparability graphs. A PTAS for cubic planar graphs—that class
for which we initially proved the NP-completeness of the Mlst—exists as well. Here,
further lines of research could be the design of polynomial time algorithms or PTASs for
more classes of graphs, possibly less restricted ones.
Chapter 3
Strictly Fundamental Cycle Bases
In this chapter, we investigate strictly fundamental cycle bases, SFCB for short. As in-
troduction to the topic, we provide short outlines of the history, complexity and approx-
imability considerations, and of a priori upper bounds. In Section 3.2, we describe three
applications for which the usage of strictly fundamental cycle bases is necessary or advanta-
geous. The basic deﬁnitions and some elementary properties of strictly fundamental cycle
bases in general are illustrated in Section 3.3. This is speciﬁed to strictly fundamental cycle
bases on planar graphs in Section 3.4, where we also deﬁne planar graphs in a stringent way.
Moreover, some important properties of strictly fundamental cycle bases are generalized to
weighted planar graphs in order to describe the relationship of the Minimum Strictly
Fundamental Cycle Basis Problem (Msfcb) with the Optimum Communication
Spanning Tree Problem. Section 3.5 is dedicated to the complexity of the Msfcb on
planar graphs. The main part of Section 3.6 on SFCBs on outerplanar graphs is the in-
vestigation of the minor monotonicity of minimum SFCB weight on weighted outerplanar
graphs. In Section 3.7, we present cycle root graphs, i.e. a class of weighted graphs on
which the Msfcb is solvable in polynomial time.
Contribution. Deo et al. ( [32]) established the NP-completeness of the Minimum
Strictly Fundamental Cycle Basis Problem for general graphs. A similar proof for
the NP-completeness on bipartite graphs was given in [78]. Beside these results, no other
class is known on which the Msfcb is NP-complete. Especially for planar graphs, the
question about the complexity status of the Msfcb restricted to this class was pointed out
in several publications, e.g. in [64,78,129]. In Section 3.5, we provide an NP-completeness
proof by reducing the planar version of the Exact Cover by 3-Sets Problem. The reduc-
tion is similar to the one given in Section 2.3. Restricted to planar graphs, the Msfcb was
the only minimum cycle basis problem whose complexity status was unknown. All other
problems are solvable in polynomial time, where minimizing among weakly fundamental,
totally unimodular, and integral cycle bases coincide.
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Minor monotonicity plays an important role when deriving an a priori upper bound for
the size of a minimum strictly fundamental cycle basis on an unweighted outerplanar graph,
see [108]. This behaviour is already lost when we consider weighted outerplanar graphs.
In Section 3.6, we deﬁne a subclass of weighted outerplanar graphs on which the minimum
strictly fundamental cycle basis weight is actually minor monotone. Simultaneously, the
minimum weight of a strictly fundamental cycle basis is computable in polynomial time on
this class. A second class of weighted graphs with this property is provided in Section 3.7.
3.1 Introduction
In Chapter 2, we investigated the problem of ﬁnding a spanning tree with as many leaves
as possible. Another spanning tree problem is to search for a small strictly fundamental
cycle basis of a graph. For a given graph and a spanning tree on it, the insertion of one
further edge of the graph to this tree produces a unique circuit, a fundamental circuit. The
set of all fundamental circuits with respect to a spanning tree of a graph forms a strictly
fundamental cycle basis. For a formal deﬁnition and further characterizations we refer to
Section 3.3.
Historically, strictly fundamental cycle bases go back to a deﬁnition of Kirchhoﬀ in 1847
([65]), which is why SFCBs are sometimes called Kirchhoff bases or Kirchhoff-fundamental
bases by several authors, e.g. [13,67]. The term fundamental itself seems to be used for the
ﬁrst time in [126], even though in the more general context of matroids. Because of their
early appearance, the straightforward way to construct them, and their simple structure,
the class of strictly fundamental cycle bases is maybe the most prominent one among the
classes of cycle bases studied in this thesis. On the other hand, when leaving aside the
robust cycle bases, which are the topic of Chapter 4, the class of SFCBs is also the most
specialized one.
The Minimum Strictly Fundamental Cycle Basis Problem seeks for a spanning
tree whose fundamental circuits constitute an SFCB that is as short as possible. Despite
the simple nature of SFCBs, this problem turns out to be hard, similarly as many other
easily appearing combinatorial problems. In its unweighted version, the problem is NP-
complete on general graphs ([32]) and on bipartite graphs, cf. [78]. Both proofs, which
are reductions from the Shortest Total Path Length Spanning Tree Problem,
have a profoundly non-planar structure, and it does not seem to be possible to convert
them to a proof for planar graphs. In Section 3.5, we proof that the Msfcb is also NP-
complete on planar unweighted graphs by providing a reduction from anotherNP-complete
problem. This result is contrary to the legitimate statement in [78] that “theoretical, the
Minimum Strictly Fundamental Cycle Basis Problem still could turn out to be
polynomially solvable on planar graphs ...”. The question of the complexity status of the
Msfcb on planar graphs appeared also as Problem 14 in the Survey [64].
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The complexity status for weighted outerplanar graphs is unknown. The problem is
solvable in linear time on unweighted outerplanar graphs by performing a breath ﬁrst
search on the dual graph. Galbiati et al. ([52]) investigated the approximability of the
Msfcb. The problem is APX -hard for general unweighted graphs. It is approximable
within O(log2 n log log n) for arbitrary weighted graphs and within O(1) (O(log n)) for
weighted graphs with
(
n
2
)−m ∈ O(1) ((n
2
)−m ∈ O(log n)). Moreover, there is a polynomial-
time approximation scheme for the Msfcb on complete weighted graphs.
Upper bounds for the minimum length of an SFCB can be derived from [1]. More
precisely, the minimum SFCB of a graph with a metric weight function has a size of
O(m log n log3 log n). This bound decreases toO(m log n log log n log3 log logn) if the graph
is unweighted. However, these bounds might appear rather unnatural or artiﬁcial. Since
the size of a minimum SFCB of an unweighted planar grid graph is in Θ(n logn)—see [68]
for lower bounds and [82] for the best known upper bound—we conjecture that also for
arbitrary graphs a minimum SFCB has a size of O(m logn).
3.2 Applications
As mentioned above, strictly fundamental cycle bases form the most specialized class of
cycle bases. Thus, if any application asks for a cycle basis of a deﬁned type, an SFCB
will also be suitable. Note that this strategy may not work if a class of robust cycle bases
is demanded, or if one is interested in a cycle basis of a certain type which is actually
minimum. Clearly, a cycle basis which is not strictly fundamental could be smaller than a
minimum SFCB.
In this section, we pick out three applications for which strictly fundamental cycle bases
are indispensable or have essential advantages over other classes.
Graph Drawing. When drawing a graph, one is usually interested in a clear and esthet-
ical representation. The term esthetical is surely subjective but there are several criteria
for drawing a graph in an esthetical manner. An obvious criterion is the minimization of
the number of edge crossings. Moreover, edges should be straight and rather short lines,
and the angle between two edges at one vertex ought not to be too small (see [45] for
an overview of such criteria). From now on, we focus on clustered representations in this
paragraph.
As one would guess, in a real-world graph—like, e.g., a social network—the edges of
this graph are not uniformly distributed. In the special case of a social network, parts of
the graph tend to establish nearly complete subgraphs, which we refer to as clusters . Note
that we do not need a stringent deﬁnition of clusters at this place, but we remark that the
diameter of the subgraph induced by a cluster should be rather small. Anyway, it turned out
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that strictly fundamental cycle bases are useful for an acceptable depiction of a clustered
graph, see e.g. [72]. There, these observations are also encouraged by experimental results.
We give only a rough idea of how to use SFCBs for the construction of an esthetical
layout of a graph. Consider the inducing tree of a small strictly fundamental cycle basis
and a certain cluster. Then, this tree restricted to the cluster is often a subtree. Otherwise,
many non-tree edges in this cluster induce large circuits since the paths between their end
vertices have to leave and to re-enter the cluster. Thus, one computes a spanning tree
that induces a small strictly fundamental cycle basis and weights the edges with the tree
distance of their end vertices to each other. Then, one uses this updated graph as the
input for a spring embedding algorithm. Such an algorithm embeds a graph as if it was a
physical system of springs. Note that although some parts of the graph might be locally
planar, a plane embedding of these parts cannot be expected in general. We refer to [49]
for a more detailed description of spring embedding algorithms.
Electrical Engineering. In the context of electrical engineering, Kirchhoﬀ’s voltage law
states that in an electrical network the potential diﬀerences along any circuit add up to
zero. More formally, if p is the vector which contains the potential diﬀerences of all arcs in
the directed network, then 〈C, p〉 = 0 holds for each circuit C of the network’s cycle space
C. If B is a strictly fundamental cycle basis of C, it is merely suﬃcient that the equation
〈C, p〉 = 0 holds for all circuits in the cycle basis B.
Of course, the last sentence is also valid if B is a cycle basis which is not necessarily
strictly fundamental. But for the special application in electrical engineering, SFCBs
should be preferred due to a higher numerical stability of following calculations ([68]).
Much more elaborate descriptions of how to express Kirchhoﬀ’s voltage law in terms of
cycle bases can be found in [17] and in [18]. For the numeric analysis see for example [9].
Chemistry. The application of graph theory to chemistry is very old. It dates back to
1875 at least, when Cayley studied trees and used them to enumerate isomers of chemical
compounds, see [22]. As is known, the famous Cayley’s formula for the number of spanning
trees in a labeled complete graph is due to him, as well.
Amongst others, chemical applications of graph theory are to model molecules and net-
works of chemical reactions. We only want to describe the former application. For chemists,
the cyclic structure of a molecule and hence of its modeling graph often is interesting. In
practise, it is used for example for the retrieval of molecules in chemical databases. To
minimize the retrieval time, smallest sets of smallest rings (SSSR) crystallized to be useful.
Unfortunately, SSSRs are not consistently deﬁned in chemical literature. So it is deﬁned
equivalently to minimum cycle bases, to minimum weakly fundamental cycle bases, and
to minimum strictly fundamental cycle bases. Clearly, this inconsistency can lead to con-
fusion. Anyway, the use of SFCBs seems to be very helpful in this context. For further
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information on chemical applications of cycle bases we refer to [54] (especially Section 1.2),
to [13], and, in both cases, to the references cited therein.
3.3 Basic Definitions and Properties on SFCBs
In recent years, various terms came up for what we call strictly fundamental cycle bases,
and these terms did not always diﬀer from the notion of weakly fundamental cycle bases.
Thus, in this section, we provide a short survey of deﬁnitions and characterizations for
strictly respectively weakly fundamental cycle bases, followed by an overview of several
terms used for both classes of cycle bases. The section closes with three technical lemmas
related to SFCBs on directed and on weighted graphs.
Let us start with the deﬁnition from Whitney which additionally contains the deﬁnition
of weakly fundamental cycle bases.
Definition 3.1 (weakly/strictly fundamental cycle basis, [126]). A set B = {C1, . . . ,
Cν} of cycles in a directed graph D is a weakly fundamental cycle basis of D if there exists
a permutation π ∈ Sν such that
Cπ(i) \
i−1⋃
j=1
Cπ(j) 6= ∅ for all i = 2, . . . , ν. (3.1)
The set B is a strictly fundamental cycle basis if (3.1) holds for every permutation π ∈ Sν.
Deﬁnition 3.1 reﬂects a simple but useful property of weakly fundamental cycle bases.
For one sequential arrangement of the basic circuits, it is possible to decompose the graph
by gathering basic circuits from the graph, where gathering is only allowed by pulling the
circuit at an arc which is not contained in another basic circuit. A decomposition in this
way is possible if the cycle basis is weakly fundamental, since there exists an appropriate
order to do this. This order does not play any role in the case of strictly fundamental cycle
bases.
If each arc in a biconnected graph is contained in at least two basic circuits then this
basis cannot be weakly fundamental since for each permutation, Inequality (3.1) does not
hold. On the other hand, there are non-fundamental cycle bases of graphs, for which
there are arcs that are member of only one basic circuit. Thus, the decision problem
whether a given cycle basis is not weakly fundamental cannot be solved in Θ(m) time in
a straightforward manner by simply checking if each arc is contained in two or more basic
circuits.
Rather, we suggest the following routine to recognize a cycle basis as not weakly fun-
damental. Pick out an arc that is contained in only one basic circuit. Remove the arc from
the graph and the circuit from the basis. Repeat this step. If this procedure ends in the
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empty graph, then the basis had been weakly fundamental. If one comes across a graph
with a cycle basis where each arc is contained in more than one basic circuit, the basis had
been non-fundamental. Hence, to decide whether a given basis is weakly fundamental by
using the described algorithm depends linearly on the size of this basis.
If a cycle basis is not weakly fundamental, we can make another statement on the
number of basic circuits in which an arc is contained.
Lemma 3.2 (cf. Lemma 10.9 in [78]). If an undirected cycle basis B of a biconnected
digraph D is not weakly fundamental, then there is an arc which is contained in at least
three cycles of B.
Proof. Initially, perform the routine described above, i.e. remove arcs that appear in only
one basic cycle C and remove C from B. It remains a graphD′ = (V ′, A′) with a cycle basis
B′ = {C1, . . . , Cν′} for which each arc is contained in at least two cycles of B′. Assume
now that each arc is in exactly two cycles of B′. Then the projection π(B′) is not linear
independent since
∑
C∈B′ π(C) = 0 ∈ GF(2)|A
′|. Hence, π(B′) is not a cycle basis of the
underlying graph G(D′) and thus π(B) is not a cycle basis of G(D), a contraction to the
condition that B is an undirected cycle basis.
Note that here it is really necessary to require a cycle basis which is undirected. In
Section 1.2, we already mentioned Example 5 in the Survey. This example deals with a
graph and a cycle basis in which each arc is actually contained in exactly two basic circuits.
Clearly, this basis is not undirected.
The deﬁnition below constitutes a restriction to directed graphs of Kirchhoﬀ’s original
deﬁnition for circuits in a matroid.
Definition 3.3 (Kirchhoff-fundamental cycle basis, [65]). A cycle basis B of a di-
rected graph D = (V,A) is called Kirchhoﬀ-fundamental if there exists a spanning tree
T = (V,A(T )) of D with B = {CT (a) | a ∈ A\A(T )}. The term CT (a) denotes the unique
circuit in T + a, the fundamental circuit. The tree T induces the basis B.
Similarly to fundamental cycles, also fundamental cuts can be easily deﬁned via a span-
ning tree. The set of all fundamental cuts with respect to some spanning tree analogously
forms a basis of the cut space, see Section 1.2. To be accurate, let T be a spanning tree
of a connected graph G and e ∈ E(T ). Then T \ e consists of two connected components
with node sets V1 and V2. The fundamental cut ST (e) is the set of all edges in G, including
e, with one end node in V1 and the other in V2.
The deﬁnition of Kirchhoﬀ-fundamental cycle bases shows the simple and straightfor-
ward possibility to construct, to display, and to store the cycle basis by using a spanning
tree. Obviously, this spanning tree is not unique for a given SFCB in general (simply take
graphs which contain only one circuit). Observe further, that for strictly fundamental and
for Kirchhoﬀ-fundamental cycle bases there is at least one edge per basic circuit C which
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is not contained in any other basic circuit. It is reasonable to think about exactly one edge
with this property. Denote this very edge as private edge of the circuit C. In the case of
Kirchhoﬀ-fundamental bases the chords of the spanning tree should be viewed as private
edges.
The deﬁnitions of weakly, strictly, and Kirchhoﬀ-fundamental cycle bases can directly
be applied to undirected graphs. Concerning the cycle matrix Γ which corresponds to a
cycle basis of an undirected graph, strictly fundamental cycle bases can be characterized
in a straightforward manner.
Lemma 3.4 (see e.g. [64]). A cycle basis of an undirected graph is strictly fundamental
if and only if the rows of Γ can be permuted such that Γ contains the ν × ν unit matrix
in its first ν rows. In the case of directed graphs, some rows might be multiplied by −1 to
yield this result.
The deﬁnitions of strictly fundamental and Kirchhoﬀ-fundamental cycle bases turn out
to be equivalent, see e.g. [78]. In the following, we prefer to use only the term strictly
fundamental cycle bases. As already mentioned, the deﬁnition for strictly and weakly
fundamental cycle bases is not unique in the literature.
The fundamental cycle bases of Hartvigsen and Zemel in [57] are equal to weakly fun-
damental cycle bases. SFCBs appeared there as a special case of their fundamental cycle
bases. Using our terminology, the authors studied graphs for which every cycle basis
is weakly fundamental. They were able to give three characterizations for such graphs.
In [120], Sysło deﬁned sets of fundamental cycles which are nothing else then SFCBs. He
investigated cut graphs of cycle bases. Amaldi et al. ([6]) developed an “edge-swap” heuris-
tic to locally minimize the size of a given SFCB. They simply denote SFCBs as fundamental
cycle bases.
Now let us ﬁrst turn our focus to directed graphs, and then to weighted graphs. In the
case of directed graphs, a strictly fundamental cycle basis has a further property which
involves the representation of a simple cycle as a linear combination of basic circuits.
Actually, this looks similar to the characterizations for totally unimodular cycle bases, cf.
Subsection 5.2.2.
Lemma 3.5. Let D be a directed graph and B a strictly fundamental cycle basis of D.
Then every simple cycle in D can be written as a linear combination of circuits in B with
coefficients in {−1, 0,+1}.
Proof. Let S =
∑ν
i=1 λiCi be a simple cycle. Since the private arc of a basic circuit Ci
appears λi times in S, it follows that |λi| must be in {0, 1}.
We conjecture that also the converse of Lemma 3.5 is true. If so, it would be a further
nice characterization for SFCBs on directed graphs. In Chapter 4 about robust cycle
bases we will need the following technical property of strictly fundamental cycle bases on
weighted graphs.
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Lemma 3.6 (Weight Lemma). For a given strictly fundamental cycle basis B of an
undirected graph G = (V,E) one can always find a weight function w such that B is the
unique minimum cycle basis of G.
Proof. Let T be a fundamental spanning tree which induces B. For every edge e ∈ T set
w(e) = 1. Deﬁne d := max{distT (u, v) | uv ∈ E \ T} and assign w(e) = 2d − distT (u, v)
for the remaining edges e = uv. Observe that the minimum of w restricted to the chords
is d. Now every circuit in B has a weight of 2d while all other cycles of G have a greater
weight since they contain at least two chords and at least one tree edge or at least three
chords.
However, for Example 4.13, the usage of the Weight Lemma will not be suﬃcient.
More detailed, w(e) ≥ distT (u, v) does hold for each edge e = uv in E \ T , when w is
constructed according to the Weight Lemma. To obtain a unique minimum cycles basis
after a modiﬁcation of a given minimum basis in that example, it will be necessary that
w(e) < distT (u, v) does additionally hold for one chord e = uv of the spanning tree T .
This is the statement of the next lemma.
Lemma 3.7 (Modified Weight Lemma). For a given strictly fundamental cycle basis
B of an undirected graph G = (V,E) one can always find a weight function w such that
B is the unique minimum cycle basis of G and such that there is a chord e = uv with
w(e) < distT (u, v).
Proof. The proof has essentially the same structure as the proof of Lemma 3.6. Thus, set
w(e) = 1 for all tree edges of a given fundamental spanning tree T which induces B. And
again, let d := max{distT (u, v) | uv ∈ E \ T}. For the edges e = uv in E \ T , we now
assign the weight w(e) = 2d−distT (u, v)− ε, for an ε > 0 whose value is determined later.
The minimum of w restricted to the chords is d− ε, and each circuit C ∈ B has the weight
w(C) = 2d− ε.
Now, look at a circuit which is not in B. It consists of c ≥ 2 chords and t ≥ 0 tree
edges. Furthermore, c = 2 implies t ≥ 1. The length of the circuit is at least c(d− ε) + t.
For all ε ∈ (0, (c−2)d+t
c−1
), this value is greater than 2d− ε, i.e. greater than the weight of a
basic circuit. Because c ≥ 2, the denominator of the upper endpoint of the interval is not
zero, and since c+ t ≥ 3, also the numerator is not zero. Hence, this interval is not empty
and we can take any ε from this interval.
Finally, for a chord e = uv with distT (u, v) = d, the weight w(e) has the value d− ε <
distT (u, v).
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3.4 SFCBs on Planar Graphs
Planar graphs, i.e. graphs that can be drawn without edge crossings into the plane, form
one of the most prominent classes of graphs. At a ﬁrst glance, a lot of real-world networks
are planar or almost planar. When modeling diverse problems on these networks, they
can lose their planarity in many cases. Nevertheless, it is not necessary to say that it
is worth to investigate this class. Due to the high degree of popularity of planar graphs
we skip further motivations and refer to standard literature on this topic—nearly every
graph theory book contains a chapter on planar graphs. Instead, we pass on to a stringent
deﬁnition of planar graphs in which we follow [70].
3.4.1 Definitions for Planar Graphs
In this subsection, we provide the formal deﬁnitions in the context of planar graphs. There-
fore, we choose a topological approach. The reader is assumed to be familiar with the
foundations of topology. The deﬁnitions of terms like the interior int(X) and the bound-
ary ∂(X) of a set X or homeomorphism can be found in standard topology books such
as [104, 116]. All deﬁnitions can easily be applied to directed graphs.
Definition 3.8 (plane graph). A graph G = (V,E) is a plane graph if
1. V ⊂ R2, E ⊂ P(R2), where P(R2) denotes the set of all subsets of R2,
2. for each edge e ∈ E there is a homeomorphism ϕe : [0, 1]→ e with ϕe(0), ϕe(1) ∈ V ,
3. for all pairs e1, e2 ∈ E of edges it holds {ϕe1(x) | x ∈ (0, 1)} ∩ (V ∪ e2) = ∅.
The ﬁrst two items specify how the graph is drawn into the Euclidean plane, while the
third one ensures that this drawing does not have edge crossings. For technical reasons,
we extend the homeomorphism in item 2 to intervals. Thus, ϕe(I) := {ϕe(x) | x ∈ I} for
an interval I ⊆ [0, 1]. For a given biconnected plane graph G = (V,E), the set R2 \⋃E
consists of (open) domains which are referred to as faces of G. Two faces f1 and f2 are
adjacent if |∂(f1) ∩ ∂(f2)| = ∞, i.e. if their boundaries share at least one edge. There
is exactly one unbounded face which is denoted by f∞ and named the exterior face. All
other faces are interior faces. An interior face which is not adjacent to f∞ is an internal
face. A plane graph without any internal face is called internal face free.
Definition 3.9 (planar graph, embedding, plane circuit, uniquely embeddable).
A graph G = (V,E) is a planar graph if there exists a plane graph G′ = (V ′, E ′) which
is isomorphic to G in virtue of a bijection ϕ : V → V ′. This plane graph is called an
embedding of G. A plane circuit is a circuit C in G for which there is an embedding
G′ of G such that
⋃{ϕ(u)ϕ(v) | uv ∈ C} is the boundary of some face of this embed-
ding. A biconnected planar graph G is uniquely embeddable if for all pairs G1 = (V1, E1)
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and G2 = (V2, E2) of isomorphic plane graphs with face sets F1 and F2 there exist two
homeomorphisms ϕV : V1 → V2 and ϕF : F1 → F2 with v ∈ ∂(f)⇒ ϕV (v) ∈ ∂(ϕF (f)).
Using our terminology, a classical result of Whitney reads as follows:
Theorem 3.10 ([125]). A 3-connected planar graph is uniquely embeddable.
Definition 3.11 (dual graph). A plane graph G∗ = (V ∗, E∗) with face set F ∗ is the dual
graph of a given biconnected and plane graph G = (V,E) with the set of faces F , if there
exist bijections ϕV : V → F ∗, ϕE : E → E∗ and ϕF : F → V ∗ with
1. v ∈ ϕV (v) for all v ∈ V ,
2. ϕF (f) ∈ f for all f ∈ F ,
3. |ϕe((0, 1)) ∩ ϕE(ϕe((0, 1)))| = |e ∩
⋃
E∗| = |ϕE(e) ∩
⋃
E| = 1 for all e ∈ E.
In this context, G is called the primal graph, and it contains primal vertices, primal edges,
and primal faces.
Here, the ﬁrst two items guarantee that each primal vertex lies in exactly one dual face
and vice versa. The third item makes sure that each primal edge crosses exactly one dual
edge and vice versa, and, on the other hand, it assures that edge crossings are only allowed
between corresponding primal and dual edges.
Deﬁnitions 3.8 and 3.11 may appear somewhat unhandy, thus, we should dispense with
them and restrict ourselves to a more convenient and intuitive interpretation. For the rest,
it is suﬃcient just to imagine a graph to be drawn into the plane, although such a drawing
is not unique in general. Nevertheless, all considerations take place on abstract planar
graphs.
The dual graph is uniquely embeddable if the primal graph is. This is fulﬁlled if the
primal graph is 3-connected (see, e.g. [36]). Note that this condition is not necessary since
for example trees are also uniquely embeddable.
Definition 3.12 (dual tree). For a given spanning tree T of a planar graph G = (V,E),
define the dual tree T ∗ of T in the dual graph G∗ = (V ∗, E∗) of G as T ∗ = {e∗ ∈
E∗ | ϕ−1E (e∗) ∈ E \ T}.
When we consider planar graphs in connection with cycle bases, we should mention the
notion of 2-bases. We will need them in Section 3.6 on outerplanar graphs.
Definition 3.13 (2-basis). A cycle basis B of an undirected graph G = (V,E) is called a
2-basis if each edge of E is contained in at most two cycles of B.
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Another denotation for a 2-basis is simple basis, which is used e.g. in [36]. Already
in 1937, MacLane presented the following algebraic characterization for planar graphs by
using 2-bases.
Theorem 3.14 ([87]). A 2-connected undirected graph has a 2-basis B if and only if it is
planar. In this case, each element in B is a plane circuit.
This gives rise to the term planar basis for a 2-basis in [54] what directly reﬂects the
result of Theorem 3.14. In the context of fundamental bases, 2-bases relate as follows.
Lemma 3.15 (Lemma 10.12 in [78]). Every 2-basis is weakly fundamental.
Note that it would not be diﬃcult to directly carry over Deﬁnition 3.13 to digraphs.
Actually, there is an example of a directed graph with a cycle basis B where each arc is
contained in exactly two circuits of B. On the other hand, not each element in B is a plane
circuit, see again Figure 1.1. Instead, a basis B = {C1, . . . , Cν} in a digraph D is a 2-basis
if the condition holds that the set {π(C1), . . . , π(Cν)} is a cycle basis in G(D), i.e. B is an
undirected cycle basis.
Concerning the minimization among 2-bases of a planar graph G, one has to ﬁnd a
plane circuit C of maximum weight. Then embed the graph such that C is the boundary
of the unbounded face. Then, the boundaries of the ﬁnite faces of this embedding form
a minimum 2-basis. Finding a plane circuit of maximum weight is easy when the graph
is 3-connected since in this case it is uniquely embeddable. If the planar graph is not
triconnected and thus not uniquely embeddable in general, it is more diﬃcult to ﬁnd such
a plane circuit. Nevertheless, it is tractable by the use of the SPQR-tree data structure,
which had been introduced in [33]. Theorem 3.16 summarizes these results.
Theorem 3.16 (Theorem 33 in [81]). The problem of finding a minimum 2-basis of a
planar graph is solvable in O(n), possibly with weights on the edges.
Similarly, one may ask how minimum cycle bases restricted to other classes of cycle bases
look like. Intuitively, they should consist only of circuits. The theorem below summarizes
the known results.
Theorem 3.17 (Theorem 3.14 in [64]). A minimum 2-basis consists only of circuits.
This is also true for directed, undirected, weakly and strictly fundamental cycle bases.
This statement is trivial in the case of strictly fundamental cycle bases since there is
no SFCB that contains a cycle which is not a circuit.
3.4.2 SFCBs on Weighted Planar Graphs
In this subsection, we study properties of strictly fundamental cycle bases on weighted
planar graphs with a weight function w : E → R≥0. This leads to a relationship to the
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Optimum Communication Spanning Tree Problem, which is described in Subsec-
tion 3.4.3. Some of the notations are borrowed from [101].
Let e = uv be an edge and T a spanning tree of a weighted graph and remember
that distG(u, v) denotes the length of a shortest u-v-path in G. Then PathT (u, v) =
PathT (e) denotes the unique u-v-path in T , regarded as a set of edges. The stretch sum
is deﬁned as StrSum(T ) =
∑
uv∈E\T distT (u, v). With multT (e) = w(e) · |PathT (e)| we
denote the multiplicity of an edge. Finally, deﬁne the multiplicity sum of a spanning tree
as MultSum(T ) =
∑
e∈E\T multT (e). See Figure 3.1 for an example.
2 3 4 5
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Figure 3.1: Graph with a highlighted spanning tree T , StrSum(T ) = 40 and
MultSum(T ) = 27.
Taking a short look back to unweighted graphs, it turns out that the notions of stretch
sum and multiplicity sum are equivalent. In contrast, this is not true for weighted graphs.
However, when considering weighted planar graphs, there is another relationship of stretch
sum and multiplicity sum.
In what follows, let G = (V,E) be a planar graph, G∗ = (V ∗, E∗) its dual graph, T a
spanning tree of G, and T ∗ the dual tree of T in G∗. Concerning the weights of the dual
graph, we simply extend the weight function w : E → R≥0 of a planar graph G = (V,E)
to w : E ∪ E∗ → R≥0 such that w(ϕE(e)) = w(e) for all e ∈ E.
Lemma 3.18 ([101]). Let e1, e2 ∈ E be two edges in G and e∗1 and e∗2 the corresponding
dual edges in G∗. Then e1 ∈ PathT (e2) if and only if e∗2 ∈ PathT ∗(e∗1).
Using our terminology and considering weighted graphs, Lemma 4.1 in [101] and its
proof reads as below.
Theorem 3.19. The stretch sum of a spanning tree T is equal to the multiplicity sum of
its corresponding dual tree T ∗, i.e. StrSum(T ) = MultSum(T ∗).
Proof. Directly by the deﬁnition of stretch sum, we get
StrSum(T ) =
∑
e1∈E\T
∑
e2∈PathT (e1)
w(e2).
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We count for each edge e1 ∈ T the number of paths of edges not in T in which e2 occurs,
multiply this number with w(e2), sum up over all edges in T and achieve
StrSum(T ) =
∑
e2∈T
∑
e1∈E\T :
e2∈PathT (e1)
w(e2)
=
∑
e2∈T
w(e2) · |{e1 ∈ E \ T | e2 ∈ PathT (e1)}|
Lem. 3.18
=
∑
e∗2∈E
∗\T ∗
w(e∗2) · |{e∗1 | e∗1 ∈ PathT ∗(e∗2)}|
=
∑
e∗2∈E
∗\T ∗
w(e∗2) · |PathT ∗(e∗2)|
= MultSum(T ∗).
With this notion in hand, for a strictly fundamental cycle basis in G = (V,E) induced
by the spanning tree T we achieve
Φ(T ) = StrSum(T ) +
∑
e∈E\T
w(e)
Thm. 3.19
= MultSum(T ∗) +
∑
e∈E\T
w(e)
= MultSum(T ∗) +
∑
e∗∈T ∗
w(e∗) (3.2)
=
∑
e∗∈E∗
w(e∗) · |PathT ∗(e∗)|. (3.3)
The equality in (3.2) holds due to the convention we made on the weights of the dual edges
and by Deﬁnition 3.12.
3.4.3 Relationship to the OCST Problem
We will now illustrate that minimizing the term on the left hand side of Equation (3.3)
is a special case of the Optimum Communication Spanning Tree Problem, Ocst for
short. Sometimes, e.g. in [42], this problem is also referred to as Minimum Communi-
cation Spanning Tree Problem. The optimization version of this problem reads as
follows.
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Ocst
Instance: Complete graph G = (V,E),
distance function d : E → R≥0,
requirements r(u, v) ∈ R≥0 for all u, v ∈ V .
Feasible solution: Spanning tree T .
Objective function:
∑
u,v∈V r(u, v)distT (u, v).
opt: min.
As usual, distT (u, v) :=
∑
e∈PathT (u,v)
d(e). In contrast to the literature (e.g. [31]) we
use the term distance function to avoid confusions with two diﬀerent weight functions in
Equations 3.4.
The Optimum Communication Spanning Tree Problem is due to Hu who consid-
ered two special cases of this problem, see [61]. More precisely, he investigated the Op-
timum Requirement Spanning Tree Problem where d ≡ 1 on one hand, and on the
other hand, the Optimum Distance Spanning Tree Problem (Odst) with r(u, v) = 1
for all u, v ∈ V and a special form of triangle inequality for d. Both problems were shown
to be solvable in polynomial time. Without the restriction of the distance function, the
Odst is already NP-complete (ND3 and ND7 in [53]).
The Ocst itself is even NP-complete if the (standard) triangle inequality does hold
for d. At least, it is approximable within O(log n log log n), in this case. If additionally all
requirements are equal to 1, it even admits a PTAS, see [128]. In further lines of research,
the problem was examined heuristically ([115]), and computational results were provided as
well, see [109]. When the graph is not required to be complete, the Ocst is approximable
within a factor O(logn log logn log3 log logn). This is even valid for arbitrary d ([1, 42]).
Remember that Hu studied complete graphs and all algorithmic, completeness, and
approximability results mentioned above, excluding the last one, hold for complete graphs.
In this regard, one has to study the references carefully since not all authors explicitly
distinguish between the complete and the general case, see e.g. [2,31,42]. Nonetheless, let
us remark that the Ocst in its form given above—without any restrictions to the distance
function or to the requirements—does not essentially diﬀer from a version for arbitrary
graphs. Therefore, the distance function is ampliﬁed to d : E → R≥0∪{∞}. This, in turn,
can be avoided by choosing suﬃciently large but still applicable values for d. To see the
similarity between the Ocst and a version for all graphs, let G = (V,E ′) be a graph which
is not necessary complete, and d′ : E ′ → R≥0 its distance function. The requirements
r(u, v) are still given for each pair of vertices. Observe that this problem is the same as
the Ocst on the complete graph G = (V,E) with distance function d, by setting
d(e) =
{
d′(e), e ∈ E ′
∞, otherwise.
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Similarly, minimizing (3.3) in a dual graph G∗ = (V ∗, E∗) can be expressed as an
Optimum Communication Spanning Tree Problem by setting
r(u∗, v∗) =
{
w(u∗v∗), u∗v∗ ∈ E∗
0, otherwise
and d(e∗) =
{
1, e∗ ∈ E∗
∞, otherwise. (3.4)
Note that we won’t get into trouble with undeﬁned terms like “0 ·∞” because edges e∗ with
d(e∗) =∞ are not chosen for the spanning tree. Otherwise, since all considered graphs are
biconnected, the term in Equation (3.3) would be immediately inﬁnite. Remark further
that this is not the Optimum Distance Spanning Tree Problem since the Odst is
deﬁned on the complete graph with all distances being 1.
Unfortunately, the distance function in (3.4) is not metric. Thus, the approximation
algorithm presented in [128] cannot be applied to approximate minimum strictly fundamen-
tal cycle bases within O(log n log log n) on a weighted planar graph. However, maybe one
can proﬁt from the very simple structure of the distance function. On the other hand, we
cannot even say that there is a PTAS for the unweighted and planar case since r(u∗, v∗) = 1
does not hold for all pairs of vertices in the completed graph.
A further possibility to attack the Ocst is to drop the completeness of the graph.
Then, it can be investigated on miscellaneous graph classes, on which several structural
properties can emerge as beneﬁcial for treating the problem. As we will see in Section 3.7,
the problem turns out to be tractable on outerplanar graphs—admittedly with further
restrictions. To be accurate, the problem considered there reads as follows.
General Optimum Communication Spanning Tree (Gocst)
Instance: Arbitrary graph G = (V,E),
requirements r(u, v) ∈ R≥0 for all uv ∈ E.
Feasible solution: Spanning tree T .
Objective function:
∑
uv∈E r(u, v)distT (u, v).
opt: min.
Note that there is no distance function for this problem and distT (u, v) is simply the
number of edges in the unique u-v-path in T . Moreover, the requirements are only deﬁned
for adjacent vertices. Thus, keeping these restrictions in mind, the term “general” is maybe
somewhat overdrawn, although the problem is now deﬁned on arbitrary graphs.
3.4.4 SFCBs on Non-Metric Planar Graphs
Clearly, if a graph is unweighted, many problems are more tractable than in the weighted
case. If the graph provides a non-constant weight function, it is often helpfully when this
function is metric, at least.
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To get an impression, take a look at average tree spanner problems, cf. Chapter 3
in [129]. For a graph G = (V,E) with a weight function w, a spanning tree T , and an edge
e = uv, one can choose the domain from {E \T,E, V ⊗V := V ×V \ {(v, v) | v ∈ V }} and
the term to sum over from {distT (u, v), distT (u, v) + w(e), distT (u,v)w(e) , distT (u,v)distG(u,v)}. This leads
to twelve combinations. Dropping the two combination which are not meaningful, namely
which involve both V ⊗ V and w(e), leaves ten. For an arbitrary weight function w only
two pairs of problems coincide. In contrast, three of the remaining problems collapse to
one single problem if the weight function is metric. Finally, if there are unique weights,
there are essentially only three average tree spanner problems anymore.
In this subsection, we are concerned with cycle bases on planar graphs with non-
metric weight functions. More precisely, we consider the following technical lemmas, where
Lemma 3.21 restricts the number of basic circuits which contain a non-metric arc. Intu-
itively, a non-metric arc should be contained in only one basic circuit.
Lemma 3.20 (Lemma 12.16. in [78]). For every minimum cycle basis B and every arc
a there exists a shortest circuit C that contains a with C ∈ B.
Proof. Assume that there was a minimum cycle basis B and an arc a such that each
shortest circuit through a is not in B. Let C∗ be such a circuit. In the support of C∗,
there must be a basic circuit C which contains a. But then, B \ {C∗} ∪ {C} would be a
cycle basis with a weight less than the weight of B.
Lemma 3.21 (Cf. Open Problem 6 in the Survey). Let a = uv be a non-metric arc
of a biconnected directed graph D. Then, for each minimum directed cycle basis B, there
is exactly one circuit C ∈ B with a ∈ C. This is also true for each minimum undirected
cycle basis.
Proof. According to Lemma 3.20, we can pick out a shortest circuit C∗ through a from
the minimum cycle basis B. This circuit consists of the arc a and the u-v-path P . Since
a is not metric, it holds that w(P ) < w(a). Now let C ∈ B be another basic circuit that
contains a. Then the circuit C ′ := C \ {a} ∪ P has a weight smaller than the weight of C.
This implies that B \ {C} ∪ {C ′} is a cycle basis with a smaller weight than B.
Open Problem 6 in the Survey additionally asks whether this is true for any other type
of cycle bases. In our next example, we will show that this lemma is not true for strictly
fundamental cycle bases or for 2-bases. We argue with undirected graphs and note that
the results can be directly carried over to the directed case.
Example 3.22.
For both statements, we consider the planar graph in Figure 3.2. Of course, the graph can
be made simple by subdividing parallel edges. The edge e1 is considered as a non-metric
edge, so it must not be subdivided.
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e1, 4
e2, 6
e3
e4, 2
e5 e6 e7
1 22 2
e8, 2
e9, 2
e10, 2
Figure 3.2: Planar non-metric graph with edges e1 to e10, indicated weight function,
the non-metric edge e1 (dashed) and a fundamental spanning tree T (fat edges).
A Minimum 2-Basis. The graph in Figure 3.2 is embedded in the plane such that
the boundary of the unbounded face constitutes the longest plane circuit. The circuit
{e2, e3, e10, e7} is a plane circuit of maximum weight. Thus, according to Theorem 3.16
and the paragraph above, the boundaries of the bounded faces form a minimum 2-basis
with a weight of 39. As one can see from the embedding, the non-metric edge e1 is contained
in two basic circuits.
A Minimum Strictly Fundamental Cycle Basis. The fundamental spanning tree
T in Figure 3.2 induces a strictly fundamental cycle basis with a weight of 41. The non-
metric edge e1 is contained in two basic circuits. All other spanning trees which contain
e1 induce strictly fundamental cycle bases with greater weights. Anyway, for our purpose,
it is suﬃcient only to consider the trees in which e1 is a chord. We show that each such
tree T with e1 as a chord induces an SFCB with a weight of at least 42. Therefore, we
distinguish four cases, based on the path in the tree between the end nodes of e1.
Case 1 (e3, e4 ∈ T ).
It immediately follows that w(CT (e1)) = 7 and w(CT (e2)) = 9. Additionally, one of the
edges e5 to e10 has to be in the tree. This induces two circuits of length 4 and three circuits
of length 6. Altogether, we obtain a strictly fundamental cycle basis with a length of 42.
Case 2 (e2, e4 ∈ T ).
At ﬁrst, it is w(CT (e1)) = 10 and w(CT (e3)) = 9. Again, one of the edges e5 to e10 has
to be in the tree, inducing circuits with a summarized length of 26. The whole cycle basis
has a length of 45.
Case 3 (e2 ∈ T , e4 /∈ T ).
In this case, the question arises how the common end vertex of the edges e3 and e4 is
joined to the tree. Assume at ﬁrst that |{e5, e6, e7} ∩ T | = 1 = |{e8, e9, e10} ∩ T |. Then
the four chord edges in the two sets induce circuits with weight 16, w(CT (e4)) = 6, and
w(CT (e3)) = 11. The combined weight of the SFCB is 43.
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Now assume that either ({e5, e6, e7} ∩ T = ∅) or {e8, e9, e10} ∩ T = ∅. Then it holds
that e3 ∈ T . The cut ST (e2) contains four edges of weight 2, each of it inducing a circuit
of weight at least 9. Together with w(CT (e1)) = 10, this leads to an SFCB with a weight
of at least 46.
Case 4 (e3 ∈ T , |{e5, e6, e7} ∩ T | = 1 = |{e8, e9, e10} ∩ T |).
Analogously to the ﬁrst part of Case 3, the four chord edges in the two sets mentioned
above induce circuits with a weight of 16. Together with w(CT (e1)) = 9, w(CT (e4)) = 6,
and w(CT (e2)) = 11, we get a strictly fundamental cycle basis with weight 42. ♦
Note that the 2-basis in the ﬁrst paragraph of the example cannot be minimum among
all cycle bases. This would be a contradiction to Lemma 3.21. Performing for example
de Pina’s MCB algorithm ([102], see also Algorithm 12.4 in [78]) results in the cycle basis
B = {{e6, e7}, {e8, e9}, {e9, e10}, {e3, e1, e4}, {e3, e2, e4}, {e5, e6}, {e10, e4, e6}}, which has
the weight Φ(B) = 38. Note that another ordering of the edges had been used to compute
this basis. However, the non-metric edges e1 and e2 appear in only one circuit of this basis.
In this subsection, we showed that Lemma 3.21 does not hold for 2-bases or for strictly
fundamental cycle bases. This solves—at least partially—Open Problem 6 in the Survey.
3.5 NP-completeness of the MSFCB in Planar Graphs
This section is dedicated to establish the NP-completeness of the Minimum Strictly
Fundamental Cycle Basis Problem on unweighted planar graphs. Similar to the proof
presented in Section 2.3, also this proof will be by reduction from the planar version of
the Exact Cover by 3-Sets Problem. Again, we proﬁt from the embedding and the
connection of the 3-sets, which has been described in Subsection 2.3.1 in detail. Subsec-
tion 3.5.1 is dedicated to the presentation of the discussed problems. In Subsection 3.5.2,
the connection of the 3-sets is speciﬁed to the reduction in this section. Also the reduction
itself is performed in Subsection 3.5.2.
3.5.1 The Problems
In this subsection, we ﬁx the notations of the problems. The decision version of Msfcb
restricted to planar graphs reads as follows.
P-Msfcb
Instance: Planar graph GS = (VS, ES), positive integer k.
Question: Does GS have an SFCB B with Φ(B) ≤ k, or more precisely,
does GS have a spanning tree T with
∑
e∈E\E(T )CT (e) ≤ k?
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Lemma 3.23. The P-Msfcb is in NP.
Proof. Given a fundamental spanning tree,the length of a fundamental circuit C can be
determined by performing a depth ﬁrst search on the tree edges from one end node of
the private edge of C to the other one. This can be done in time O(n). Since there are
ν ∈ O(m) private edges, it is possible in time O(nm) to decide whether the size of a given
strictly fundamental cycle basis is at most k.
As already mentioned above, our proof will be by reduction from the planar version
of the Exact Cover by 3-Sets Problem whose NP-completeness has been established
in [41]. This problem was already presented in Subsection 2.3.2, for the sake of completeness
it is listed here again.
P-X3C
Instance: Integers n,m with 3|n, set X = {1, 2, . . . , n}, subset S ⊂ P(X)
with |S | = m and |S| = 3 for all S ∈ S , where GX = (VX , EX)
with VX = X ∪S and EX =
⋃
S∈S {{S, x} | x ∈ S} is planar.
Question: Is there a subset S ′ ⊆ S
such that for all x ∈ X there is exactly one S ∈ S ′ with x ∈ S?
Remark 3.24. The problem is only interesting for 3 ≤ n ≤ 3m = |EX |.
3.5.2 The Transformation
Given an instance of P-X3C with an embedded graph GX , we transform this graph to a
planar graph GS and compute a number k such that there is a fundamental spanning tree
on GS with Φ(T ) ≤ k iﬀ there is a subset S ′ ⊆ S as posed in the deﬁnition of P-X3C.
As in Section 2.3, the nodes of GX in S are called set nodes, while the nodes in X are
referred to as element nodes.
The ﬁrst step of the transformation is to use the ideas presented in Subsection 2.3.1,
i.e. the construction of a spinal tree which connects the element nodes to each other. Here,
this can be done in an easier way because there is no restriction to the degrees in the graph
GS, contrary to the graph GO constructed in Subsection 2.3.3. Thus, simply connect the
m set nodes in S with a set ES of m− 1 spinal edges in a way that there is a unique path
consisting only of spinal edges between each two set nodes. Note that this step is not unique
and that there can be faces which contain no or more than one spinal edge. Figure 3.3
illustrates this construction with an example with X = {1, 2, . . . , 6} and S = {{2, 3, 5},
{1, 2, 6}, {1, 4, 6}, {1, 5, 6}}. The element nodes are depicted as numbered circles, while
the rectangles represent the set nodes.
The set nodes and the edges in EX and ES will be replaced with components described
below. The components for the set nodes will get special spinal nodes on which the spinal
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1,5,61,5,6
1,4,61,4,6
(a) (b)
Figure 3.3: Embedded instance of the P-X3C Problem (a). The instance after the
insertion of m− 1 spinal edges of the spinal tree (b).
tree can be attached. In the next paragraphs, we describe these components and identify
the necessary properties for the proof. Moreover, the integer k for the P-Msfcb instance
is computed. Again, we distinguish between spanning trees which are regular and irregular
on a component. Although this notion of regularity always corresponds to a spanning tree,
we often call the component itself (ir)regular, for short. Directly after the description in
each paragraph, we compute the part of the parameter k on the assumption that the tree
is regular on the component. The corresponding part of k, where the tree is irregular, is
computed below in several extra paragraphs, after the computation of the integer k itself.
At the end of this subsection, we give a graphical overview of the results which lead to the
main theorem, i.e. the NP-completeness of the P-Msfcb.
Thick Bunches. Each of the 3m edges in EX and each of the m − 1 spinal edges is
substituted by a thick bunch. A thick bunch arises out of an edge uv by replacing it with
m7 paths of length 2. The m7 new nodes are denoted center nodes. There are essentially
two possibilities of a spanning tree restricted to a thick bunch. When one center node
has degree two in the spanning tree, the thick bunch is called regular. Otherwise, if all
center nodes are leaves of the tree, the thick bunch is termed irregular. In what follows,
regularity of several components is always associated with a spanning tree. See Figure 3.4
for a regular and an irregular thick bunch.
uuu vvv
(a) (b) (c)
...
...
Figure 3.4: An edge uv (a), a regular (b) and an irregular (c) thick bunch. Tree edges
are drawn as thick lines.
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If all thick bunches are regular, the chords contained in the thick bunches induce circuits
with total length of
Φrtb = ( 4m− 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
number of
thick bunches
) · (m7 − 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
circuits per
thick bunch
) · 4︸︷︷︸
length of
one circuit
. (3.5)
Long Bunches. Long bunches are parts of gears, which are described later. Gears will
replace the set nodes in S , and each gear will contain six long bunches. Hence, the graph
GS will contain 6m long bunches. A long bunch is constructed by subdividing an edge uv
with two additional nodes and by replacing each of the three originated edges with a slice
of m5 paths with lengths 6m2. If all edges in a path are in the tree, the path is called an
complete path. Otherwise, i.e. one edge of the path is missig in the tree, it is referred to
as incomplete path. The terms regular and irregular are similarly used as in the context of
thick bunches. See also Figure 3.5.
u uv v
(a) (b)
..
.
..
.
..
.
..
.
..
.
..
. ︸ ︷︷ ︸
6m2 edges
︸︷︷
︸
m5 paths
Figure 3.5: A regular (a) resp. irregular (b) long bunch. Every edge of a fat path is
contained in the tree while exactly one edge of a grey path is missing in the tree.
Again, we assume that all long bunches are regular for the moment. Then, the chords
contained in the long bunches induce circuits of length
Φrlb = 6m︸︷︷︸
number of
long bunches
· 3︸︷︷︸
slices per
long bunch
·(m5 − 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
circuits
per slice
) · 2 · 6m2︸ ︷︷ ︸
length of
one circuit
. (3.6)
Switchers. These components help to control whether the gears which model the 3-sets
belong to S ′ or S \S ′. See Figure 3.6 for an illustration.
ss
xx
aa
bb
c c
PP
. . .. . .
Figure 3.6: Active (left) and inactive switcher (right).
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The a-s-path P has a length of 5m edges. In the interior of a switcher are 130m3 interior
b-s-paths, each of length 16m2. Contrary to thick or long bunches, there are basically two
types of regular switchers. A switcher is regular if exactly one of the conditions below is
fulﬁlled.
• The edges sx, cx and bc are contained in the corresponding tree. In this case, the
switcher is referred to as active.
• The spanning tree contains the complete path P and the edge ab. These regular
switchers are called inactive.
All other switchers are irregular, i.e. one of the 130m3 interior b-s-paths is completely in
the tree or the unique b-s-path in the tree uses edges outside of the switcher. Note that
an active switcher is allowed to contain the complete path P or the edge ab. Similarly, an
inactive switcher can contain one or two of the edges sx, cx or bc. Anyway, we will see that
all these cases are not possible if the switcher is assembled in a gear whose long bunches
are all regular. The terms complete and incomplete path are used equivalently to the case
of long bunches.
The estimation of the combined circuit length induced by chords in regular switchers
is caught up on in the next paragraph, because the circuits contain also edges outside of
the regular switcher.
Gears. A gear GS substitutes a set node S ∈ S . One gear consists of three switchers
and six long bunches which are arranged as shown in Figure 3.7. A gear is called regular
if all six long bunches and all three switchers are regular.
v
s1
x1
s2
x2
s3
x3
c
Figure 3.7: Arrangement of the three switchers and the six long bunches in a gear.
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The X-nodes x1, x2 and x3 in the gear GS are connected via thick bunches to the three
element nodes which are in the 3-set S. The spinal nodes s1, s2 and s3 can be used to
connect the gears to each other with thick bunches which replace the spinal edges of the
spinal tree introduced in the ﬁrst step of the transformation. Clearly, not all spinal nodes
will be used therefore, because there are 3m spinal nodes but only m−1 spinal edges which
connect them. Figure 3.8 illustrates how all components are assembled with a complete
example.
v v
v
1
23
4
5
6
Figure 3.8: Complete example for the instance X = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, S =
{{1, 4, 6}, {3, 5, 6}, {2, 4, 6}}. Thick bunches which replaced the edges in EX are drawn
as thick black lines. The fat green lines represent thick bunches which replaced the
spinal edges.
Lemma 3.25. Let GR be an embedding of the graph GX as in the description of P-X3C
where the nodes in S are replaced by gears. GR shall not contain the spinal tree, yet. Then
for each gear, the boundary of every adjacent face contains at least one of the gear’s spinal
nodes.
Proof. This is due to the fact that X-nodes and spinal nodes of one gear GS alternate in
the boundary of the unbounded face of GS.
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It follows that a transformation described in Subsection 2.3.1 and speciﬁed in Subsec-
tion 3.5.2 is actually possible while preserving planarity. Note that it is also feasible that
one spinal node can be adjacent to no or to more than one thick bunch.
Proposition 3.26. The constructed graph is planar. Moreover, the transformation can be
done in polynomial time.
The following observation eliminates further cases in the estimation of the circuit
lengths induced by chords in regular switchers.
Observation 3.27. In a regular gear, the switchers have the same orientation, i.e. all
three switchers are either active or all three are inactive. With Figures 3.6 and 3.7 in
mind, if all three switchers are active then edge ab and one edge of P is missing in the
tree. On the other hand, when the switchers are inactive edge bc and at least one of cx and
sx are chords. As we will see later in Corollary 3.33, actually all three edges have to be
chords.
Otherwise, if there would be an active and an inactive switcher in a regular gear, T
would contain a circuit and it was not connected. If all three switchers of a regular gear
are (in)active, the gear itself is also denoted (in)active.
Proposition 3.28. If all thick bunches, all long bunches, and all switchers are regular
then at most n switchers can be active.
Otherwise, there would be an x ∈ X which is connected to two active switchers. The
corresponding gears are also connected to each other via the replaced spinal edges, and
hence, T would contain a circuit. On the other hand, it is possible that less than n switchers
are active. An element in X could also be connected to an inactive switcher if the edges
cx or sx are in the tree. Lemma 3.32 will ensure that the path P avoids too many inactive
switchers.
Lemma 3.29. Let S and X be an instance of P-X3C and GS a transformed graph in
which all thick bunches, all long bunches, and all switchers are regular, and exactly n
switchers are active. Then there is an exact cover for the P-X3C instance if and only if
the constructed subgraph is a tree.
Proof. Let S ′ be an exact cover. Set all switchers in gears corresponding to S ′ as active.
Then each x ∈ X is connected to exactly one gear via an active switcher. Since the
gears are connected via the thick bunches which replaced the spinal edges, the constructed
subgraph is a spanning tree.
Now assume that there is no solution of the P-X3C instance. Then for every choice
S ′ ⊆ S there is an x ∈ X with
|{S ∈ S ′ | x ∈ S}| = 0 or (3.7)
|{S ∈ S ′ | x ∈ S}| ≥ 2. (3.8)
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We identify the possibilities to set the switchers of the gears with the choice S ′, i.e. S ∈ S ′
if and only if the switchers of the corresponding gear are active. Then x is not connected
to the rest of the graph (3.7) or it induces a circuit since it is connected to at least two
gears (3.8), which are also connected with spinal edges. Thus, the constructed subgraph is
not a spanning tree.
Now, we are able to determine the size of the circuits induced by chords in active
switchers. Therefore, assume that all thick and long bunches are regular. Figure 3.9 shows
the setting for one active switcher in a regular gear. We describe the circuits which are
closed by chords in the lower switcher. The color of the terms below the braces corresponds
to the part of the gear in Figure 3.9. The chords induce circuits with a total length of
Φras = n︸︷︷︸
number of
active switchers
·
[
130m3︸ ︷︷ ︸
number of
int. paths
·( 16m2 + 3︸ ︷︷ ︸
int. path lengths
and e2, e3, e4
) (3.9)
+ (
e1︷ ︸︸ ︷
2︸︷︷︸
e1,e5
+ 3 · 3 · 6m2︸ ︷︷ ︸
3 long bunches
) (3.10)
+ (
eP︷ ︸︸ ︷
5m︸︷︷︸
P
+ 3 · 3 · 6m2︸ ︷︷ ︸
3 long bunches
+ 4︸︷︷︸
e2,e3,
e4,e5
)
]
. (3.11)
e1
e2
e3 e4
e5
P
Figure 3.9: Circuits closed by chords in an active switcher. Tree edges and complete
paths are depicted as thick lines, chords and incomplete paths as thin lines. The colors
correspond to the terms in the equation above (Lines 3.9 to 3.11).
The ﬁrst summand in the squared brackets in Line (3.9) is the total size of the circuits
closed by the 130m3 interior paths and the tree edges e2, e3 and e4. The chord e1 in the
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lower switcher induces a circuit with three long bunches and the edge e5, see Line (3.10).
There is one chord eP in the path P which closes a circuit with the three long bunches, e5
in the upper switcher, and the edges e2 to e4. This is expressed in Line (3.11).
Now let us turn our focus to inactive switchers. In accordance with Lemma 3.29, there
are exactly 3m − n inactive switchers if and only if there is an exact cover. Contrary to
active switchers, we are now only able to estimate the circuit lengths. Therefore, consider
the switcher in the upper left corner of Figure 3.10. The total size of circuits induced by
chords in inactive switchers is at most
Φris ≤ (3m− n)︸ ︷︷ ︸
number of
inactive switchers
·
[
130m3︸ ︷︷ ︸
number of
int. paths
·(16m2 + 5m+ 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
int. path lengths,
P1 and e1
) + (
e2︷ ︸︸ ︷
2︸︷︷︸
e2,e5
+ 3 · 3 · 6m2︸ ︷︷ ︸
3 long bunches
) (3.12)
+ 2︸︷︷︸
e3,e4
·
(
4︸︷︷︸
via x
to x1
+(5 + 2 · 3 · 6m2︸ ︷︷ ︸
crossing the
active gear G
) (3.13)
+
crossing at most n− 1 further active gears︷ ︸︸ ︷
(n− 1)(2 · 3 · 6m2 + 6︸ ︷︷ ︸
crossing of an
active gear
+ 2︸︷︷︸
thick bunch to
the next gear
) (3.14)
+
crossing at most 3m− n inactive gears︷ ︸︸ ︷
(3m− n)(2 · 3 · 6m2 + 2 · (5m+ 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
crossing of an
inactive gear
+ 2︸︷︷︸
thick bunch to
the next gear
)
)]
(3.15)
x
G
x1
e1 e2
e3
e4
e5
P1
P2
. . .
Figure 3.10: Circuits induced by chords in an inactive switcher.
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Similar to the switcher in Figure 3.9, the switcher in the upper left corner of Figure 3.10
contains 130m3 interior paths. But here, they induce circuits of lengths 16m2+5m+1. The
chord e2 closes a circuit of the same length as e1 in Figure 3.9. Lines (3.13) to (3.15) are
dedicated to estimate the circuit lengths induced by e3 and e4. This is done simultaneously
for both edges. At ﬁrst, the circuits pass node x and meet the X-node x1, indicated by
blue edges. Then, they cross the active gear G, highlighted in magenta. Afterwards, the
circuits have to cross at most n − 1 further active and at most 3m − n inactive gears via
green edges. Both, active and inactive gears are indicated in Figure 3.10 by very fat drawn
K3,1’s. Note that the last inactive gear is the gear which contains the edges e3 and e4.
The Integer k. After the construction of the graph GS, we go on with the other part of
the P-Msfcb instance, namely the integer k. Its value is the sum
k := Φrtb + Φ
r
lb + Φ
r
as + Φ
r
is (3.16)
= 232m8 − 4m7 + 6240m6 + 1950m5 + (1038− 650n)m4 (3.17)
+ (126 + 44n)m3 + (72− 66n)m2 + (20n2 + 5n− 4)m+ (4 + 2n− 8n2). (3.18)
In this polynomial, only the coeﬃcients in Line (3.17) will be of interest. To yield a strictly
fundamental cycle basis with a size of at most k, it is necessary that all components—thick
bunches, long bunches, and switchers—are regular. Furthermore, exactly 3m−n switchers
may be inactive. At next, we will show that the strictly fundamental cycle basis has a size
greater than k if the inducing spanning tree is irregular on any component or if more than
3m− n switchers are inactive.
Irregular Thick and Long Bunches. Assume at ﬁrst that ptb thick bunches are irreg-
ular. Since GX was bipartite, each chord in an irregular thick bunch induces a circuit with
length of at least 5. Thus, the chords of all thick bunches together close circuits with total
length
Φitb ≥ (4m− 1− ptb) · (m7 − 1) · 4 + ptb ·m7 · 5. (3.19)
Now let plb long bunches be irregular. In an irregular long bunch, two of the three
slices look like in a regular long bunch. This is regarded by the ﬁrst summand inside of
the squared brackets in Line (3.21). In the remaining slice, all m5 chords induce circuits
with lengths of at least three times the path length of a path in a slice, i.e. 3 · 6m2. This is
considered by the second summand in Line (3.21). Thus, the circuit lengths of chords in
long bunches sum up to
Φilb ≥ (6m− plb) · 3 · (m5 − 1) · 2 · 6m2 (3.20)
+ plb ·
[
2 · (m5 − 1) · 2 · 6m2 +m5 · 3 · 6m2] . (3.21)
Thick and long bunches are now viewed simultaneously. Then, after adding Φitb and Φ
i
lb,
the cycle basis has the size
Φ > Φitb + Φ
i
lb ≥ 232m8 + (ptb + 6plb − 4)m7 + o(m7). (3.22)
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Looking now at the coeﬃcient of m7 and compare it with its counterpart in Line (3.17), it
can only be at most −4 if ptb = plb = 0. It follows
Lemma 3.30. An SFCB can only have a value of at most k if all thick and all long bunches
are regular.
Irregular Switchers. As already mentioned after the explanation of regular switchers,
there are essentially two types of irregular switchers. Thus, let pip switchers contain a
complete interior path and let pnp be the number of further irregular switchers without
such a path. The remaining 3m− pip− pnp switchers can be regarded as active. Allthough
this is in general not possible by Proposition 3.28, it is suﬃcient for the estimation and
makes it less involved.
In a switcher with one complete interior path P in the tree, the remaining 130m3 − 1
paths close circuits with P , their total length is
Φiip = pip · (130m3 − 1) · 2 · 16m2. (3.23)
Now, take a look at Figure 3.6 and assume that the unique b-s-path in the tree contains
edges outside of the switcher. Then, the 130m3 circuits induced by the interior paths
contain at least one of the three long bunches starting at a, b or c. These circuits have a
total length of
Φinp ≥ pnp · 130m3 · (16m2 + 3 · 6m2). (3.24)
For the remaining regular and active switchers, the interior paths close circuits with total
length of exactly
Φrs = (3m− pip − pnp) · 130m3 · (16m2 + 3). (3.25)
With the assumption that all thick and long bunches are regular, we obtain a cycle basis
of length
Φ > Φrtb + Φ
r
lb + Φ
i
ip + Φ
i
np + Φ
r
s (3.26)
≥ 232m8 − 4m7 + 6240m6 + (2080pip + 2340pnp)m5 + o(m5). (3.27)
Analogously to the last paragraph, look at the coeﬃcient of m5 and compare it with its
counterpart in Line (3.17). This coeﬃcient can only be 1950 or less if pip = pnp = 0. Thus,
we can strengthen Lemma 3.30 to
Lemma 3.31. A strictly fundamental cycle basis on GS can only have a size of at most k
if all thick bunches, all long bunches, and all switchers are regular.
Note that Lemma 3.31 does only hold for suﬃciently largem, since several coeﬃcients of
the lower terms in Equations (3.22) and (3.27) are actually smaller than the corresponding
coeﬃcients in Lines (3.17) and (3.18).
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From Proposition 3.28 it is known that at most n switchers can be active if all thick
and long bunches, as well as all switchers are regular. We now go on to show that n
active switchers are necessary to obtain an SFCB of size k or less. Therefore, assume that
3m−n+pis are inactive and n−pis are active. Bearing the regular thick and long bunches
in mind, one obtains
Φ > Φrtb + Φ
r
lb + (3m− n + pis) · 130m3 · (16m2 + 5m+ 1) (3.28)
+(n− pis) · 130m3 · (16m2 + 3) (3.29)
≥ 232m8 − 4m7 + 6240m6 + 1950m5 + (390− 650n+ 650pis)m4 + o(m4).(3.30)
Again, we compare the coeﬃcients of m4 in Lines (3.30) and (3.17). Obviously, it holds
(390 − 650n + 650pis) ≤ (1038 − 650n) iﬀ pis = 0. Hence, additionally to the regularity
of all bunches and switchers, an SFCB of size k or less can only be achieved if exactly n
switchers are active. Together with Observation 3.27 it follows
Lemma 3.32. An SFCB on GS can only attain a size of at most k if—in addition to the
regularity of all bunches and switchers—n switchers are active.
Corollary 3.33. Lemma 3.32 ensures that an element x ∈ X cannot be connected to an
inactive switcher by using one of the edges sx and cx, cf. Figure 3.6.
We are now at a point at which we can summarize the statements in this subsection.
We introduced several graph components and derived an integer k. We veriﬁed that all
components have to be regular if an SFCB on the transformed graph shall not exceed k
(Lemma 3.31). In Lemma 3.32, it is stated that additionally exactly n switchers have to
be active. Putting all these regular components together results in a spanning subgraph.
Lemma 3.29 points out that this subgraph is a spanning tree if and only if there is an exact
cover on the P-X3C instance. Proposition 3.26 reveals the preservation of planarity and
states that the construction can be done in polynomial time. Finally, Lemma 3.23 ensures
the membership of the P-Msfcb in NP. All these statements together lead to
Theorem 3.34. The Minimum Strictly Fundamental Cycle Basis Problem is NP-
complete on planar graphs.
The diagram below summarizes how Theorem 3.34 is derived from the statements in
this subsection.
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Lemma 3.25:
For each gear, the
boundary of each ad-
jacent face contains at
least one of the gear’s
spinal nodes.
Lemma 3.30:
An SFCB can only
have a value of at most
k if all bunches are reg-
ular.
Spinal tree can be con-
structed.
Proposition 3.28:
If all components are
regular, then at most
n switchers can be ac-
tive.
Lemma 3.31:
An SFCB can only
have a value of at most
k if all bunches and all
switchers are regular.
Proposition 3.26:
The constructed graph
is planar.
Lemma 3.23:
The P-Msfcb is in
NP.
Lemma 3.32:
The size of an SFCB is
at most k if all compo-
nents are regular and
n switchers are inac-
tive.
Proposition 3.26:
The Construction can
be done in polynomial
time.
Theorem 3.34:
The P-Msfcb is NP-
complete.
Lemma 3.29:
If all components are
regular and exactly n
switchers are active,
then there is an exact
cover if and only if the
constructed subgraph
is a spanning tree.
After the treatment of the element nodes which we described in Subsection 2.3.4 and
according to Remark 2.6, Theorem 3.34 can be extended to
Theorem 3.35. The Minimum Strictly Fundamental Cycle Basis Problem is NP-
complete on biconnected planar graphs.
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3.6 Outerplanar Graphs
The computation of a minimum strictly fundamental cycle basis of an unweighted outer-
planar graph can be done in linear time via a breath ﬁrst search in the dual graph, see [74].
Also the size of a minimum SFCB is linearly bounded ([108]). However, both results do not
apply if the outerplanar graph is weighted. In this section, we further restrict outerplanar
graphs to a class, on which the problem of ﬁnding a minimum SFCB can be solved in
linear time. Additionally, the minimum size of an SFCB is minor monotone, an important
attribute in the proof for the a priori upper bound on the minimum SFCB size.
After a short introduction with a historical outline on outerplanar graphs in Subsec-
tion 3.6.1, we deﬁne them in a stringent manner in Subsection 3.6.2. Subsection 3.6.3 is
dedicated to the concept of minor monotonicity.
3.6.1 Introduction
Since their seemingly ﬁrst appearance in 1967 ([25]), outerplanar graphs have constituted
an important subclass of planar graphs. Informally, an outerplanar graph can be drawn
into the plane such that each vertex lies in the boundary of one single face. This face is
usually drawn as the unbounded face. In a certain sense, this property makes outerplanar
graphs to a generalization of trees since for trees, each edge borders on one single face.
Because outerplanar graphs are a very restricted graph class, one may have some hope
that some problems are easier to solve on them in comparison to, say, planar graphs. Also,
several graph parameters are bounded on outerplanar graphs. For example, the treewidth
and the size of a (balancing) node separator is 2 at most in both cases ([58, 71]). In
contrast, both parameters can have values in Θ(
√
n) on planar graphs, see e.g. [5, 83]. In
this context, it seems surprising that if a planar graph does not contain an induced cycle
of even length, then its treewidth is at most 49 ([117]).
In practise, outerplanar graphs are used in a wide range of applications, for example
in the research of the secondary structure of biopolymers, [74, 122]. However, due to
the chemical properties of nucleic acids, the outerplanar graphs considered there have a
maximum degree of 3. But nevertheless, most elements in the NCI database ([93]), which is
a well-known database for small biomolecules provided by the National Cancer Institute,
can be described as outerplanar graphs, cf. [60, 105]. Several other ranges of practical
applications for outerplanar graphs are the ﬁeld of telecommunication ([69]), the theory of
electrical circuits ([94]) and, more recently, data mining ([130]). Additionally, outerplanar
graphs play an important role for shortest path computation in planar graphs, see [47,48].
The class of outerplanar graphs is also interesting from a theoretical point of view.
In [106], they are used to study the number of general dissections of a polygon. In another
line of research, it turned out to be surprisingly diﬃcult to prove the following partition
property for planar graphs: every planar graph has an edge partition into two outerplanar
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graphs. Actually, this conjecture posed in 1971 in [24] could not be proved before 2005,
and not after several erroneous proofs and partial results, cf. [56].
3.6.2 Definition and Properties on Outerplanar Graphs
We start with a formal deﬁnition of outerplanar and maximal outerplanar graphs. More-
over, this subsection contains several general statements on outerplanar graph and some
results on minimum strictly fundamental cycle bases on unweighted outerplanar graphs.
Definition 3.36 ((maximal) outerplanar). A graph is an outerplanar graph if it is
isomorphic to a plane graph G = (V,E) with V \ ∂f∞ = ∅, where f∞ denotes the unique
unbounded face, again. An outerplanar graph is maximal outerplanar if it is not outerpla-
nar for each additional edge.
The following two statements describe some elementary but nonetheless important
properties of outerplanar graphs. The ﬁrst one is a straightforward calculation.
Proposition 3.37. A maximal outerplanar graph with n vertices has m = 2n − 3 edges
and n− 2 bounded faces.
Lemma 3.38 (Lemmas 5. and 6. in [74]). An outerplanar graph contains a Hamiltonian
circuit if and only if it is biconnected. In this case, the Hamiltonian circuit is unique.
The edges contained in the Hamiltonian circuit are referred to as Hamiltonian edges,
the other ones as chord edges of the outerplanar graph. If we demand v ∈ ∂(f∞) for all v in
an isomorphic plane graph, a biconnected outerplanar graph is uniquely embeddable. This
follows from Theorem 3.10 and from the fact that placing an additional vertex into f∞ and
connecting it to all other vertices results in a 3-connected planar graph. If v ∈ ∂(f∞) does
hold for all v, the embedding is called an outerplanar embedding . Clearly, this embedding
is unique if the outerplanar graph is biconnected.
Beyond the outerplanar embedding, an outerplanar graph provides much more em-
beddings. To be more precise, every circuit can appear as the boundary of f∞. This is
equivalent to the next lemma. Note that Lemma 3.39 is not true for general planar graphs.
Lemma 3.39. In an outerplanar graph, each circuit is a plane circuit.
Proof. As a rough idea of the proof, we take an outerplanar embedding of the graph and an
arbitrary circuit. Then, roughly speaking, everything that is outside of this circuit, is folded
into the inside. Hence, the given circuit becomes the boundary of the unbounded face, and
this is a plane circuit. It is suﬃcient to prove the statement for biconnected outerplanar
graphs, because a circuit can only appear in one single biconnected component.
More precisely, let G = (V,E) be a biconnected outerplanar graph. The vertices are
numbered along the unique Hamiltonian circuit, i.e. V = {v0, v1, . . . , vn−1}. Clearly, the
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Hamiltonian circuit is a plane circuit. All other circuits contain a chord edge. Thus, picking
an arbitrary circuit C, it consists of ℓ single chord edges which alternate with ℓ sequences
of succeeding Hamiltonian edges. Such a sequence is also allowed to be empty. For the
sake of clarity of the various indices, take a look at the example in Figure 3.11 (a). W.l.o.g.
let viℓ−1+jℓ−1v0 be a chord edge for suited indices which are determined later (dashed in
Figure 3.11 (a)). For 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, denote sk := (vikvik+1, . . . , vik+jk−1vik+jk) a sequence
of succeeding Hamiltonian edges. Let ◦ denote the concatenation of sequences, then the
circuit has the form C = s0 ◦ (vi0+j0vi1) ◦ · · · ◦ sℓ−1 ◦ (viℓ−1+jℓ−1v0), where viℓ−1+jℓ−1 = vn−1
and i0 ≤ i0 + j0 < i1 ≤ · · · < iℓ−1 ≤ iℓ−1 + jℓ−1.
(a) (b)
v0 = vi0
vi0+j0 vi1
vi1+j1
vi2
viℓ−1
viℓ−1+jℓ−1
Figure 3.11: An outerplanar graph with a circuit C drawn with fat edges (a) and an
embedding of this graph for which C is the boundary of the unbounded face (b).
Consider the induced subgraphs G[
⋃ik+1
h=ik+jk
vh] for 0 ≤ h ≤ ℓ− 2 and G[{viℓ−1+jℓ−1} ∪
· · · ∪ vn−1 ∪ v0]. Since the removal of the end nodes of the edges vik+jkvik+1 and of the
edge viℓ−1+jℓ−1v0 disconnects the graph, these subgraphs can be reﬂected across the chord
edges, when the graph is regarded as an outerplanar embedding. After the reﬂection of
all subgraphs, rescale the graph to obtain an embedding as declared in Deﬁnition 3.9.
Figure 3.11 (b) shows the graph after this procedure.
This result gives rise to the following strengthening of the notion plane circuit.
Definition 3.40. A circuit C in an outerplanar graph G = (V,E) is an outerplane circuit
if there is an outerplanar embedding G′ = (V ′, E ′) of G in virtue of the bijection ϕ : V → V ′
such that
⋃{ϕ(u)ϕ(v) | uv ∈ C} is the boundary of some face of this embedding.
Coming back to cycle bases, an early result concerning the Msfcb on outerplanar
graphs is by Peleg and Tendler.
Theorem 3.41 ([101]). The minimum strictly fundamental cycle basis of an unweighted
outerplanar is computable in linear time.
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The algorithm provided by the authors is fairly simple. They compute the dual graph
of an outerplanar embedding and perform a breath ﬁrst search rooted at v∞ on it, where
v∞ = ϕF (f
∞) with ϕF deﬁned as in Deﬁnition 3.11 for the dual graph. Also the size of a
minimum SFCB is linearly bounded by the number of nodes.
Theorem 3.42 (Theorem 4.5.2 in [108]). An unweighted outerplanar graph with n
vertices has a strictly fundamental cycle basis with size O(n).
Since we deal only with 2-connected graphs, an obvious lower bound for the size of an
SFCB on outerplanar graphs is Ω(n). Hence, Theorem 3.42 can be extended to
Theorem 3.43. The size of a minimum strictly fundamental cycle basis of a 2-connected
unweighted outerplanar graph with n vertices is Θ(n).
In the next subsection, we describe the notion of minor monotonicity which has been
required to obtain this result.
3.6.3 Minor Monotonicity
An important concept which has been used to prove Theorem 3.42 is the minor monotonic-
ity of the minimum size for an SFCB on unweighted outerplanar graphs. In detail, the
statement of Theorem 3.42 had ﬁrstly been shown only for maximal outerplanar graphs.
Afterwards, it was pointed out that the size of a minimum strictly fundamental cycle ba-
sis in an unweighted outerplanar graph decreases if an edge is removed. This property is
what we call minor monotonicity. Our initial hope was to derive a priori upper bounds for
minimum SFCBs on further graph classes by exploiting minor monotonicity.
In this subsection, we study the behavior of the minimum weight of an SFCB for
weighted outerplanar graphs. In this process, it is ﬁgured out that we must retire to a
fairly restricted subclass of weighted outerplanar graphs when we wish to preserve minor
monotonicity on them. In addition to this property, it is possible to compute a minimum
SFCB of a graph in this class in polynomial time.
We shall now deﬁne the term minor monotonicity in a more formal way.
Definition 3.44 (minor monotone). Consider a graph G = (V,E) and a permutation
π : {1, 2, . . . , m} → E of the edges, define
Gπi :=
{
G, i = m
Gπi+1 \ π(i+ 1), otherwise, i.e. 0 ≤ i < m,
(3.31)
and denote Φπi the minimum weight of an SFCB of G
π
i . The minimum SFCB weight is
minor monotone on a class G of graphs if the sequence FG = (Φπ1 ,Φπ2 , . . . ,Φπm) increases
monotonically for each graph G ∈ G and each permutation π ∈ Sm.
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Minor monotonicity can also be considered for general cycle bases or other classes than
SFCBs. We will present examples of graph classes on which even the minimum SFCB
weight is not minor monotone. Thus, this result directly carries over to the superclasses of
SFCBs. This is not immediately clear for classes which do not include SFCBs. Two of these
classes are treated in this thesis, namely 2-bases and the diﬀerent types of robust cycle
bases. For the robust types we remark that the cycle basis in Example 3.46 is also strictly
robust, see Chapter 4. Hence, the minimum size of a strictly robust cycle basis is not minor
monotone as well. However, this is diﬀerent in the case of 2-bases, cf. Deﬁnition 3.13.
Lemma 3.45. The minimum weight of a 2-basis is always minor monotone.
Proof. Let B = {C1, . . . , Cν} be a 2-basis of a graph G and e an edge which shall be
removed. If e is contained in only one element of B, simple removing this element from B
leads to a cycle basis of G \ e which is trivially a 2-basis with a smaller size than B. If e
occurs in two circuits, say, e ∈ C1 ∩ C2, set B′ = B \ {C1, C2} ∪ {C1 + C2}. The basis B′
is a 2-basis of G \ e and its size is Φ(B′) ≤ Φ(B)− 2w(e). Note that the cycle C1 + C2 is
possibly not a circuit. Anyway, due to Theorem 3.17, each minimum 2-basis consists only
of circuits, thus, a minimum 2-basis of G \ e could even be smaller than B′.
If the graph is directed and the arc a is deleted deﬁne the new basis B′ = B \{C1, C2}∪
{sign(C1(a)) ·C1− sign(C2(a)) ·C2}, where sign(x) for a real number x is deﬁned as usual,
i.e.
sign(x) =


1, if x > 0
−1, if x < 0
0, otherwise.
The technique described in the proof above can also be interpreted as a kind of edge-
swap, similar to the one provided in [6] to reduce the weight of a given SFCB. For a
fundamental spanning tree T of a graph G, replacing a tree edge e with another edge in
its fundamental cut ST (e) can result in an SFCB of smaller weight. In contrast, the edge
e is additionally removed from G in our case.
As already mentioned above, the minimum SFCB weight is minor monotone on the class
of unweighted outerplanar graphs. But unfortunately, it is not minor monotone even on the
simple class of weighted outerplanar graphs. Yet, it can be shown that minor monotonicity
can be maintained if the class is restricted to a greater extend. Altogether, three properties
are necessary: the graph must be outerplanar, it must be internal face free, and its weight
function must be metric. Note that all three properties are hereditary under subgraphs, i.e.
they are preserved after removals of edges or vertices. Below, we provide three examples of
graphs on which the minimum SFCB weight is not minor monotone because in each case,
exactly one of the three properties is missing. Thus, all three are indeed necessary.
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Example 3.46.
• outerplanar
• internal face free
• not metric
The weighted outerplanar and internal face free graph on the left hand side in Figure 3.12
contains six circuits with lengths 7, 7, 8, 11, 12 and 13. The three shortest circuits are
linearly independent, thus, they constitute a unique minimum cycle basis with weight 22.
This basis is also strictly fundamental. The graph on the right hand side arises after
deleting the unique edge which is contained in each of the three shortest circuits. The new
graph contains three circuits with lengths 11, 12 and 13. Hence, the minimum cycle basis
has a length of 11 + 12 = 23. ♦
1
1
11
1
11
5 5
5
5 5
5
Figure 3.12: The minimum SFCB weight is not minor monotone on weighted outer-
planar graphs which are additionally internal face free.
Example 3.47.
• internal face free
• metric
• not outerplanar
Consider again the left graph in Figure 3.12. Subdividing each weight 5 edge with four
vertices results in an internal face free graph that is not outerplanar. Using unique weights
makes the weight function metric. For the same reason as in Example 3.46, the minimum
SFCB weight is not minor monotone on this graph. ♦
Example 3.48.
• metric
• outerplanar
• not internal face free
Consider the outerplanar graph depicted in Figure 3.13 (a) and initially assume it to be
unweighted. A minimum SFCB is induced by the tree T which is drawn with bold edges,
including the dashed one. Figure 3.13 (b) shows the dual graph and a BFS tree which is
the dual tree of T , thus, T generates indeed a minimum SFCB according to Theorem 3.41
respectively to [101].
The weight function remains metric if the weight of the dashed edge of G is reduced to
δ ∈ (0, 1). Denote this new graph by GR. Furthermore, the weight of each circuit which
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(a) (b) (c)
a
a
b
b
cc d
d
e
e
ff
T
G
v∞ v∞
Figure 3.13: The minimum SFCB weight is not minor monotone on outerplanar
graphs with internal faces, even if the weight function is metric.
contains this edge decreases by the same value. For an arbitrary minimum SFCB, each
edge of G is contained in at most ﬁve basic circuits, because there is only one vertex v in
the dual graph with dist(v∞, v) = 3. The length of a path in a BFS tree from v to any
other vertex is thus at most 5. Hence, reducing the edge weight of the dashed edge causes
the largest decrement of the basis. Therefore, the basis indicated by T is also minimum
for the graph GR. The weight of this basis on GR is 30 + 5δ.
Now, remove the dashed edge to obtain the graph G′R. The graph G
′
R has unique
weights, hence, the minimum SFCB can be computed by performing a BFS on the dual
graph, see Figure 3.13 (c). The corresponding SFCB on G′R has a weight of 32. Setting
δ = 1
5
, we get Φ(GR) = 31 < 32 = Φ(G′R). ♦
A common problem in Examples 3.46 and 3.47 is that non-outerplane circuits are
too short. In Example 3.48 the minimum cycle basis—the one consisting of the interior
faces—is not strictly fundamental. Now, we bring the three properties together and con-
sider outerplanar internal face free graphs with a metric weight function and achieve the
statement of Theorem 3.50. In order to do this, we cite the Exchange Theorem from the
Survey.
Theorem 3.49 (Exchange Theorem, Theorem 3.9 in [64]). If B is a directed or
undirected cycle basis of a graph G, C ∈ B and C = C1 + C2, then either B \ {C} ∪ {C1}
or B \ {C} ∪ {C2} is also a cycle basis of G.
Theorem 3.50. The minimum SFCB weight is minor monotone on the class of inter-
nal face free outerplanar graphs with metric weights. Additionally, a minimum strictly
fundamental cycle basis on this class can be computed in linear time.
Proof. For an outerplanar and internal face free graph G with a metric weight function,
consider an outerplanar embedding of this graph. Due to the metric weight function, the
Hamiltonian circuit is a longest outerplane circuit. Thus, according to Theorem 3.16, the
basis B consisting of the interior faces is minimum among all 2-bases. The absence of
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internal faces ensures that this basis is also strictly fundamental, since each face contains
a Hamiltonian edge which can be seen as its private edge.
Actually, this basis is also minimum among all cycle bases. To see this, assume that
there was a non-outerplane circuit C ∈ B with ℓ > 3 edges, regarded as a subgraph
of G. The node set of C is denoted by V (C) = {v0, v1, . . . , vℓ−1}, while the edge set is
E(C) = {vkv(k+1)mod ℓ | 0 ≤ k < ℓ}. The circuit C is not outerplane, thus, there is a
chord edge vivj ∈ E(G) \ E(C) with {vi, vj} ⊂ V (C). Additionally, deﬁne the circuits
C1 = {vjvi, vivi+1, . . . , vj−1vj} and C2 = {vivj, vjvj+1, . . . , vi−1vi}. Since in particular the
chord edge vivj is metric, we obtain w(Ci) ≤ w(C) for i ∈ {1, 2}. See Figure 3.14 for
this setting. Now reconsider the circuits as vectors and observe C = C1 + C2. Due to the
G
C
C1 C2
vi−1vivi+1
vj−1 vj vj+1
Figure 3.14: Setting of the proof for Theorem 3.50. The non-outerplane circuit is
drawn with bold edges.
Exchange Theorem 3.49 either B1 = B \ {C} ∪ {C1} or B2 = B \ {C} ∪ {C2} is a cycle
basis of G with a weight not greater than Φ(B). Note that the circuits C1 and C2 are not
necessarily outerplane circuits. Anyway, the described procedure can be iterated until one
obtains a strictly fundamental 2-basis BP which consists exclusively of plane circuits with
Φ(BP ) ≤ Φ(B).
With Lemma 3.45 it follows that the minimum SFCB weight is minor monotone on the
class we dealt with.
It remains to show that the quoted running time can be achieved. This, in turn, is the
statement of Theorem 3.16, since the basis is a 2-basis.
The second paragraph of the proof of Theorem 3.50 does also constitute the proof of
the following theorem.
Theorem 3.51. A minimum 2-basis of an outerplanar graph G with a metric weight
function is also minimum among all cycle bases of G.
Below the proof of Lemma 3.45 we described an edge-swap method: after the removal
of a tree edge, we constructed out of a given SFCB a smaller one by replacing the deleted
tree edge by another edge from the induced fundamental cut. However, despite the result
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of Theorem 3.50, this construction does in general only work if the basis is a 2-basis and
hence actually minimum. Example 3.52 below illustrates this observation.
Example 3.52.
Consider the graph in Figure 3.15. Obviously, it is outerplanar and internal face free.
Its weight function is metric if the edges without weights are assumed to have weight 1,
including the edge e.
2222222 22222e
Figure 3.15: A graph with an SFCB with weight 42 (left). The graph after deleting
the edge e (right). A smallest SFCB that can be constructed out of the given SFCB by
an edge-swap has weight 44.
The fundamental spanning tree on the left hand side induces an SFCB with weight 42.
After the removal of the edge e we are not able to construct a smaller SFCB by performing
the edge-swap method. ♦
As already mentioned, the class treated in this subsection is a rather restricted one.
Nevertheless, we should note that it is, to the best of our knowledge, the ﬁrst non-trivial
class of weighted graphs for which the Msfcb is solvable in linear time. However, this
result mainly has its roots in the fact that the Msfcb coincides with the Minimum 2-
basis Problem on this class. Moreover, this actually holds also for all other minimum cycle
basis problems deﬁned in this thesis. The next section is dedicated to present another class
of weighted graphs for which the Msfcb is solvable in linear time. To yield this result, we
do not beneﬁt from any coincidences with other minimum cycle basis problems.
3.7 Cycle Root Graphs
The graphs given in Subsection 3.6.3 on minor monotonicity of the minimum SFCB weight
had a very simple structure. If such a graph is outerplanar embedded, each interior face
is adjacent to the unbounded one, i.e. to a speciﬁc face. Similarly, in a cycle root graph,
the cycles share a speciﬁc vertex. Cycle root graphs in which parallel edges and loops are
permitted, can be shown to contain the duals of outerplanar multigraphs. In spite of this,
we will to deﬁne them separately.
Definition 3.53 (cycle root, cycle root graph). A vertex r in a graph G is a cycle
root if r is contained in every cycle of G. A graph is called cycle root graph or CR-graph
if it has a cycle root.
A cycle root graph may have more than one cycle root. For the rest of this section let
G be a CR-graph and r one of its cycle roots.
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Proposition 3.54. A CR-graph is planar.
Proof. The property of having a cycle root is hereditary under subgraphs. Thus, the
planarity of CR-graphs follows simply from the fact that neither K5 nor K3,3 is a CR-
graph.
Lemma 3.55. The dual of a CR-graph G is outerplanar. Possibly, the dual graph contains
some parallel edges.
Proof. With Proposition 3.54 G is planar, hence, it can be embedded into the plane. As
usual, we construct the dual graph G∗ by drawing one dual vertex into the interior of each
face of the embedded graph G. Every face of G is bounded by a circuit and every circuit
contains the cycle root. Thus, each dual vertex lies in the boundary of the face which
corresponds to the cycle root. Parallel edges are generated for example if the primal graph
contains vertices of degree 2.
The aim of this subsection is to derive a class of graphs in which the Msfcb is solvable
in polynomial time. As a preparation, observe that for a spanning tree T of a CR-graph
G with cycle root r and an edge uv ∈ E \ T we have distT (u, v) = distT (u, r) + distT (v, r).
The reason is that for an arbitrary edge e = uv in a CR-graph, each u-v-path which is not
constituted by e itself has to pass the cycle root r. If G has more than one cycle root, the
path passes through all of them. After summation and addition of the chord weights, it
follows immediately that
Φ(T ) =
∑
e=uv∈E\T
distT (u, r) + distT (v, r) + w(e). (3.32)
This holds for any spanning tree on a cycle root graph. Since the summation term on
the right hand side of Equation (3.32) appears somewhat unhandy, we deﬁne wrT (e) :=
distT (u, r) + distT (v, r) + w(e) for a single edge e = uv ∈ E \ T and a cycle root r. The
next step is to show that a fundamental spanning tree T induces a minimum SFCB if it is
a shortest path tree rooted at a cycle root. In order to do this, we customize the proof of
Lemma 4.5 in [101] to weighted graphs. The rough idea of the proof is substantially the
same, and we borrow several notations, as well.
Theorem 3.56. In a CR-graph G = (V,E) with a positive weight function w : E → R+
and a cycle root r, a shortest path tree rooted at r induces a minimum strictly fundamental
cycle basis of G.
Proof. Denote by T ∗ a shortest path tree rooted at r and let T be an arbitrary spanning
tree. For such a tree T , let gr(T ) be the number of vertices which have the smallest possible
distance to r in T , i.e. gr(T ) = |{v ∈ V | distT (v, r) = distT ∗(v, r)}|. Clearly, gr(T ∗) = n.
Now, our aim is to show that Φ(T ) ≥ Φ(T ∗) holds for any spanning tree T . This is done
by a kind of reverse induction on gr(T ). More precisely, we point out in the base case that
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all shortest path trees rooted at r induce a strictly fundamental cycle basis of the same
weight. This is possible since an arbitrary shortest path tree T can be transformed to a
ﬁxed shortest path tree T ∗ by performing suitable edge swaps which do not change the
weight of the induced SFCB. In the second part of the proof it is shown that all other
trees provide an SFCB with a weight not smaller than Φ(T ∗). In detail, we show in the
inductive step that gr(T ∗) > gr(T ) implies Φ(T ∗) ≤ Φ(T ).
Base case (gr(T ) = n).
In a tree T with gr(T ) = n, each vertex has the minimum distance to r, hence, T is
a shortest path tree rooted at r. Consider at ﬁrst an edge e = uv ∈ E \ (T ∪ T ∗).
Then wrT (e) = w
r
T ∗(e) does hold since distT (u, r) and distT (v, r) as well as distT ∗(u, r) and
distT ∗(v, r) are minimum.
Now let e = uv ∈ T \ T ∗ with, say, distT (u, r) < distT (v, r). In T ∗, the r-v-path passes
another vertex u′ and another edge e′ = u′v, of course with distT (r, u′) being minimum.
Also, we have distT (r, u′) + w(e′) = distT (r, v).
With this edge e′ = u′v ∈ T ∗, it holds that distT ′(v, r) = distT (v, r) for T ′ = T \ e+ e′,
since all distances to r are minimum. In particular, T ′ is also a shortest path tree, so that
distT ′(v, r) = distT (v, r), which implies wrT ′(e) = w
r
T (e
′). In this way, T ∗ can be rebuilt
from T without changing any vertex distance to r and hence, obtaining Φ(T ) = Φ(T ∗).
r
u
u′
v
T
T ∗
Tv
e
e′
e′′
... ...
...
Figure 3.16: Setting of the proof of Theorem 3.56. The fat paths are in both trees T
and T ∗, while e′ is only contained in T ∗ and e only in T .
Inductive step (gr(T ) < n).
Assume now that Φ(T ′) ≥ Φ(T ∗) does hold for all trees T ′ with gr(T ′) > gr(T ). Since
gr(T ) < n, there is a vertex v with distT (v, r) > distT ∗(v, r). Fix such a vertex v with
the minimum value distT ∗(v, r), then the r-v-paths in T and T ∗ must diﬀer in their last
edges. Otherwise, with uv being the common last edge, it would hold that distT (u, r) >
distT ∗(u, r), and v was not chosen minimum. Thus, there exist edges e′ = u′v ∈ T ∗ and
e = uv ∈ T with e′ 6= e and distT (u′, r) = distT ∗(u′, r) as well as distT (u, r) = distT ∗(u, r);
clearly, w(e′) < w(e). See Figure 3.16 for the setting so far.
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Now, consider the tree T ′ = T \ e + e′ and denote the subtree of T ′ rooted at v by
Tv, i.e. the tree Tv = {e = xy ∈ T ′ | v ∈ PathT ′(x, r)}. Observe that distT ′(v, r) =
distT ∗(v, r) and thus, gr(T ′) ≥ gr(T ) + 1. From w(e′) < w(e) we conclude that wrT ′(e) <
wrT (e
′). Additionally, there can be several edges e′′ with one end node in V (G[Tv]) and with
wrT ′(e
′′) < wrT (e
′′). Such edges e′′ are drawn dashed in Figure 3.16. Note that there are no
edges with both end nodes in V (G[Tv]), because G is a CR-graph. Altogether, the distances
decrease and we yield Φ(T ) ≥ Φ(T ′) and, by the inductive hypothesis, Φ(T ) ≥ Φ(T ∗).
Since a shortest path tree can be computed in polynomial time, e.g. by performing
Dijkstra’s algorithm, we conclude
Theorem 3.57. The Minimum Strictly Fundamental Cycle Basis Problem is solv-
able in polynomial time on the class of weighted cycle root graphs.
An additional consequence of Theorem 3.56 arises when we put the duality of CR-
graphs and outerplanar graphs together with the duality of the Msfcb and the Gocst,
deﬁned in Subsection 3.4.3.
Theorem 3.58. The General Optimum Communication Spanning Tree Problem
is solvable in polynomial time on weighted outerplanar graphs.
3.8 Conclusions
In this chapter, we investigated the Minimum Strictly Fundamental Cycle Basis
Problem on planar graphs and on several subclasses of planar graphs. The problem emerged
as NP-complete on planar graphs, and thus, we turned our focus to the subclasses. By
taking a closer look on weighted outerplanar graphs, we were able to construct a class of
weighted graphs on which the Msfcb is solvable in linear time—the ﬁrst one to the best
of our knowledge. We were also able to ﬁnd a second class.
The chapter also motivates the investigation of some open questions. The complexity
status of the Msfcb is still open for arbitrary weighted outerplanar graphs. At the end
of the introduction we mentioned upper bounds for the size of a minimum SFCB. Has
any graph a strictly fundamental cycle basis with a size in O(m log n)? What is about
the “edge-swap” heuristic by Amaldi et al.? Some experiments let us conjecture that it
is an approximation algorithm on general graphs and an exact algorithm on weighted
outerplanar graphs.
Chapter 4
Classification of Robust Cycle Bases
The following chapter is concerned with robust cycle bases. In Section 4.1 we motivate why
it is valuable to investigate this type of cycle bases. Even though not much research had
been done on this topic, we start with listing what is known up to now. A practical and a
theoretical application is described in Section 4.2. Cyclically robust cycle bases and three
further types are deﬁned in Section 4.3 in a stringent way. This section closes with a short
list of known results on these classes. In Section 4.4, examples of diﬀerent types of robust
cycle bases are elaborately provided. We carry on the investigation on the relationship of
robust cycle bases with fundamental cycle bases in Section 4.5.
Contribution. After the emergence of quasi-robust and strictly quasi-robust cycle bases
in [99], several straightforward inclusions of the diﬀerent types can be deduced. We draw
the outcoming map of robust cycle bases and ﬁll it with examples of suitable graphs and
cycle bases. This completes the classiﬁcation of robust cycle bases.
One focus in [67] is the relationship of robust and fundamental cycle bases. We continue
this research by providing more examples of cycle bases which are even minimum in almost
all cases. We are able to eliminate one of two question marks in a map given there, where
the authors conjectured the existence of examples. However, this does not show that
robustness and fundamentality are totally unrelated concepts, as assumed in [67], but it
intensiﬁes this impression, at least.
4.1 Introduction
When dealing with cycle bases of graphs, one discovers that the cycle space contains more
than circuits. In the directed case, the entry of a vector in the cycle space can take
any value, because of the possibility to scale a vector arbitrarily. Beside this, also in the
undirected case cycles with nodes of degree four or more and not connected cycles may
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appear. The distinction between circuits and cycles which are no circuits is the most
important matter in the area of robust cycle bases.
Assume that we would like to reconstruct a circuit from the circuits of a cycle basis.
This can be done by subsequently adding up the basic circuits one by one. When doing
so, it is possible that each partial sum is also a circuit. Clearly, this depends on the order
in which the basic circuits are added. If there is such an order for each circuit, we speak
about cyclically robust cycle bases. Strengthening and weakening of this concept lead to
four classes of robust cycle bases, overall.
When trying to take a look back into the history of robust cycle bases, one realizes
that not much research has been done on the ﬁeld of robust cycle bases. Indeed, a query
at the online data base Zentralblatt MATH ([131]) produced only three results on “robust
cycle bases” in the title. They were introduced as “a new type of cycle basis for graphs” in
2002 in an article from Kainen ([63]). Already in 1976 it had been conjectured by Dixon
and Goodman ([37]) that every strictly fundamental cycle basis is cyclically robust, though
the authors did not use this terminology. In their paper, they proposed an algorithm
for the problem of ﬁnding a longest cycle in a graph. The conjecture was disproved in
1979 by Sysło in [119], where the author additionally presented several now well-known
characterizations for strictly fundamental cycle bases. The approach of comparing robust
cycle bases with fundamental cycle bases was picked up in 2009 by Klemm and Stadler
([67]). Also in 2009, the idea not to use only basic circuits from the support of a given
circuit led to the concept of quasi-robust cycle bases, see [99].
Unfortunately, not much more results concerning robust cycle bases than these ones
mentioned in the last paragraph were published. Several classes of graphs which admit
robust cycle bases of various types are listed in the tabular at the end of Section 4.3.
Moreover, Proposition 2 and Conjecture 1 in [63] proposed two more graph classes to be
cyclically robust, namely the complete bipartite graphs and the cartesian product graph
G × T under the assumption that G has a cyclically robust cycle basis and T is a tree.
Anyway, both proposals were disproved in [98].
4.2 Applications
The concept of robust cycle bases admits also some applications. We describe two of them
slightly more precisely. Additionally to these applications, “quasi-robustness is of interest
in its own right in the context of sampling algorithms on the cycle space: quasi-robustness
is necessary and suﬃcient for ergodicity of the Markov chains considered in [66]”, see [99].
For further applications we refer e.g. to [63] and [67].
Retrieval in Chemical Databases. In large chemical databases, molecular structures
are usually represented by graphs. When searching for such structures, one is faced with
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the problem of deciding whether graphs are isomorphic, thus, a problem whose complexity
is still unresolved. One way to considerably reduce the search space is to exclude a large
number of graphs by investigating their cyclic structure. Amongst others, the “set of all
elementary cycles”, i.e., in our language, the set of all circuits, plays an important role for
this process.
To construct the set of all circuits, cycle space algorithms linearly combine circuits of a
given cycle basis, and save the resulting cycle if it is a circuit. To reach actually all circuits
of a graph in this way, it is necessary and suﬃcient that the basis is cyclically robust.
For more details on this application see [13] and the references therein, especially [39].
In this survey, the authors describe which other sets of cycles besides the set of all circuits
are used to examine the cyclic structure of graphs representing molecular structures.
Category Theory. Kainen ([63]) gave an application of strictly robust cycle bases in
category theory. To describe it, we need at ﬁrst several deﬁnitions. A category is a class of
objects like sets or topological spaces together with a class of morphisms for every pair of
objects. Morphisms can be for example functions or homeomorphisms. A category is small
if its objects are sets. Furthermore, it is possible to compose morphisms. This composition
has to obey the axioms of associativity and identity, which we do not specify at this place.
A map between two categories is referred to as functor . Objects and morphisms of a
category are usually represented as diagrams where vertices stand for the objects and the
arcs between them for the morphisms. Such a diagram can essentially be seen as a digraph.
A groupoid is a category in which each morphism is an isomorphism. When considering
groupoids, we thus may restrict to graphs instead of digraphs.
Let CAT be the category with all small categories as objects and the functors between
them as the morphisms. In this category, a morphism between two functors is called a
natural transformation. A natural equivalence is a natural transformation which is an
isomorphism.
Now consider a subcategory of CAT which is a groupoid, a diagram of it, and a circuit
in this diagram. Take two vertices v and w from this circuit and look at the two paths
between v and w along the circuit. Since we consider a groupoid, the path compositions
induce functors. If there is a natural equivalence between these functors, then we call
the circuit commutative up to natural equivalence. A whole diagram is commutative up to
natural equivalence if each of its circuit is.
Still, an eﬃcient way to test a diagram for commutativity up to natural equivalence is
missing. Therefore, we need Lemma 1 from [63] which states: “Suppose that two cycles
in the underlying graph of a diagram intersect in a nontrivial path. If both cycles are
commutative up to natural equivalence, then so is their sum.”. In our context, cycles have
to be regarded as circuits. It follows that a diagram commutes up to natural equivalence
if each circuit in a strictly robust cycle basis commutes up to natural equivalence. Clearly,
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this would be much more eﬃcient than checking each circuit. But unfortunately, no method
is known for constructing a strictly robust cycle basis.
4.3 Classes of Robust Cycle Bases
In this section, we deﬁne four diﬀerent types of robust cycle bases. In order to do this, we
essentially follow the completions in [99]. Similarly as there, we need at ﬁrst the concept
of (strictly) well-arranged sequences of circuits. Afterwards, we deduce several simple
inclusions and present a map of the relationship between the diﬀerent classes of robust
cycle bases.
Definition 4.1 ((strictly) well-arranged sequence). A sequence S = (C1, . . . , Ck)
of circuits in an undirected graph is called well-arranged if for all j = 1, . . . , k the sum∑j
i=1Ci is also a circuit. A well-arranged sequence of circuits is strictly well-arranged if
for all j = 2, . . . , k the intersection Cj ∩
∑j−1
i=1 Ci is a single path.
The path in Deﬁnition 4.1 contains at least one edge. Otherwise, the sum Cj +
∑j−1
i=1
was not a circuit and thus, the sequence was not even well-arranged, at all. It is clear
that every strictly well-arranged sequence is also well-arranged. Furthermore, it is known
that there are well-arranged sequences that are not strictly well-arranged. The authors
of [67] provide such an example in which the sum of two circuits is again a circuit, but
they intersect in three paths. Note that it is not forbidden that a circuit appears more
than once in a (strictly) well-arranged sequence.
With this in mind we are now able to deﬁne the four diﬀerent variants of robust cycle
bases which were developed in [99].
Definition 4.2 (cyclically/strictly robust and (strictly) quasi-robust cycle bases).
A cycle basis B of a graph G is (strictly) quasi-robust if for each circuit C in G there is
a (strictly) well-arranged sequence SC = (C1, . . . , Ck−1, Ck) such that C =
∑k
i=1Ci and
Ci ∈ B for i = 1, . . . , k. A strictly quasi-robust cycle basis is strictly robust if the circuits
in the strictly well-arranged sequence are pairwise disjoint. Similarly, a quasi-robust cycle
basis is cyclically robust if the according well-arranged sequence does not contain a circuit
twice. If we do not want to specify the particular type of robustness, we simply speak about
a robust cycle basis.
It can be concluded that for strictly and for cyclically robust cycle bases the well-
arranged sequence of a circuit C must not contain basic circuits which are not in the
support of C. Also, directly from these deﬁnitions, we can immediately derive the following
facts:
• every strictly quasi-robust cycle basis is quasi-robust,
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• every strictly robust cycle basis is strictly quasi-robust,
• every strictly robust cycle basis is cyclically robust, and
• every cyclically robust cycle basis is quasi-robust.
These inclusions hold since in each case, we require additional properties for the more
speciﬁc class. The inclusions give rise to the diagram in Figure 4.1.
cyclically
robust
robust
strictly
strictly
quasi-robust
quasi-robust
not quasi-robust
Ex. 4.3
Ex. 4.4
Ex. 4.5
Ex. 4.6
Ex. 4.7Ex. 4.8
Figure 4.1: Map of robust cycle bases.
Not much is known about which graph classes can have which type of robust cycle
bases. Further it is unknown whether each graph admits a robust cycle basis of any of the
four types. The table below summarizes the related results. To the best of our knowledge,
these are the only known ones.
Graph class Robustness Reference
planar graphs strictly robust [38]
complete graphs strictly robust [63]
complete bipartite graphs Km,n with m ≤ 4 and n ≤ 5 strictly robust [99]
general complete bipartite graphs quasi-robust [99]
wheels cyclically robust [67]
4.4 Examples of Robust Cycle Bases
In this section, we show that the inclusions derived in the last section are valid only in the
given direction. Thus, no two of the classes are equivalent. To point this out, we give an
example of a graph and a cycle basis for each region in the map in Figure 4.1 and thus
show that it is not empty.
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Except in Example 4.4, all cycle bases are strictly fundamental. According to the
Weight Lemma (Lemma 3.6), we can choose a weighting function such that this cycle
basis is the unique minimum cycle basis on this graph. However, the given cycle basis in
Example 4.4 is also the unique minimum one. The existence of a graph with a minimum
cycle basis in each region of the map indicates that each class—actually even each non-
empty diﬀerence of two classes—of robust cycle bases admits its own minimization problem.
Remember that we do not know an eﬃcient algorithm for the computation or for the
recognition of any type of robust cycle bases on general graphs. Thus, to prove a cycle
basis of a graph G as (strictly) quasi-robust, we have to indicate a (strictly) well-arranged
sequence of basic circuits for every circuit in G. Analogous sequences have to be found for
(strictly) robust cycle bases. In the latter case, a basic circuit is allowed to occur at most
one time in each of these sequences.
On the other hand, a cycle basis B of a graph G is not quasi-robust if there exists a
circuit C ′ in G such that for each C ∈ B the sum C ′ + C is not a circuit. To show that
the cycle basis is not strictly quasi-robust, one has to verify that the cut C ′ ∩ C does not
form a path for one circuit C ′ in the graph and for all C ∈ B. Finally, to show that a cycle
basis is not a cyclically robust or a strictly robust cycle basis it suﬃces to check only the
circuits of the support of such a circuit C ′.
We now start with the description of the examples.
Example 4.3.
• strictly robust
The ﬁrst example is the simple graph C3 that consists of exactly one circuit of length 3.
Clearly, its unique cycle basis is strictly robust—and strictly fundamental and minimum,
as well. ♦
Example 4.4.
• cyclically robust
• not strictly robust
• strictly quasi-robust
Our second example is the complete bipartite graph K3,3, see Figure 4.2 (a). The cycle
basis B = {C1, C2, C3, C4} is highlighted in Figure 4.2 (b). It is not strictly fundamental,
thus, we suggest the indicated weighting to make the cycle basis minimum. All other
circuits have a greater weight. The weights of all circuits are denoted below the graph in
Figures 4.2 (b), (c) and (d). We show that B is cyclically robust and strictly quasi-robust,
but not strictly robust. For 2 ≤ k ≤ ν we denote Ci1,...,ik :=
∑k
j=1Cij .
Cyclically Robust. The K3,3 is cubic, hence it contains no cycle with vertices of degree
4 or more. Furthermore, it has only six vertices, but it is triangle free. Thus, there is no
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Figure 4.2: The K3,3 with weights on the edges (a). The four basic circuits and their
weights below (b). All other circuits and their weights (c) and (d). The intersections
(dashed edges) of C1,2,3 with the circuits of its support (e).
cycle consisting of two triangles. This means that every cycle is a circuit and therefore,
each cycle basis of K3,3 is cyclically robust.
Not Strictly Robust. The given basis is not strictly robust, since there is no strictly
well-arranged sequence for C1,2,3, in which every basic circuit occurs only once. Observe
this by looking at Figure 4.2 (e). It is indicated that C1,2,3 has an intersection consisting
of two path (dashed edges) with each circuit from its support.
Strictly Quasi-Robust. For the circuits which have exactly two basic circuits in their
supports, these two circuits intersect in a single path, illustrated by the dashed edges in
Figure 4.2 (c). For the circuits depicted in Figure 4.2 (d) we provide the sequences SC1,2,3 =
(C1, C3, C4, C2, C4), SC1,2,4 = (C1, C4, C2), SC1,3,4 = (C1, C3, C4), SC2,3,4 = (C2, C4, C3), and
SC1,2,3,4 = (C1, C3, C4, C2), which are all strictly well-arranged. Hence, the cycle basis is
strictly quasi-robust. ♦
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Example 4.5.
• quasi-robust
• not cyclically robust
• not strictly quasi-robust
This example is borrowed from [63]. We consider the complete bipartite graph K5,5, the
strictly fundamental cycle basis B induced by the spanning tree T shown in Figure 4.3 (a),
and the circuit C aside in Figure 4.3 (b). The sixteen basic circuits themselves are also de-
picted in Figure 4.4 as black edges. Assigning weights according to the Weight Lemma 3.6,
B becomes the unique minimum cycle basis.
T C
(a) (b)
Figure 4.3: Spanning tree T of K5,5 (a). The circuit C considered in the text (b).
(a)
C1 C2 C3
C4 C5 C6
(b)
C7 C8 C9
C10 C11 C12
(c)
C13 C14 C15 C16
Figure 4.4: The sixteen basic circuits of B (black edges) and the circuit C (grey
edges). For the sake of clearness we dropped the edges which are neither in the basic
circuit nor in C.
Quasi-Robust. The described basis had been shown to be quasi-robust in [99] in an
elaborate manner.
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Not Cyclically Robust. The circuit C can be written as C =
∑6
i=1Ci and all the sums
C + Ci for i = 1, . . . , 6 are cycles with node degrees greater than 2 (marked by a circle),
see Figure 4.4 (a). Hence, this cycle basis is not cyclically robust.
Not Strictly Quasi-Robust. Looking at the remaining basic circuits we observe that
also C7 to C12 yield cycles with node degrees of 4, Figure 4.4 (b), again marked by a circle.
The intersection of C13 to C16 with C is not a single path in each case, as can be seen in
Figure 4.4 (c). In addition, C + C13 and C + C14 are disconnected. All in all, the cycle
basis is not strictly quasi-robust. ♦
Example 4.6.
• not quasi-robust
The example of a cycle basis which is not even quasi-robust presented here had been
inspired by a talk of Ostermeier ([98]).1
The cycle basis is strictly fundamental and it is induced by the bold drawn tree in
Figure 4.5 (a).
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.5: Graph with an inducing fundamental spanning tree (a), a circuit C (b),
and sums of C with two basic circuits generated by the dashed chords (c).
Not Quasi-Robust. Due to symmetry we have to consider only the basic circuits in-
duced by the dashed edges. In both cases, they add up with C to a cycle that is not a
circuit, see Figure 4.5 (c). ♦
Example 4.7.
• cyclically robust
• not strictly quasi-robust
The next example is a cycle basis on Wagner’s graph V8 which is cyclically robust, but
not strictly quasi-robust. The strictly fundamental basis is indicated by the spanning tree
which is highlighted on the left hand side in Figure 4.6 (a). The basic circuits are denoted
at the chords. We use the notation from Example 4.4, i.e. Ci1,...,ik :=
∑k
j=1Cij .
1A similar example already appeared in [119].
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(a) (b) (c)
(d)
C
C1
C2
C3 C4
C5
C3,4 C1,2,5
C ∩ C1 C ∩ C2 C ∩ C3 C ∩ C4 C ∩ C5
Figure 4.6: Wagner’s graph V8 with a fundamental spanning tree (a). The only two
non-circuits in V8 (b). The circuit C (c). The intersections of C (grey) with the five
basic circuits do not form a single path (d), edges which are not in a basic circuit or in
C are dropped.
Cyclically Robust. Wagner’s graph V8 is cubic which implies that every cycle is 2-
regular. The only critical cycles in V8 are thus the two non-circuit pictured in Fig-
ure 4.6 (b). We provide the well-arranged sequences SC3,4+C1 = SC1,3,4 = (C1, C3, C4),
SC3,4+C2 = SC2,3,4 = (C2, C3, C4), and SC3,4+C5 = SC3,4,5 = (C4, C5, C3) for the circuits
which arise by adding a remaining basic circuit to C3,4. For the cycle C1,2,5 we give the se-
quences SC1,2,5+C3 = SC1,2,3,5 = (C1, C2, C3, C5) and SC1,2,5+C4 = SC1,2,4,5 = (C1, C2, C4, C5).
In each of these sequences, every basic circuit appears at most once. This shows that the
basis B is cyclically robust.
Not Strictly Quasi-Robust. To see that the basis is not strictly quasi-robust, consider
the circuit C in Figure 4.6 (c). Its intersection with each basic circuit does not form a
single path. This is illustrated in Figure 4.6 (d). ♦
Example 4.8.
• strictly quasi-robust
• not cyclically robust
The last example provides a graph with a cycle basis B = {C1, . . . , C6} which is strictly
quasi-robust but not cyclically robust. As in Example 4.4 denote Ci1,...,ik :=
∑k
j=1Cij for
2 ≤ k ≤ ν.
Strictly Quasi-Robust. Since ν = 6 we have to investigate 26 − 6− 1 = 57 cycles; the
six basic circuits and the zero vector are not interesting. The 22 cycles listed below are
not circuits.
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C1
C2 C3
C4
C5 C6
Figure 4.7: Graph with a fundamental spanning tree which induces a cycle basis that
is strictly quasi-robust but not cyclically robust.
C1,4, C2,3, C1,5,6, C4,5,6, C1,4,5,6, C2,3,5,6, C1,2,3,4,5, C1,2,4,5,6,
C1,5, C1,4,5, C2,4,6, C1,2,4,6, C2,3,4,5, C2,4,5,6, C1,2,3,4,6, C1,3,4,5,6,
C1,6, C1,4,6, C3,4,5, C1,3,4,5, C2,3,4,6, C3,4,5,6
For the remaining eleven circuits Ci,j with | supp(Ci,j)| = 2 we may ignore the order of the
basic circuits. The intersection of the two basic circuits is a path in each case, and thus,
the sequences are strictly well-arranged. For the 24 circuits with at least three elements in
their supports, we provide the following strictly well-arranged sequences.
(C1, C2, C3), (C1, C3, C6), (C4, C6, C3), (C1, C2, C5, C6),
(C1, C2, C4), (C3, C4, C2), (C5, C6, C3), (C4, C6, C3, C1),
(C1, C2, C5), (C3, C5, C2), (C1, C2, C3, C4), (C5, C6, C3, C1),
(C1, C2, C6), (C3, C6, C2), (C1, C2, C3, C5), (C1, C2, C3, C5, C6),
(C1, C3, C4), (C4, C5, C2), (C1, C2, C3, C6), (C1, C2, C3, C6, C5, C4, C1),
(C1, C3, C5), (C2, C5, C6), (C4, C5, C2, C1), (C1, C2, C3, C5, C6, C4).
Not Cyclically Robust. Figure 4.8 illustrates that the treated cycle basis is not cycli-
cally robust. More precisely, look at the circuit C2,3,4,5,6. For i = 2, . . . , 6, the cycles
C2,3,4,5,6 + Ci have nodes with degree greater than 2, marked by circles in Figure 4.8.
Hence, this circuit does not admit a well-arranged sequence in which the circuits are pair-
wise disjoint.
C2 C3 C4
C5 C6
Figure 4.8: The circuit C2,3,4,5,6 (grey) and the five basic circuits of its support (black).
♦
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4.5 Relationship with Fundamental Bases
One approach for a better understanding of strictly robust and cyclically robust cycle bases
had been presented in [67]. Therein, the authors investigated the relationship between
strictly robust, cyclically robust, and non-robust cycle bases on one hand, and strictly
fundamental, weakly fundamental, and non-fundamental cycle bases on the other hand.
Their motivation was the detailed exploration of strictly and weakly fundamental cycle
bases which had been done in the years before. They concluded that robustness and
fundamentality of cycle bases “are essentially unrelated concepts”.
In more detail, they considered the combination (robustness, fundamentality), where
robustness ∈ {“strictly robust” , “robust” , “non-robust”} and fundamentality ∈ {“strictly
fundamental” , “weakly fundamental” , “non-fundamental”}. This immediately led to nine
possibilities, and an example of a graph with an according cycle basis was presented in
seven of these cases.
In this section, we follow up this line of research and provide for eight cases a graph with
an appropriate cycle basis which is additionally minimum. Anyway, we do not reinvent the
wheel and borrow in some cases graphs and cycle bases which already served as examples
in other contexts. For the ninth case, we are able to retire to a strictly quasi-robust cycle
basis instead of a strictly robust one. However, this basis is not the minimum basis of the
presented graph.
We start with three examples of strictly fundamental bases. Two of them are taken
from [67], the third one is taken from Section 4.4. Due to the Weight Lemma, all bases
can be made minimum.
Example 4.9.
• strictly robust
• strictly fundamental
This example is directly taken from [67]. To be more accurate, we deal with the complete
graph Kn and the cycle basis Bn which is induced by the complete bipartite graph K1,n−1
as fundamental spanning tree. It is strictly robust as shown in [63]. With a weighting
assigned according to the Weight Lemma it is also the unique minimum cycle basis.
We decided to present this example here because it constitutes a whole class of graphs
and cycle bases with the required properties. On the other hand, also the triangle graph
in Example 4.3 could have served as an example at this place. ♦
Example 4.10.
• not strictly robust
• cyclically robust
• strictly fundamental
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Wagner’s graph V8 and the cycle basis which had already been presented in Example 4.7
provide the necessary properties for this example. We remark that this example eliminates
one of the two question marks in [67] where the authors conjectured the existence of such
an example. ♦
Example 4.11.
• non-robust
• strictly fundamental
Again, we borrow the example given in [67] which is called there “Ostrowski’s basis”.
It is simply the K5 with a path consisting of four edges as fundamental spanning tree.
This spanning tree induces a basis consisting of three triangles, two quadrangles, and one
pentagon. To verify that the basis is non-robust, take a look at the circuit C which is the
sum of the three triangles and the two quadrangles. The sum of C with each of these basic
circuits constitutes a non-circuit.
Similarly to Example 4.10, we could have borrowed the graph with a non-robust cycle
basis from Example 4.6. Anyway, we used Ostrowski’s basis at this place because there
is an easy way to construct an inﬁnite class of graphs and cycle bases with the required
properties. More precisely, we speak about the family of complete graphs with an odd
number of vertices. For such a graph Gk = (Vk, Ek) with Vk = {v0, v1, . . . , v2k} we choose
the path (v0, v1, . . . , v2k) as inducing spanning tree for the strictly fundamental cycle ba-
sis. As a certiﬁcate for the non-robustness, we provide the circuit Ck =
⋃2k
i=0{vivi+2} =∑2k
i=0{vivi+1, vi+1vi+2, vi+2vi}, where the indices are taken modulo 2k+1. Adding one basic
circuit C ik = {vivi+1, vi+1vi+2, vi+2vi} to Ck results in a cycle C ′k with degC′k(vi+1) = 4. In
Figure 4.9, the graph G3 is given as an example.
v0
v1
v2
v3
v4
v5
v6
Figure 4.9: The graph G3, the inducing spanning tree (fat edges), and the circuit Ck
(dashed edges).
♦
We continue with three examples which are weakly fundamental but not strictly fun-
damental. One example is taken from [78]. For the other two, we destroy the strictly
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fundamentality of the according examples above by gluing suitable graphs together. In
doing so, we have to keep in mind that we want the bases to stay minimum.
Example 4.12.
• strictly robust
• not strictly fundamental
• weakly fundamental
The additional demand for a minimum cycle basis prevents us from simply copying the
according example in [67]. Instead, we copy Example 11.2 from [78], which deals with
the sunﬂower graph SF(3), depicted in Figure 4.10. In [78], it served as an example for a
2-basis which is not strictly fundamental.
Figure 4.10: The sunflower graph SF(3).
The planar cycle basis B consisting of the only four triangles is the unique minimum
cycle basis. Regarding SF(3) as an outerplanar graph, consider the circuit formed by the
three chord edges. Each of its edges is contained in another circuit of B, thus, it is not
strictly fundamental. But since the basis is a 2-basis, it is weakly fundamental according
to Lemma 3.15 and strictly robust due to [38]. Actually, everything above does also hold
for all outerplanar graphs with a metric weight function, because the minimum 2-basis of
a graph from this class is also minimum among all cycle bases, see Theorem 3.51. ♦
Example 4.13.
• not strictly robust
• cyclically robust
• not strictly fundamental
• weakly fundamental
The idea in this example is to adapt Wagner’s graph and its cycle basis presented in
Examples 4.7 resp. 4.10 such that it is not strictly fundamental anymore. To do this, we
append a further path (v1, v2, v3) at the two adjacent vertices v1 and v3 at the right hand
side of the graph, see Figure 4.11.
The weights of the graph are assigned according to the Modiﬁed Weight Lemma (3.7).
The second statement of this lemma does hold for v1v3, i.e. w(v1v3) < distT (v1, v3). For
the new edges set w(v1v2) = w(v2v3) = 1. To yield the cycle basis, inherit the basic
circuits from the original example and append the circuit C6 = (v1v2, v2v3, v3v1). Remark
that the weights of the old edges were chosen according to the Modiﬁed Weight Lemma
(Lemma 3.7) and that C6 is the shortest circuit which contains the new vertex v2. Hence,
the obtained cycle basis is minimum.
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1
1
6− ε6− ε
9− ε
9− ε
9− ε
v1
v2
v3
Figure 4.11: The modified Wagner’s graph with a partial spanning tree (fat edges)
and a circuit without private edge (dashed).
The basis is not strictly robust for the same reasons as in Example 4.7. On the other
hand, assume that a circuit C in this graph contains the vertex v2. A well-arranged sequence
for C can be achieved by concatenating C6 with the well-arranged sequence of C+C6, hence,
the basis is cyclically robust. Finally, the cycle basis is not strictly fundamental, since the
dashed basic circuit does not have a private edge. But it is weakly fundamental because
Inequality (3.1) holds for each permutation π with Cπ(6) = C6. ♦
Example 4.14.
• non-robust
• not strictly fundamental
• weakly fundamental
Similarly to the example above, we destroy the strictly fundamentality of Ostrowski’s basis
of theK5. We also could have used the Modiﬁed Weight Lemma and could have constructed
a graph by simply appending a path of length 2 as in Example 4.13. Anyway, we decided
to provide a larger example in favor of an integer weight function.
Remember that the basis of this graph was induced by a path of four edges as funda-
mental spanning tree. There is one edge between the end nodes of the path, denote it eP .
Now take three copies of K5 and assemble them in a way such that the three copies of eP
constitute a triangle, add a vertex and connect it to the three corners of the triangle. See
Figure 4.12 for the construction. The edge weights in the three copies of K5 are assigned
according to the Weight Lemma, the three new edges get the weight 2. Again, the fat
edges get weight 1.
To get a cycle basis for the merged graph, combine the cycle bases of the three copies
and append the three new triangles with weight 8, i.e. the triangles constituted by two new
edges and one copy of eP . The ν = 21 shortest circuits have weight 8, hence, the combined
cycle basis is minimum. It is not robust because Ostrowski’s basis is not. It is not strictly
fundamental since the circuits induced by eP in each K5 do not have private edges, as well
as the three new triangles. In the end, it is weakly fundamental. Permute the basis such
that the three new triangles appear at ﬁrst, followed by the three circuits induced by the
copies of eP . ♦
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2
22
4
44
5
5 5
55
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
Figure 4.12: Three merged copies of K5 with Ostrowski’s bases.
The last three examples present non-fundamental cycle bases. Two of them are again
borrowed from [78].
Example 4.15.
• strictly quasi-robust
• non-fundamental
Unfortunately, we were not able to give an example of a minimum non-fundamental cy-
cle basis which is strictly robust. But we provide a strictly quasi-robust one, at least.
Therefore, look at the graph depicted in Figure 4.13 and the indicated cycle basis.
(a)
(b)
C1 C2 C3
C4 C5 C6
Figure 4.13: A graph (a) and a non-fundamental cycle basis which is strictly quasi-
robust, but not strictly robust (b).
The basis is non-fundamental since each edge is contained in at least two basic circuits.
To see that it is strictly quasi-robust, we take a look at 26−6−1 = 57 cycles, analogous to
Example 4.8. Among these cycles, there are 38 which do not constitute circuits. For the
other 19 circuits, we provide the strictly well-arranged sequences below.
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(C1, C3), (C1, C3, C4), (C1, C3, C4, C6), (C6, C5, C2, C3, C1),
(C2, C3), (C6, C4, C1), (C2, C3, C5, C6), (C1, C3, C4, C6, C5),
(C4, C6), (C2, C3, C5), (C6, C4, C1, C3, C2, C5, C6), (C2, C3, C5, C6, C4),
(C5, C6), (C6, C5, C2), (C1, C3, C4, C6, C2), (C6, C4, C1, C3, C2, C5),
(C3, C2, C1), (C6, C5, C4), (C3, C1, C4, C6, C5, C2, C3)
For the circuits which belong to the bold written sequences, there are no strictly well-
arranged sequences in which all circuits are pairwise disjoint. Thus, the cycle basis is
strictly quasi-robust, but not strictly robust. ♦
Example 4.16.
• not strictly robust
• cyclically robust
• non-fundamental
The cycle basis in this example is borrowed from [78] where it serves as an example of a
minimum cycle basis which is not integral2. It is a basis of the generalized Petersen graph
P11,4, see Figure 4.14.
i0
i1
i2
i3
i4
i5
i6
i7
i8 i9
i10
o0
o1
o2
o3
o4
o5
o6
o7
o8 o9
o10
Figure 4.14: Generalized Petersen graph P11,4 with the basic circuit C1 (dashed) and
the circuit C1,4,12 = C1 + C4 + C12 (grey).
The discussed basis B contains the circuits Cj+1 = (ojij , ijij+4, ij+4ij+8, ij+8ij+1,
ij+1oj+1, oj+1oj) for j = 0, . . . , 10 where the indices are taken modulo 11, and the circuit
C12 = {o0o1, . . . , o9o10, o10o0}. In the ﬁgure above we emphasized the circuit C1 with
dashed edges. With the weights w(ojoj+1) = 4, w(ijij+4) = 5, and w(ojij) = 12, again for
j = 0, . . . , 10 and again modulo 11, this basis becomes the unique minimum one, see [78].
Each edge ijij+4 is contained in three basic circuits, all other edges in exactly two basic
circuits. This shows the non-fundamentality of the basis. To see that it is not strictly
2For the definition of integral cycle bases we refer to Section 5.3.
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robust, consider for example the circuit C1,4,12 = C1 + C4 + C12 whose cuts with C1, C4,
and C12 do not form a single path in each case.
It remains to show that the basis is cyclically robust. This was done by a small program
implemented in C++ using LEDA ([89]). The program tested for each of the 212 linear
combinations if it constitutes a circuit C, and if so, if there is a circuit Cj ∈ supp(C) such
that C + Cj is a circuit. This applied to each circuit and thus, the cycle basis is cyclically
robust. ♦
Example 4.17.
• non-robust
• non-fundamental
To construct cycle bases of a biconnected graph which are neither robust nor fundamental,
the authors in [67] suggest the following operation. Given a 2-connected graph G′ with
a non-robust cycle basis B′ and a 2-connected graph G′′ with a non-fundamental cycle
basis B′′, construct a graph G by identifying two arbitrary edges of G′ and G′′. The basis
B = B′ ∪ B′′ is a basis of G. However, even if B′ and B′′ are the minimum cycle bases
of G′ and G′′, respectively, it is not guaranteed that B is a minimum cycle basis of G. In
contrast to this construction, we propose Champetier’s graph with its minimum cycle basis
as a representative for a minimum non-robust and non-fundamental cycle basis.
Also this graph and the cycle basis are taken from [78]. In his Example 11.7, Liebchen
considered Champetier’s graph whose unique minimum cycle basis is integral but neither
weakly fundamental nor totally unimodular. In Champetier’s original paper [23], it served
as a counter-example of a conjecture expressed in [40]: “If G is null-homotopic (i.e., if every
cycle of G is the modulo 2 edge sum of triangles), there is an edge e of G such that G \ e
is still null-homotopic.”. Champetier’s graph is visualized in Figure 4.15.
AA
B
BC C
D
D
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
Figure 4.15: Champetier’s graph and a certificate for the non-robustness of the min-
imum cycle basis.
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Champetier’s graph arises from the embedding by identifying the vertices A, B, C and
D with their copies. The cycle basis we deal with is formed by the 36 triangles in the
embedded version. This basis is minimum since there is neither a further triangle which is
not the boundary of a face in the embedding in Figure 4.15 nor a path of length 3 between
two copies of one of the vertices A to D. After the vertex identiﬁcations, such a path would
also compose to a triangle. Hence, the basic circuits are the only triangles.
Since each edge is contained in two triangles at least, the basis is non-fundamental. As
a proof for the non-robustness, we take the same certiﬁcate as in Example 11.7 in [78], i.e.
the circuit C =
∑7
i=1Ci, indicated in Figure 4.15 by two paths. In fact, C + Ci does not
form a circuit for i = 1, . . . , 7. This shows that the basis is non-robust. ♦
The table below summarizes the results of this section. It has been inspired by the Venn
diagram in [67] which also illustrates the relationship between fundamental and robust cycle
bases. In the table, we contrast our results with the results listed there. New examples
and improvements are emphasized in italic.
strictly fundamental weakly fundamental non-fundamental
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ri
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st Kn with K1,n−1 Fig. 2 in [67] ? [67]
as fund. sp. tree
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
minimum basis basis not minimum
as above sunﬂower graph SF (3) Ex. 4.15, basis only this
strictly quasi-robust thesis
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
minimum basis minimum basis basis not minimum
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c
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st ? Kainen’s basis of K4 non-fundamental [67]
basis of the 4-wheel
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basis not minimum basis not minimum
Wagner’s graph with Wagner’s graph joined Petersen graph P11,4 this
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4.6 Conclusions
This chapter was concerned with robust cycle bases. With the support of suitable examples,
we were able to isolate strictly and cyclically robust cycle bases, as well as the newer
concepts of quasi-robust and strictly quasi-robust cycle bases from each other. Since each
of the examples provides a unique minimum cycle basis, we can view this classiﬁcation of
robust cycle bases as completed.
The second main result in this chapter was the continuation of the comparison between
robust and fundamental types of cycle bases. We were able to further ﬁll the Venn diagram
of robust and fundamental cycle bases given in [67], where we demanded in addition that
the provided cycle basis is minimum. Our results were summarized in a table which
has only one missing item. We could not present a minimum cycle basis which is non-
fundamental and strictly robust, but could provide an example of a cycle basis which is
strictly quasi-robust, at least.
Obviously, there is still plenty of work to do in the ﬁeld of robust cycle bases. At ﬁrst,
the gap mentioned above should be closed. For Example 4.4, the question arises whether
there is a graph and a cycle basis with the three properties on the robustness considered
there, which is additionally strictly fundamental. Moreover, it is still not known whether
each graph provides a strictly robust cycle basis, or a cycle basis of any other robust type,
at least. As a ﬁrst step into this area, one could present further graph classes providing
such bases. And ﬁnally, there is nothing known about the complexity of recognition and
construction of robust cycle bases. It is easy to see that the problem of recognizing a
cycle basis as strictly robust is in co-NP. The author conjectures that it is even co-NP-
complete.
Chapter 5
Further Classes of Cycle Bases
This last chapter summarizes miscellaneous results on further classes of cycle bases which
had not been taken into account, yet. To be more precise, in Section 5.1, we introduce
p-bases as a generalization of planar bases. Section 5.2 deals with totally unimodular
cycle bases. Totally unimodularity is a concept originally from the area of integer linear
programming. Finally, in Section 5.3, integral cycle bases are treated. Integral cycle bases
arose from the practical application of cyclic timetabling.
Contribution. Since p-bases are a new concept which is ﬁrst deﬁned in this thesis, the
whole section about this topic can be seen as contribution. For an overview of the results
we refer to the introduction of Section 5.1.
In contrast, totally unimodular and integral cycle bases had already been investigated
in many other publications. This leads to diﬀerent notions of totally unimodular cycle
bases. We partially clarify the relationship between four diﬀerent possible deﬁnitions for
totally unimodular cycle bases. Moreover, we discover an error in an example for a totally
unimodular cycle basis which is not weakly fundamental. This error is repaired by giving
a new example. The new basis contains cycles which are not circuits. Such a cycle can
be decomposed into circuits. A smaller cycle basis can be achieved by replacing the cycle
with one of these circuits. We call this operation the Exchange Property. It is known that
the Exchange Property is closed when we restrict to weakly fundamental cycle bases, i.e.
the cycle can be replaced by a circuit such that the achieved cycle basis is also weakly
fundamental. We show with an example that this is not true for totally unimodular cycle
bases, in general. Additionally, we investigate the restriction where only circuits are allowed
for a cycle basis and observe that under further restrictions weakly fundamentality of a
cycle basis implies totally unimodularity.
Also for integral cycle bases, more than one deﬁnition is possible. We present three
of them and show their equivalence. Furthermore, we show that there are integral cycle
bases consisting of arbitrarily large cycles. This is in contrast to the imagination that basic
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cycles have to be kept small to ensure the integrity of the coeﬃcients in the representation
of a circuit. As a last result, we give a weaker form of the Exchange Property in terms of
totally unimodular and integral cycle bases.
5.1 p-Bases
The notion of p-bases is a natural generalization of 2-bases, which were deﬁned in Sub-
section 3.4.1. Recall that for a 2-basis, it had been required that each edge is in at most
two basic circuits. For a p-basis, this two is replaced by an arbitrary natural number p.
Additionally, there should also be an edge that is actually contained in p basic circuits.
For now, the new concept of p-bases is of purely theoretical interest. That is why we
dispense with a historical outline or a paragraph about applications of p-bases. We start
with the deﬁnition of p-bases in Subsection 5.1.1, where we also consider the diﬀerence
between the directed and undirected case. In Subsection 5.1.2, it is shown that each
biconnected graph has a ν-basis, where ν is the cyclomatic number. On the other hand,
it can be shown that for each p, there is a graph that does not have a p-basis. This is the
issue of Subsection 5.1.3.
5.1.1 Definition of p-Bases for Directed and Undirected Graphs
In this subsection, we deﬁne p-bases for undirected graphs as a generalization of 2-bases.
This is further generalized to p-bases for directed graphs. We also discuss why it is rea-
sonable to consider only p-bases which contain only circuits.
Definition 5.1 (p-basis). A cycle basis B of an undirected 2-connected graph G is called
a p-basis if
1. each edge is contained in at most p cycles of B and
2. there is at least one edge which is contained in exactly p cycles of B.
For p = 2, we get exactly the deﬁnition of a 2-basis in [81], when we exclude the trivial
cases where ν ≤ 1. On the other hand, the maximal p for which a graph G can have a
p-basis is obviously p = ν(G).
The concept of p-bases in Deﬁnition 5.1 can be extended to directed graphs. We further
generalize this notion to bases which contain cycles that are not necessarily simple.
Definition 5.2. Let B be an arbitrary cycle basis of a directed graph and Γ the correspond-
ing m× ν cycle matrix. Then B is called a p-basis if for the row-sum norm the following
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equation holds
‖Γ‖∞ = max
1≤i≤m
ν∑
j=1
|γij| = p. (5.1)
Note that a directed graph D can have a p-basis for arbitrary large p. In particular,
p > ν(D) is possible, in contrast to the case of undirected graphs. Note further, that with
this deﬁnition, also a non-planar graph can have a 2-basis (see Example 11.10 in [78]).
For this reason, in Deﬁnition 3.1 in [64] it is additionally required that a 2-basis is an
undirected cycle basis. Since we do not want to deal with p-bases for arbitrarily large p,
we restrict ourselves to the undirected case respectively to cycle bases that contain only
simple cycles for the rest of this section.
5.1.2 p-Bases for Large p
When we take a look at the problem of the existence of a p-basis for an arbitrary p ∈ N, it
becomes clear that for each p, one can construct a graph G and a cycle basis B of G such
that B is a p-basis. Therefore, look at the simple example of a graph that consists of p
triangles which have one edge in common.
Example 5.3.
The graph G = (V,E) with V = {u, v, w1, . . . , wp} and E = {uv, uw1, . . . , uwp, vw1, . . . ,
vwp} has the cycle basis B = {{uv, vwi, uwi} | i ∈ {1, . . . , p}}, which is a p-basis. Of
course, this graph is planar and hence, it has also a 2-basis. ♦
The example above can be extended to every graph. More precisely, it holds
Lemma 5.4. For each biconnected graph G = (V,E) and each edge e ∈ E there is a
ν(G)-basis B such that e is contained in every element in B.
Proof. The proof is constructive. Consider an arbitrary cycle basis B = {S1, . . . , Sν} of G
and choose a cycle that contains the edge e, say S1. Then B′ = {S ′1, . . . , S ′ν} with S ′1 = S1,
S ′i = µiS1 + Si for i = 2, . . . , ν and
µi =
{
1, e /∈ Si,
0, e ∈ Si
is such a cycle basis as desired. To see the linear independence of B′, choose a cycle
S =
∑ν
i=1 λiSi. With the new basic cycles, S has the representation
S =
(
λ1 −
ν∑
i=2
λiµi
)
S ′1 +
ν∑
i=2
λiS
′
i.
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The basis constructed above has the drawback that it may contain some non-circuits.
However, Lemma 5.4 can be strengthened.
Lemma 5.5. For each biconnected graph G = (V,E) there is a ν(G)-basis that contains
only circuits. The edge which is contained in each basic circuit can be chosen arbitrarily.
This basis is additionally weakly fundamental.
In order to prove Lemma 5.5 we need a proposition and a theorem. Proposition 5.6 is
borrowed from [36], Theorem 5.7 from [17]. Compact proofs can be found in these cited
books. In this context, if H is a graph, then an H-path is a u-v-path P with length(P ) ≥ 1
that shares exactly its end nodes u and v with H .
Proposition 5.6 (Proposition 3.1.3. in [36]). A graph is 2-connected if and only if
it can be constructed from a circuit by successively adding H-paths to graphs H already
constructed.
The decomposition that arises from the construction in this proposition is sometimes
referred to as (proper) ear decomposition. It is originated from [124]. Secondly, we need
the well-known Menger Theorem ([90]).
Theorem 5.7 (Menger Theorem, Theorem III.5.(i) in [17]). Let s and t be distinct
non-adjacent vertices of a graph. Then the minimal number of vertices separating s from
t is equal to the maximal number of independent s-t-paths.
Proof of Lemma 5.5. Denote e = uv the edge which shall be contained in each circuit of
the basis. The graph G is 2-connected, so we can choose a circuit C1 that contains e.
On one hand, C1 is the ﬁrst circuit in B, on the other hand, it is viewed as the starting
circuit of the construction suggested in Proposition 5.6. Consider now one step in this
construction: for an already constructed subgraph H , an H-path PH is added to H . This
operation increases the cyclomatic number by 1, because length(H) edges and length(H)−1
vertices are appended to the graph. Furthermore, the H-path contains at least one new
edge f = xy. Choose a circuit C that contains e and f and append C to B. To see the
existence of such a circuit use Theorem 5.7. Therefore, add two auxiliary vertices s and
t and edges su, sv, tx and ty to H ∪ PH . Then, there are two disjoint s-t-paths from
which the desired circuit can be constructed. Just delete s and t and add e and f to the
remaining parts of the paths.
Since each increment of the cyclomatic number comes along with a new circuit, B
contains ν circuits. Each new circuit contains an edge, that is not contained in a circuit
that is already in B. So B is linearly independent and thus a cycle basis. Due to the
construction, B is weakly fundamental.
At this point, the question whether every graph has a ν-basis of a special type is solved
for each upper class of weakly fundamental cycle bases. So we may ask what happens when
considering the two subclasses, namely strictly fundamental cycle bases and 2-bases.
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Strictly Fundamental Cycle Bases. A strictly fundamental cycle basis is a ν-basis
only if its inducing spanning tree T contains an edge whose induced cut contains all chords
of T . We will see that there are graphs which do not have such a tree. As a counter-
example, we choose a planar graph in order to be able to construct the dual graph.
Lemma 5.8. A planar graph G has a spanning tree T that contains an edge whose induced
cut contains all chords of T if and only if the dual graph G∗ is Hamiltonian.
Proof. It is well known that there is a one-on-one correspondence between the cuts in a
connected planar graph and the circuits in its (topological) dual graph, see for example [36].
Furthermore, if T is a spanning tree in G, then the dual edges that correspond to E \ T
form a spanning tree in G∗ ( [3]). Consider now a Hamiltonian circuit C∗ in G∗ and choose
one edge e∗ ∈ C∗. Since C∗ is Hamiltonian, C∗ \ e∗ is a spanning tree in G∗. Hence, the
corresponding cut in G contains all chords of T .
Exemplarily, take a look at the graph in Figure 5.1, its dual G∗, and a certiﬁcate that
G∗ is not Hamiltonian. With Lemma 5.8, we conclude that G does not have a strictly
fundamental ν-basis.
Figure 5.1: A graph G with its dual G∗ (grey) and a proof that G∗ is not Hamiltonian
(dual vertices marked by a circle; the removal of these two vertices separates the graph
into three parts, what shows that the graph is not 1-tough and hence not Hamiltonian).
2-Bases. Although this is a more or less trivial case, we decided to consider it either
way, since it leads to a continuative question. Take at ﬁrst a look at the already mentioned
algebraic characterization of planar graphs.
Theorem 3.14 ([87])
A 2-connected graph has a planar basis if and only if it is planar.
With Deﬁnition 5.1 in mind, a 2-connected graph is planar if and only if it has a 1-basis
or a 2-basis. From Theorem 3.14 we trivially conclude that a planar graph has a ν-basis
only if ν ∈ {1, 2}.
On the other hand, it follows immediately from Theorem 3.14 that a non-planar graph
cannot have a 2-basis, so the question arises whether there are graphs which cannot have
a p-basis for any other p > 2. This will be discussed in the next subsection.
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5.1.3 p-Bases for Small p
In this subsection, we consider the following problem: what is the minimal number p for
which a given graph has a p-basis? Clearly, a 2-connected graph has a 1-basis only if it is
a circuit. Furthermore, a 2-basis is only possible when the graph is planar. But similar to
the case of non-planar graphs which cannot have 2-bases one may ask whether there are
graphs without p-bases for p > 2.
Intuitively, a graph with this property should have a minimum cycle basis with a large
size, while it has few edges. To obtain a long minimum cycle basis, we decided to consider
graphs with large girths. Furthermore, we only want to deal with regular graphs to hold
our computation simple. A regular graph with a speciﬁc girth that has as few edges as
possible is known as a cage. Therefore, we give a short introduction into the topic of cages.
Cages. In the last decades, there has been a lot of interest into cages. Representatively,
we refer to the dynamic survey [43] that “presents the results of over 50 years of searches
for cages”.
A scope of application for cages is for example coding theory. In particular, cages are
used for the construction of high-rate low-density parity-check codes for magnetic recording
( [86]). We proceed with the deﬁnition of cages and two examples of cages in Figure 5.2.
Definition 5.9 (Cage). A k-regular graph with girth g and minimum number of nodes is
called a (k, g)-cage.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.2: The Petersen graph (a) and the Heawood graph (b) are the unique (3, 5)-
cage and the unique (3, 6)-cage, respectively.
The lemma below ensures the existence of a cage for each reasonable pair of regularity
and girth.
Lemma 5.10 (cf. [110]). For each k ≥ 3 and each g ≥ 3 there is a k-regular graph with
girth g.
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This, in turn, guarantees the existence of a cage with these parameters. Note that in
general, there can be more than one cage for a given pair of regularity and girth. Actually,
there are three non-isomorphic (3, 10)-cages, see [10, 95, 127], where the latter paper also
shows that there are no more (3, 10)-cages.
We keep at the (3, 10)-cage, but turn our focus back to the question whether there is
a graph without a 3-basis. A (3, 10)-cage has 70 vertices and since it is cubic, 105 edges.
Thus, the cyclomatic number is ν = 105 − 70 + 1 = 36. The girth is 10 per deﬁnition .
Theoretically, a minimum cycle basis of a (3, 10)-cage has a weight of νg = 360. Indeed,
this value is attained by the minimum cycle basis of the cage constructed in [10]. But
because 360/105 > 3, there must be an edge which is contained in at least 4 basic circuits.
Thus, the (3, 10)-cages do not provide 3-bases.
Proposition 5.11. There are graphs which do not provide 3-bases.
The case p > 3. Taking the result of Proposition 5.11 into account, this paragraph is
dedicated to show that for each p ∈ N there is a graph which does not have a p-basis. That
is, Deﬁnition 5.1 does really make sense. Since there are some nice results concerning 3-
regular cages, we focus our considerations to 3-regular graphs. For reasons of simplicity, we
will restrict to cages with an even girth. A similar calculation can be done when considering
(3, g)-cages with odd g.
At ﬁrst, we give the following bound from [43], which has been originated in [112]. For
a given girth g, let n(g) be the number of vertices of a (3, g)-cage, m(g) = 3
2
· n(g) its
number of edges, and Φ(g) the theoretical size of a minimum cycle basis, i.e. the product
of the girth and the cyclomatic number.
Lemma 5.12 (Theorem 7 in [43]). For every even g ≥ 4, it holds
n(g) ≤ 29
12
2g−2 +
4
3
. (5.2)
We introduce a further variable s in Inequality (5.2) to yield an equation. For s ≥ 0
we obtain
n(g) =
29
12
2g−2 +
4
3
− s,
m(g) =
29
8
2g−2 − 3
2
s+ 2, and
Φ(g) =
29
24
g2g−2 − 1
2
sg +
5
3
g + g.
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Similarly to the last paragraph in the context of the (3, 10)-cage, we consider the quo-
tient of the theoretical weight of a minimum cycle basis and the number of edges and
obtain
Φ(g)
m(g)
=
1
3
g
29 · 2g − 48s+ 256
29 · 2g − 48s+ 64 ∈ Θ(g).
Since the quotient grows linearly with the girth and, according to Lemma 5.10, there
is a (3, g)-cage for each arbitrarily large girth, we can conclude
Theorem 5.13. For each p ∈ N, there is a graph that does not have a p-basis.
5.1.4 Conclusions
In this section, we introduced the concept of p-bases as a generalization of planar bases. We
showed that every graph has a ν-basis which is weakly fundamental. A further restriction
to strictly fundamental is not always possible. On the other hand, for each p ∈ N, there is
a graph which does not have a p-basis.
Naturally, the question arises whether for a given graph G and an integer p, the graph
G does have a p-basis. We assume this problem to be NP-complete. This, in turn, would
lead to the question about the approximability of this problem, or to its tractability on
restricted graph classes. Clearly, also many other directions of research on this area are
thinkable.
5.2 Totally Unimodular Cycle Bases
In this section, we consider the class of totally unimodular (TUM) cycle bases. At a ﬁrst
glance, it seems to be the most artiﬁcial or unnatural class of cycle bases in this thesis. Why
it is nevertheless valuably to investigate them should become clearer in Subsection 5.2.1.
In the literature, diﬀerent notions of totally unimodular cycle bases appeared. These are
summarized and compared in Subsection 5.2.2. Finally, in Subsection 5.2.3, we detect a
mistake in Chapter 11 of [78], namely an Example of a cycle basis which should be totally
unimodular but not weakly fundamental. We give a new example of a cycle basis which
contains non-circuits and show that under further restrictions, there is no example of such
a cycle basis which consists only of circuits.
5.2.1 Introduction
In the broad area of integer linear programming, the concept of totally unimodular matrices
plays an important role. An extensive introduction to the topic of totally unimodular
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matrices can be found in [113]. As accomplished there, if the input of a linear program
is integer, the constraint matrix is totally unimodular, and the program has an optimum
solution, then there is also an optimum integral solution. This, in turn, is based on the
fact that for such a program, each vertex of the feasible region has integer coordinates.
Also in [113], a relaxation method for solving systems of linear inequalities is introduced.
More precisely, if the appropriate matrix is totally unimodular, then the system can be
solved with this method in polynomial time ([88, 113]).
Section 5.3 will deal with integral cycle bases. As it will be mentioned there, the com-
plexity status of the Minimum Integral Cycle Basis Problem is still unknown. As an
approach to attack this problem, subclasses of integral cycle bases had been investigated.
Natural subclasses from a combinatorial point of view are strictly and weakly fundamental
cycle bases. Both minimum cycle basis problems restricted to these classes are algorithmi-
cally intractable, see [32] and [52]. As we will see in the next section, the determinant of an
integral cycle basis is 1. Hence, from the perspective of the cycle matrix, totally unimod-
ular bases form a natural subclass of integral cycle bases. Note that the complexity status
of the Minimum Totally Unimodular Cycle Basis Problem is also still unknown.
But since totally unimodular matrices are well studied, it is convenient to investigate the
class of totally unimodular cycle bases as a subclass of integral cycle bases.
5.2.2 Basic Definitions and Properties on TUM Cycle Bases
In the last years, several notions of totally unimodular cycle bases emerged in the literature.
In this subsection, we provide an overview of the diﬀerent deﬁnitions and compare them.
Meanwhile, we are able to partially solve Open Problem 3 in [64], which asks for the relation
between these deﬁnitions. Clearly, when considering totally unimodular cycle bases, one
has to know what a totally unimodular matrix is, at ﬁrst.
Definition 5.14 (totally unimodular matrix, cf. [113]). A matrix is totally unimod-
ular if each square submatrix has a determinant in {−1, 0,+1}.
The proposition below follows immediately.
Proposition 5.15. A matrix Γ is not totally unimodular if there is a submatrix of Γ which
is not totally unimodular.
In Subsection 5.2.3, we will proﬁt from the following characterization of totally uni-
modular matrices.
Lemma 5.16. A matrix is totally unimodular if and only if each subset of its columns can
be split into two parts such that the sum of the columns in one part minus the sum of the
columns in the other part is a vector with entries in {−1, 0,+1}.
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For the proof of this lemma and further characterizations for totally unimodular ma-
trices we refer again to [113]. Also from there, we list up several operations which preserve
totally unimodularity. The second item immediately implies that Lemma 5.16 can also be
formulated with rows. Note that we skip to list up further operations which are not needed
in this section.
Lemma 5.17. A totally unimodular matrix remains totally unimodular after
1. permuting rows or columns,
2. transposition,
3. multiplying a row or a column by −1,
4. adding a row or a column with only one non-zero element, or
5. repeating a row or a column.
Now let us turn our focus back to cycle bases. We list up four diﬀerent possible
deﬁnitions for totally unimodular cycle bases that can be found in the literature. Because
there cannot be diﬀerent deﬁnitions for the same term, we use an own notation.
Definition 5.18 (Γ-TUM, Definition 10.5 in [78]). A cycle basis of a directed graph
is Γ-TUM if its cycle matrix Γ is totally unimodular.
Definition 5.19 (G-TUM, Definition 3.1 in [64]). A cycle basis B = {C1, . . . , Cν}
of a directed graph is G-TUM if each cycle C ′ of G(D) has an orientation C that can be
written as a linear combination with coefficients in {−1, 0,+1} of circuits in B, i.e.
∃λi ∈ {−1, 0,+1} : C =
ν∑
i=1
λiCi.
Also in [64], two other deﬁnitions had been suggested with the motivation that they
seem to be more natural than Deﬁnition 5.19.
Definition 5.20 (C-TUM, cf. Open Problem 3 in [64]). A cycle basis B of a directed
graph is C-TUM if each circuit C can be written as a linear combination with coefficients
in {−1, 0,+1} of circuits in B.
Definition 5.21 (S-TUM, cf. Open Problem 3 in [64]). A cycle basis B of a di-
rected graph is S-TUM if each simple cycle S can be written as a linear combination with
coefficients in {−1, 0,+1} of circuits in B.
These deﬁnitions are summarized in the diagram below. Here, also known and new
relations between the deﬁnitions are illustrated. Additionally, the deﬁnition of strictly
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fundamental cycle bases is integrated in this diagram. An arrow in the diagram points
from a subclass to a superclass of cycle bases.
Γ-TUM
Cor. 10.29 in [78] //
OO
Thm. 3.4
in [64]

C-TUM

/ SF
cf. [12, 79]
hhPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP
Lem. 3.5wwnnn
nn
nn
nn
nn
nn
n
G-TUM /// S-TUM
OO
oo
The two unlabelled implications are discussed below. Moreover, we give some notes on
several redirections.
S-TUM =⇒ C-TUM. This does obviously hold since each circuit is also a simple
cycle.
S-TUM =⇒ G-TUM. This implication is also nearly trivial. Each simple cycle ad-
mits a {−1, 0,+1} linear combination. Thus, given a cycle in an undirected graph, every
orientation which constitutes a simple cycle has a {−1, 0,+1} linear combination, as well.
For the non-implications “G-TUM 6=⇒ S-TUM" and “C-TUM 6=⇒ S-TUM" look at
Example 5.22 with a graph and a cycle basis which is C-TUM and G-TUM, but not
S-TUM.
Example 5.22.
The considered graph in this example is a directed version of the sunﬂower graph SF(3),
see Figure 5.3.
a1
a2
a3
a4
a5
a6 a7
a8
a9
Figure 5.3: The sunflower graph SF(3) with an orientation and the circuits C5 (grey
arcs) and C6 (dashed arcs).
The cycle basis B contains the four triangles
C1 = (1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
T, C2 = (1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0)T,
C3 = (0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0)
T, and C4 = (0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1)T.
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Now, we show that this basis is C-TUM and G-TUM, but not S-TUM.
C-TUM. Due to symmetry, it is suﬃcient to examine only the circuits
C5 = (1, 0, 1, 0, 0,−1,−1, 0, 0)T, C6 = (0,−1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1)T, and
C7 = (0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1)
T.
The circuit C5 is depicted by grey arcs in Figure 5.3 while C6 is drawn with dashed arcs. C7
is the circuit which is constituted by the boundary of the unbounded face. These circuits
have the representations C5 = C1−C3, C6 = −C1+C2+C4, and C7 = −C1+C2+C3+C4.
This shows that the basis B is C-TUM.
G-TUM. As shown in the paragraph above, all circuits have a {−1, 0,+1} representa-
tion. The only non-circuit in the underlying graph G(SF(3)) is the one which contains
all edges. For this cycle, the orientation C8 = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1)T admits the linear
combination C8 = C2 + C3 + C4.
Not S-TUM. The cycle C9 = (−1,−1,−1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1)T = −2C1 +C2 +C3 +C4 does
not come up with a representation as demanded for an S-TUM cycle basis. ♦
With this example, we have shown that S-TUM cycle bases are a proper subclass of
G-TUM respectively of Γ-TUM cycle bases. This, in turn, solves one part of Open Problem
3 in [64]. On the other hand, S-TUM cycle bases are also a proper subclass of C-TUM
cycle bases. This reinforces the assumption that the notions of C-TUM cycle bases and
Γ-TUM cycle bases are equivalent—the other part of Open Problem 3.
By taking a look back at the diagram, it can be observed that also strictly fundamental
cycle bases are a proper subclass of C-TUM cycle bases. Otherwise, C-TUM and S-TUM
cycle bases would be the same. However, since the cycle basis in Example 5.22 is not
strictly fundamental, it also serves as a separating example for C-TUM and S-TUM bases.
It is still open whether Γ-TUM cycle bases are a proper subclass of C-TUM cycle bases
on one hand, and whether strictly fundamental cycle bases are a proper subclass of S-TUM
cycle bases.
As of now, Γ-TUM respectively G-TUM cycle bases are denoted by totally unimodular
cycle bases or TUM bases.
5.2.3 TUM Bases vs. Weakly Fundamental Cycle Bases
This subsection is dedicated to compare totally unimodular with weakly fundamental cycle
bases. This had already been done in [78], where the author presented a minimum cycle
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basis and claimed it to be totally unimodular but not weakly fundamental (Example 11.6).
We will show that the given cycle basis is not totally unimodular. This is shown in the
ﬁrst part of this subsection. In the second part, we present a new example of a cycle
basis which is indeed not weakly fundamental but totally unimodular. This basis is not
the minimum one of its graph. The reason is that it contains non-circuits. Due to the
Exchange Theorem 3.49, such a basis cannot be minimum. On the other hand, Such a
non-circuit cannot simply be replaced by a part of it while preserving totally unimodularity.
We call this property the Exchange Property and formulate it as a stronger form of the
Exchange Theorem. Actually, this holds for weakly fundamental and for undirected cycle
bases. After an example which shows that the Exchange Property does not hold for TUM
bases, we proof that under additional constraints each totally unimodular cycle basis which
consists only of circuits is also weakly fundamental.
Example 11.7 in [78]. We show that the cycle basis in this example is not totally
unimodular. The graph considered there consists of six copies of the graph in Figure 5.4
and of the indicated cycle basis.
a1
a2 a3
a4
a5
a6a7
a8
a9
a10
a11
a12
C1 C2
C3 C4 C5
Figure 5.4: Wagner’s graph and a cycle basis.
The according cycle matrix has the form
Γ =


0 0 1 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 -1 1
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 −1 -1 0 0 -1
−1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 -1 0 0
0 −1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 -1 0
0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 −1 0


T
,
which is not totally unimodular since the emphasized submatrix has the determinant 2.
Due to Proposition 5.15, the cycle basis of the graph which is composed by the six copies
is not totally unimodular, as well.
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A TUM Basis Which is not Weakly Fundamental. Example 5.23 presents a graph
D with a cycle basis B which is totally unimodular but neither weakly fundamental nor
minimum.
Example 5.23.
Consider the graph in Figure 5.5 and the indicated cycle basis.
a1
a2
a3 a4
a5
a6 a7
a8
a9
a10 a11 S1 S2
S3 S4 S5
Figure 5.5: A graph with a totally unimodular cycle basis which is not weakly fun-
damental.
It can easily be checked that the cycle basis is not weakly fundamental. After removing
the circuits S4 and S5 from B and the arcs a10 and a11 from D, each remaining arc is
contained in at least two of the cycles left over. The cycle matrix is
Γ =


1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1


T
.
After removing double columns and columns with only one non-zero element according
to Lemma 5.17, this matrix reduces to
Γ′ =


1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 1 1 1
1 0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 1


T
To see that this matrix is totally unimodular, we could investigate all 25 = 32 subsets
of the rows if there is a split according to Lemma 5.16. Clearly, this can be done more
economically since the empty set as well as the one element subsets are not of interest.
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Moreover, there is a split for each two element subsets because the matrix does not contain
a −1 entry. Each entry of the ﬁrst row is one, thus, subtracting two rows from it leads to
a vector as demanded. So we do not have to consider all three element subsets containing
the ﬁrst row. For the other three element subsets observe that the 1 entries in the forth
row are a subset of the entries in the second row. The same does hold for the ﬁfth and the
third row. Because each remaining three element subset contains either the second and the
fourth, or the third and the ﬁfth row, we do not have to test these combinations, either.
For the 5 four element subsets and for the entire set we provide the splits below. We
denote by Γ′i the ith row of Γ
′.
Γ′1 − Γ′2 − Γ′3 + Γ′4 = (1, 0,−1, 0, 0, 0, 0),
Γ′1 − Γ′2 − Γ′3 + Γ′5 = (0, 0, 0, 0,−1, 0, 1),
Γ′1 − Γ′2 + Γ′4 − Γ′5 = (1, 0,−1, 0, 1, 1, 0),
Γ′1 − Γ′3 − Γ′4 + Γ′5 = (0, 1, 1, 0,−1, 0, 1),
Γ′2 + Γ
′
3 − Γ′4 − Γ′5 = (0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0), and
Γ′1 − Γ′2 − Γ′3 + Γ′4 + Γ′5 = (1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1).
This shows that Γ′ as well as Γ itself is totally unimodular. ♦
A TUM Basis Without the Exchange Property. Clearly, this basis is not minimum
as required for Example 11.6 in [78]. Given that a cycle basis B is weakly fundamental
and that B contains a non-circuit, a straightforward way to construct out of B a weakly
fundamental cycle basis with a smaller weight is stated in the next lemma.
Lemma 5.24 (Exchange Property, cf. Lemma 3.12 in [64]). Let B be a weakly
fundamental cycle basis of a directed graph D, S ∈ B a simple cycle that is not a circuit
and S = S1+S2 with supp(Si) ⊂ supp(S) for i = 1, 2. Then at least one of B \ {S}∪{S1}
or B \ {S} ∪ {S2} is a weakly fundamental cycle basis of D.
The Exchange Property should not be confused with the Exchange Theorem 3.49. In
the Exchange Theorem, the condition supp(Si) ⊂ supp(S) for i = 1, 2 is dropped. The only
subclass of directed cycle bases for which the Exchange Theorem is valid are undirected
cycle bases.
Lemma 5.24 implies that each minimum weakly fundamental cycle basis contains only
circuits. Obviously, this is also true for strictly fundamental cycle bases. Additionally, it
does also hold for undirected cycle bases, see Theorem 3.14 in [64]. The question arises,
whether this is also true for integral or totally unimodular cycle bases. This is one part
of Open Problem 4 in the Survey. Another part of this problem is the question whether
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Lemma 5.24 does hold for totally unimodular cycle bases. In Example 5.25, we present a
cycle basis which shows that Lemma 5.24 is not true for totally unimodular cycle bases.
Example 5.25.
The totally unimodular cycle basis in this example contains a non-circuit S1 which can
be decomposed into the circuits S4 and C = (0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0)T, see Figure 5.6. The
cycle matrix loses its totally unimodularity if S1 is replaced by C. On the other hand, it
is not a basis anymore after the replacement of S1 with S4.
a1
a2
a3
a4
a5 a6
a7
a8
a9
a10
S1 S2
S3 S4
Figure 5.6: Example of a totally unimodular cycle basis for which Lemma 5.24 does
not hold.
The cycle matrix of B is
Γ =


1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


T
.
With a similar argumentation as in Example 5.23, it is suﬃcient to ﬁnd splits for the last
three basic cycles and for the set of all basic cycles as well. These are given by Γ2+Γ3−Γ4 =
(1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1)T and by Γ1−Γ2−Γ3+Γ4 = (0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,−1,−1)T. It is easy
to see that B \ {S1}+ {S4} is not a cycle basis. The cycle matrix for B \ {S1}+ {C} is
Γ′ =


0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


T
,
where the emphasized submatrix has determinant −2. ♦
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Restriction to Bases Consisting of Circuits. In this paragraph, we make further
restrictions on the cycles in the cycle basis and on the graph itself. We show that with
respect to these restrictions, each totally unimodular cycle basis is also weakly fundamental.
More precisely, we consider only biconnected graphs. For a cycle basis B, we require the
following:
1. B consists only of circuits,
2. each arc is contained in at least two basic circuits, and
3. no arc is contained in more than three basic circuits.
Item 1 is necessary due to Example 5.23. Item 2 can be assumed without loss of
generality. If there were arcs which are contained in only one basic circuit, then our
argumentation below will also work without these arcs and the according basic circuits.
For our proof, we also need Item 3. However, we conjecture that Item 3 is not necessary
for the statement. We proceed with two technical lemmas which involve the restrictions
above.
Lemma 5.26. If a cycle basis B of a directed or undirected graph D is not weakly funda-
mental, each arc of D is contained in at least two circuits of B, and B does not contain
any non-circuit, then for each circuit C in B, there are two circuits C1 6= C2 in B with
C1 6= C 6= C2 and C1 ∩ C 6= ∅ 6= C2 ∩ C.
Proof. Assume that there were a circuit C ∈ B for which Lemma 5.26 does not hold.
Since each arc is contained in two basic circuits, each arc of C must be in another element
C1 ∈ B. However, if C1 were the only such circuit in B and C1 6= C, then C1 cannot be a
circuit. Thus, there must be a second circuit C2 as stated in the lemma.
Definition 5.27 (circuit chain, chain link, (un-)twisted closed circuit chain). Let
B be a cycle basis of a digraph. A circuit chain is a sequence S(1, k) = (C1, . . . , Ck) of
pairwise distinct basic circuits of B with Ci−1 ∩ Ci 6= ∅ for i ∈ 2, . . . , k. An element in
Ci−1 ∩ Ci is called chain link. A circuit chain is closed if C1 = Ck. If the circuits of a
circuit chain can be orientated such that in their sum, all chain links cancel out each other,
then the circuit chain is called untwisted. Otherwise, it is a twisted circuit chain; it is
twisted like a Möbius stripe. Cf. Figure 5.7 for a twisted and an untwisted closed circuit
chain.
Lemma 5.28. Let D be a biconnected digraph and B a cycle basis of D which contains
only circuits and each arc of D is contained in at least two basic circuits. Then for each
two basic circuits C1, C2 ∈ B there is a circuit chain S(1, 2) = (C1, . . . , C2).
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replacemen
(a) (b)
aaa aC1 C1Ck Ck. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
Figure 5.7: A twisted (a) and an untwisted (b) circuit chain.
Proof. Assume that there were two circuits C1 and C2 for which such a circuit chain does
not exist. Then there exist two disjoint sets B1, B2 ⊂ B with C1 ∈ B1 and C2 ∈ B2 so
that for each two circuits C ′i, C
′′
i ∈ Bi, there is a circuit chain (C ′i, . . . , C ′′i ) for i ∈ {1, 2}.
These sets induce two subgraphs D1 and D2 of D. Since D is biconnected, it follows from
Menger’s Theorem (Theorem 5.7) that there is a circuit C with two vertices v1 ∈ C∩V (D1)
and v2 ∈ C ∩ V (D2). This circuit C intersects in a path with D1 and in a path with D2,
respectively. Clearly, these paths cannot be represented only with basic circuits in one of
the sets B1 and B2. Because B is a cycle basis of D, the only possibility of representing
C is that there is a circuit C3 ∈ B with C3 ∩ V (D1) 6= ∅ 6= ∅C3 ∩ V (D2). This means that
there are circuit chains S(1, 3) = (C1, . . . , C3) and S(2, 3) = (C2, . . . , C3). But then also
the chain S(1, 2) = (C1, . . . , C2) exists.
In what follows, we have been inspired by the proof of the second claim in Example 11.7
in [78]. More precisely, we conjecture that one can always ﬁnd a circuit chain such that
the characterization of totally unimodular cycle bases given in Lemma 5.16 is not fulﬁlled
if the cycle basis is not weakly fundamental. Additionally, we will proﬁt from the fact that
for a non-fundamental cycle basis, there is an arc that is contained in three basic circuits,
cf. Lemma 3.2.
Theorem 5.29. Let D be a biconnected digraph and B an undirected cycle basis which
contains only circuits and each arc of D is contained in at most three basic circuits. If B
is totally unimodular then it is also weakly fundamental.
Proof. Let a = uv be an arc which is contained in three basic circuits C1, C2 and C3
from the non-fundamental undirected cycle basis B. We may assume the existence of
such an arc, since otherwise, according to Lemma 3.2, the cycle bases is immediately
weakly fundamental. For the sake of clarity, we may embed the arc a twice, similarly
to the embedding of Champetier’s graph in Example 11.7 in [78] or in Example 4.17 in
this thesis. Moreover, we also may choose the embedding of the circuits C1, C2 and C3
arbitrarily. Our preferred embeddings are illustrated in the next ﬁgures.
Without loss of generality assume that C3 /∈ S(1, 2). Otherwise, the roles of C2 and C3
can be interchanged. Analogously, we may assume C1 /∈ S(2, 3). We distinguish whether
there are twisted circuit chains between any two of the three circuits C1, C2 and C3 or not.
Case 1 (Twisted circuit chain between C1 and C2).
Without loss of generality, we may assume that the circuit chain S(1, 2) is twisted, i.e. the
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situation in Figure 5.8. At ﬁrst, suppose that each chain link is contained in exactly two
circuits of S(1, 2). Choose an arbitrary orientation of C1, say, counterclockwise such that
a is oriented in the direction of the arrow. Then, each subsequent circuit in the chain also
has to be oriented counterclockwise. Otherwise, the entry according to the chain link at
the changeover from counterclockwise to clockwise orientation is −2 or +2. In particular,
also C2 has to be oriented counterclockwise. But then, the value associated to a is 2.
a aa′ a′a′′
a′′
C1 C2
Figure 5.8: The arc a, the circuits C1 and C2, an indicated circuit chain S(1, 2) from
C1 to C2. In addition, some chain links a
′ and a′′ with the properties described in the
text are marked.
Suppose now that there is a chain link that occurs in a third circuit of the circuit chain.
There are essentially two types of such chain links. A chain link can serve as a chain link
again, for example a′ in Figure 5.8, or not, as the chain link a′′ in this ﬁgure. In both
cases, the circuit chain can be abbreviated by cutting out the part between the ﬁrst and
the last appearance of such a circuit link. Dependent on the orientation of the last copy
of the circuit link, we have to consider this case or the next one.
Case 2 (No twisted circuit chain between C1 and C2).
Also in this case we can make the same assumptions as above, i.e. C3 /∈ S(1, 2), C1 /∈ S(2, 3),
and for both circuit chains, each chain link is contained in exactly two circuits of them.
Similarly to Figure 5.8, we embed two copies of the arc a. This time, both circuit chains,
S(1, 2) and S(2, 3) are depicted, where there are also two copies of the circuit C2. See
Figure 5.9 for our embedding.
aa
C1
C2
C2
C3
S(1, 2)
S(2, 3)
Figure 5.9: The other relevant possibility of embedding the circuit chains S(1, 2) and
S(2, 3).
Arcs which are no chain links induce paths, where several of these paths also can be
empty. But note that not all of these paths can be empty, otherwise, the cyclomatic
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number of the embedded graph would be smaller than the number of the circuits in the
union of the circuit chains. Thus, we can choose an arc a1 in a path of a basic circuit from
S(1, 2) which is not in another circuit from both circuit chains, but in a further circuit C ′1.
Another arc a2 with this property can be chosen from S(2, 3), this arc is in a circuit C ′2.
Between C ′1 and C
′
2 there is a circuit chain, see Figure 5.10.
aa
a′1
a′2
C1
C2
C2
C3
C′
1
C′
2
C′′
1
C′′
2
S(1, 2)
S(2, 3)
Figure 5.10: Twisted and untwisted circuit chain in the embedding according to the
setting of the proof.
This circuit chain must not be twisted like the circuit chain between C ′′1 and C
′′
2 , because
this circuit chain and the chains from C1 to C ′′1 and from C
′′
2 to C2 would induce a twisted
circuit chain from C1 to C2, a contradiction to our assumption for this case. Hence, it
must have the form as from C ′1 to C
′
2. This chain together with the chains from C1 to
C ′1 and from C
′
2 to C3 induces a twisted circuit chain from C1 to C3. The circuits in this
chain do not provide a split as demanded in Lemma 5.16, the reason is the same as already
described at the beginning of Case 1.
We conjecture that Theorem 5.29 also holds if there are arcs which are contained in
more than three basic circuits.
Conjecture 5.30. Let D be a biconnected digraph and B an undirected cycle basis which
contains only circuits. If B is totally unimodular then it is also weakly fundamental.
5.2.4 Conclusions
In this section, we dealt with totally unimodular cycle bases. We shed a little bit light on
the issue of the diﬀerent notions of TUM bases. It remains open how Γ-TUM cycle bases
and C-TUM cycle bases on one hand, and S-TUM cycle bases and strictly fundamental
cycle bases on the other hand relate to each other.
Another topic was the relationship between totally unimodular cycle bases and weakly
fundamental cycle bases. Broadened to cycle bases that contain non-circuits and without
the requirement of minimality, we were able to repair the map on the hierarchy of classes
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of cycle bases given in [78]. In contrast, if only circuits are allowed, then this map has
another appearance when we make further restrictions on the cycle basis. The question at
this place is whether this result is also valid without these restrictions.
5.3 Integral Cycle Bases
The matter of this section is integral cycle bases. In contrast to the other two classes
presented in this chapter, integral cycle bases are of considerable practical interest. This is
indicated in Subsection 5.3.1, which is based on the introduction of [108]. Subsection 5.3.2
describes the Periodic Event Scheduling Problem and its relationship to integral
cycle bases in detail. In the following section, we deﬁne integral cycle bases and give the
proof of its equivalence to two further imaginable versions in Subsection 5.3.3. The last
two subsection contain results on integral cycle bases without simple cycles and on the
coeﬃcients of the linear combinations of circuits.
5.3.1 Introduction
The concept of integral cycle bases has been introduced by Liebchen and Peeters in [79]
(see also [77] and [80]) as a generalization of strictly fundamental cycle bases. In their
paper, the authors used integral cycle bases to characterize periodic tensions which appear
in a model for cyclic timetables.
Cyclic timetables are constructed to describe periodically recurring activities or events.
There are numerous advantages of periodicity compared to aperiodic processes. Some of
them are fairly banal, like convenience for the users. An important technical advantage
is the eﬃciency, because it is suﬃcient to allegorize only one period. Hence, periodically
recurring events can be presented in a much more compact way. This can result in smaller
complexity and a better clarity over the supply, what can lead to a considerable saving of
time.
There are diﬀerent ways of constructing a cyclic timetable. One option is to use existing
techniques for computing non-periodic timetables. By adding some extra constraints, these
techniques can constitute a periodic timetable. This method is known as synchronizing in-
dividually scheduled trips. Another approach is to use the Quadratic Semi-Assignment
Problem. For a more detailed description of these two methods and related literature we
refer to [78].
It emerged that the Periodic Event Scheduling Problem (Pesp for short) is a
much more promising approach for modeling periodic timetables. This problem had been
introduced in 1989 by Seraﬁni and Ukovich in [114]. They also could prove the NP-
completeness of the Pesp.
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In the next subsection, we explain why integral cycle bases are useful for modeling
periodic timetables.
5.3.2 The PESP for Modeling Periodic Timetables
This subsection is dedicated to describe and to formulate the Pesp and its relationship to
integral cycle bases. For further applications of Pesp and its “modeling power” we refer to
Chapter 7 of [78]. These references also emphasizes the importance of integral cycle bases.
The subsection is based on the descriptions of Pesp in the PhD theses of Peeters [100]
and Liebchen [78] as well as on their technical report [79]. A similar description can also
be found in [108].
We start to describe the model of Pesp by using notations from the railway. An event
in this model is illustrated by a triplet (train, station, departure) or (train, station, arrival).
Here, departure and arrival are interpreted as integer points in time within a period length
T . The set of these events is denoted by V , which is later interpreted as the vertex set of
a directed graph. The function π : V → {0, 1, . . . , T − 1} assigns each event to a moment
within the period.
For several pairs of events, the time diﬀerence between them is constrained. For in-
stance, this is done to avoid long waiting times (upper bounds) or to enable acceptable
interchange facilities (lower bounds). Formally, the diﬀerence between both events in such
a pair a = (i, j) should lie in a time interval [ℓa, ua], that is:
πj − πi ∈ [ℓa, ua]. (5.3)
Since each event recurs periodically, an integer multiple of T is added to the diﬀerence:
πj − πi + Tpa ∈ [ℓa, ua], pa ∈ Z. (5.4)
Note that pa can also be negative. Furthermore, we make the following restrictions. Both,
the lower and the upper bound of the time interval should be non-negative integers. More-
over, it is suﬃcient that the lower bound is chosen to be at most T − 1. The upper bound
has to be larger than the lower, and it must not be at a later point in time than the ac-
cording lower bound of the next period. Hence, we get the two inequalities 0 ≤ ℓa ≤ T − 1
and ℓa ≤ ua ≤ T + ℓa. Putting both inequalities together, we obtain
0 ≤ ua − ℓa < T . (5.5)
With A being the set of event pairs, the digraph D = (V,A), the period length T , and
the vectors ℓ and u describe an instance of the Pesp. To solve this problem, one has to
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ﬁnd the function π and a vector p with the entries pa from (5.4). Formally, the Pesp is
the following problem:
Periodic Event Scheduling Problem (Pesp)
Instance: Digraph D = (V,A),
period length T ,
vectors ℓ and u.
Question: Is there a solution (π, p)
subject to πj − πi + Tpa ∈ [ℓa, ua] ∀ a = (i, j) ∈ A
0 ≤ πi < T ∀ i ∈ V
πi ∈ Z ∀ i ∈ V
pa ∈ Z ∀ a = (i, j) ∈ A?
Considering π as a potential , a function x : A→ Z is said to be a periodic tension with
period T if it has the form xa = πj − πi + Tpa for all a = (i, j) ∈ A, a potential π, and an
integer vector p.
A simple cycle S of D has the cycle periodicity property (Cpp) if for some qS ∈ Z the
following holds
∑
a∈S+
xa −
∑
a∈S−
xa = TqS. (5.6)
The Cpp can easily be extended to integral cycles. Clearly, one has to take into account
how often an arc occurs in the integral cycle. Therefore, we suggest∑
a∈I
I(a)xa = TqI (5.7)
as a generalization of the Cpp that can also be applied to integral cycles. As S(a) is in
{−1, 0,+1} for each arc in a simple cycle S, Equality (5.7) is indeed a generalization of
Equality (5.6). A further generalization to circulations would not make sense, since T and
qS have to be integer in this model.
In this context, Nachtigall observed in [92] the following relationship between (5.6) and
periodic tensions.
Theorem 5.31. For a connected digraph D = (V,A) and a period T , a function x : A→ R
is a periodic tension with period T if and only if each circuit has the cycle periodicity
property (5.6).
The only thing that is still left to associate a periodic tension with a solution of the
Pesp is the fulﬁlment of the time slots for each value xa. Requiring each qC in (5.6) to be
integer, we obtain the Cycle Periodicity Formulation (Cpf):
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Cycle Periodicity Formulation (Cpf)
Instance: Digraph D = (V,A),
period length T ,
vectors ℓ and u.
Question: Is there a solution (x, q)
subject to
∑
a∈C+ xa −
∑
a∈C− xa = TqC for each circuit C ∈ D
ℓa ≤ xa ≤ ua for all a ∈ A
xa ∈ R for all a ∈ A
q ∈ ZC?
The authors of [79] did not explicitly distinguish between the terms circuit and simple
cycle. In our version of the Cpf, we decided to use circuits. However, since a simple cycle
is the direct sum of circuits both formulations are equivalent.
The proof of Theorem 5.31 in [79] yields an instruction for constructing a solution for
the Pesp from a solution of the Cpf. But to ﬁnd a solution of the Cpf, one possibly has
to consider exponentially many circuits. Inspired by the fact that for an a-periodic tension
it suﬃces to require
∑
a∈C+ xa−
∑
a∈C− xa = 0 for the circuits of a cycle basis, the authors
made a similar observation.
Theorem 5.32 (Theorem 3.2 in [79]). If the cycle periodicity property (5.6) holds for
every circuit in an integral cycle basis of a graph D, then it holds for every circuit in D.
5.3.3 Definition
This subsection contains the deﬁnition of integral cycle bases. Two further versions for a
deﬁnition are also possible. Anyway, we show that all three versions are equivalent.
Definition 5.33 (integral cycle basis). A directed cycle basis B = {C1, . . . , Cν} of
a digraph D is an integral cycle basis if each circuit C of D has a representation C =∑ν
i=1 λiCi, where all λi are integers.
We also could have required that each simple cycle or each integral cycle has an integer
representation of basic circuits. Actually, the three possible deﬁnitions are equivalent.
Since each circuit is a simple cycle and each simple cycle is an integral cycle, we have only
to show the following implication.
Lemma 5.34. Let B be an integral cycle basis of a graph D = (V,A) as defined in Defi-
nition 5.33. Then every integral cycle in D has an integer representation of basic circuits.
Proof. Let I be an arbitrary integral cycle in D. We show that the representation of
I as the sum of basic circuits has integral coeﬃcients. Therefore, replace D with the
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auxiliary graph D′ = (V,A′), where A contains |I(a)| copies of the arc a. It follows that
deg+I (v) = deg
−
I (v) holds for each v ∈ V and that I has a decomposition into circuits of
D′, i.e. I =
∑k
j=1C
′
j for a certain k, see, for example [18]. Regarding these circuits as
circuits in D, this equality holds also in D. Since each C ′j is a circuit, it has an integer
representation, namely C ′j =
∑ν
i=1 λ
j
iCi with Ci ∈ B and λji ∈ Z for all i ∈ {1, . . . , ν} and
j ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Then
I =
k∑
j=1
C ′j =
k∑
j=1
ν∑
i=1
λjiCi =
ν∑
i=1
[(
k∑
j=1
λji
)
Ci
]
is the integer linear combination of basic circuits for I.
5.3.4 An Integral Cycle Basis Without Simple Cycles
Since each circuit must have an integer representation, one may think that every element
in an integral cycle basis has to be a circuit or, at least, a simple cycle, i.e. for each I ∈ B
we have |I(a)| = 1 for all a ∈ I. But, surprisingly, this is not necessary. We present a
graph D and an inﬁnite family Bℓ = {Iℓ1, . . . , Iℓν} of integral cycle bases where for each
n0 ∈ N there is an ℓ such that for all i ∈ {1, . . . , ν} we have |Iℓi (a)| > n0 for all a ∈ Ii.
Example 5.35.
Consider the small graph depicted in Figure 5.11 and the indicated cycle basis, which does
not contain a simple cycle.
a1
a2 a3
a4
a5
fk
fk fk+1
fk+1
fk+1 fk+2
fk+2
fk+2
fk+3
fk+3
I1 I2
(a) (b)
Figure 5.11: A graph with a spanning tree (a) and an integral cycle basis that does
not contain a simple cycle (b). The widths of the arcs represent the value of the entry
in the vector which corresponds to the cycle.
With fk being the kth Fibonacci number, the cycle matrix is
Γ =
(
fk fk fk+2 fk+2 fk+1
fk+1 fk+1 fk+3 fk+3 fk+2
)T
.
Delete the second, the third, and the ﬁfth column, i.e. the arcs corresponding to the
spanning tree in the left graph in Figure 5.11. The obtained submatrix Γ′ has determinant
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det(Γ′) = |fkfk+3−fk+1fk+2| = 1, what shows that the pair of the indicated integral cycles
actually forms an integral cycle basis.
The value of the determinant in the context of Fibonacci numbers is a direct con-
sequence of d’Ocagne’s indentity for Fibonacci numbers, namely fk1fk2+1 − fk2fk1+1 =
(−1)k2fk1−k2. ♦
5.3.5 TUM Bases and the Exchange Property
As already mentioned in Section 5.2, it is unknown whether Lemma 5.24, the Exchange
Property, is valid for integral cycle bases. In this subsection, we prove a weaker statement.
Moreover, we present an example which shows that the proof of this weaker statement
cannot be carried over to a proof of the Exchange Property for integral cycle bases in a
straightforward way.
Lemma 5.36. Let B be a totally unimodular cycle basis containing a non-circuit. Then
there is an integral cycle basis B′ with w(B′) < w(B).
Proof. This proof uses the same decomposition of an integral cycle that we have already
seen in the proof of Lemma 5.34. Without loss of generality let I1 be a non-circuit of
the totally unimodular cycle basis B = {I1, . . . , Iν}. Then it has a decomposition I1 =∑k
j=1Cj into circuits. Each of these circuits has a representation Cj =
∑ν
i=1 λ
j
iIi with
λji ∈ {−1, 0,+1}, and therefore, we have I1 =
∑k
j=1
∑ν
i=1 λ
j
iIi. There must be at least one
index j for which
|λj1| = 1, (5.8)
otherwise, I1 would be linearly dependent from {I2, . . . , Iν}. Without loss of generality let
|λ11| = 1, then we can replace I1 by C1 and since Cj ⊂ I1 for all j, we have w(C1) < w(I1). It
remains to show that {C1, I2, . . . , Iν} is an integral basis. Therefore, consider an arbitrary
integral cycle I =
∑ν
i=1 λiIi. We have
I1 = − 1
λ11
C1 +
ν∑
i=2
λ1i
λ11
Ii (5.9)
and therefore after the replacement
I = −λ1
λ11
C1 +
ν∑
i=2
(
λ1λ
1
i
λ11
+ λi
)
Ii , (5.10)
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which is an integer representation of I, since |λ11| = 1. If this procedure is repeated for each
non-circuit in the totally unimodular cycle basis, we obtain an integral cycle basis which
entirely consists of circuits and which has a smaller weight.
This proof does not work if B is an integral cycle basis. More precisely, it cannot
be presumed that one can always ﬁnd an index for which Equation (5.8) actually holds.
Example 5.37 shows a digraph D, an integral cycle basis B = {C1, . . . , Cν} of D, and a
circuit C =
∑ν
i=1 λiCi in D such that |λi| 6= 1 ∀i = 1, . . . , ν.
Example 5.37.
Consider the graph D depicted in Figure 5.12. It is formed by the two generalized Petersen
graphs P7,3 and P7,2 after identifying the copies of ij for j = 0, . . . , 6.
ℓ0
ℓ1
ℓ2
ℓ3 ℓ4
ℓ5
ℓ6
r0
r1
r2
r3 r4
r5
r6i0 i0
i1
i1
i2
i2
i3
i3
i4
i4i5
i5i6
i6
Lj Rj
Qj
Figure 5.12: A graph D with an integral cycle basis (circuits Lj , Rj and Qj, fat arcs)
and a circuit that contains each basic circuit at least twice in its representation (dashed
arcs).
D consists of 21 nodes and 42 arcs, where the arcs are partitioned into the following
six groups. In what follows, all indices are modulo 7.
Group Notation
left outer arc ℓjℓj+1
right outer arc rjrj+1
inner arc ijij+1
left spoke ℓjij′
right spoke rjij′
cross spoke ℓjrj
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The cycle basis B contains left circuits Lj = {ℓjℓj+1, ℓj+1i5−2j , i5−2ji6−2j , i6−2ji−2j , ℓji−2j},
right circuits Rj = {rjrj+1, rj+1i−3j , i−3ji1−3j , i1−3ji2−3j , i2−3ji3−3j , rji3−3j}, and cross cir-
cuits Qj = {ℓjℓj+1, ℓj+1rj+1, rjrj+1, ℓjrj} for j = 0, . . . , 6, as well as the triangle ∆ =
{ℓ0r0, r0i0, ℓ0i0}. Now choose all left spokes, all right spokes, and all inner arcs except i6i0
to achieve a spanning tree on D. Then the corresponding reduced cycle matrix Γ′ is
left circuits right circuits cross circuits ∆
ℓ0ℓ1
ℓ1ℓ2
ℓ2ℓ3
ℓ3ℓ4
ℓ4ℓ5
ℓ5ℓ6
ℓ6ℓ0
r0r1
r1r2
r2r3
r3r4
r4r5
r5r6
r6r0
ℓ1r1
ℓ2r2
ℓ3r3
ℓ4r4
ℓ5r5
ℓ6r6
ℓ0r0
i6i0


1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 −1
1 −1
1 −1
1 −1
1 −1
1 −1
1 −1
1 −1
1 −1
1 −1
1 −1
1 −1
1 −1
−1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1


.
Since det(Γ′) = −1, which one can see after a few elimination steps, B is an in-
tegral cycle basis. Consider now the circuit C = {ℓ0ℓ1, ℓ1ℓ2, ℓ2ℓ3, ℓ3ℓ4, ℓ4ℓ5, ℓ5ℓ6, ℓ6ℓ0},
i.e. the circuit which consists exactly of all left outer arcs. It has the representation
C =
∑6
j=0(3Lj − 2Rj − 2Qj), a representation without a coeﬃcient +1 or −1. ♦
5.3.6 Conclusions
This last section treated the practically relevant topic of integral cycle bases. We shortly
want to summarize our results and to give some outlooks concerning integral cycle bases.
We gave an example of an integral cycle basis which does not contain simple cycles.
This result should help to better understand the structure of integral cycle bases. It may
perhaps be of help for answering the question whether there is a (unique) minimum integral
cycle basis with a non-circuit—a part of Open Problem 4 in the Survey.
The result in the last subsection could help to further investigate the interaction of
integral and totally unimodular cycle bases. Our results and the proposed further research
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might be helpful for settling the complexity status of the Minimum Integral Cycle
Basis Problem.
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nodes, 15
NP-complete, 25
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optimization problem, 22
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